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During first
'veek of this ionth, direction of attack turns
northward toward the Saar-Palatinate and the Siegfried Line
foritifications stretching, across the Saar Valley, the Vosges
Iiountains, and the Rhine Plain, from Saarbruecken on the W to
Lauterbourg on the E.
XV Corps On Corps L flank, 44th Div receives considerable
enemy arty and mortar fire in vicinity of Tieffenbach.
During night, an eneiy inf force supported by SP guns
and 5 half-tracks enters Wesisslingen, 1 rmile N of
Tieffenbach.
Elemients of 114th Inf fight back with rocket
launchers, automatic rifles, carbines, and pistols,
finally outflanking enemiy.
Through the afternoon, 71st
Inf attacks toward high ground ?0 of 1Lackwiller, 3' rmiles
W of WJeisslingen.
On E edge of the Vosges imountains, 45th
Div is in heavy fighting on the hills about Zinswiller.
Div front line extends E across narrow, open stretch bet-w.een forests of the Vosges and the W end of Haguenau
Forest.
Forces M-Nof Engz';iller are held in place by
st.rength of enegyZ fire.
After weathering intense SA and
mortar fire, elements of 179th Inf succeed in taking most
of Engwiller by nightfall.
The 180th Inf completes clearing Kindv-iller and Bitschhoffen, on Div R flank, and attacks
!.ietesheim, where heavy fighting ensues for remainder of
day, vith tank battles within the tow;n.
Enemy counterattack forces withdrawal to S' outskirts late in afternoon.
Attached 397th Inf (100th Div) remains in position

on rear L flank of Div, N of L.oder R. near edge of' Vosges
forest, blocking Ingtller-Sfilnenau pass. Enemy patrols
attempt to enter Gries, near Bischw-iller on 79th Div R
flank, and are driven off by arty, mortar, and SA fire.
The 94th Cav Rcn Sq of 14th irmd Div is attached to 79th
Div to protect R flank and rear and to reconnoiter to the
Rhinre
At 0300, 314th Inf: attacKs
toward clearing in
woods SW of Haguenau, then NE to the lintershouse-rHaguenau
road, which is partially interdicted by airbursts fired
by flak guns.

Schv1eighaus-en, 2 me6,,s

cleared by 315th Inf.

Div units ya,

farther up the ,Toder R., receive'6oGc
mortar shelling.
'

of_Haguenau,

eNuourg, 3 miles
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VI Coryus A 3d Div co continues to besiege Maginot Line
fort -,ihere enery is nolding out N of Mdutzig on the Bruch
R.
Air bombardment and direct 155-amo. fire on the fort
Greater part of 3d Div is employed
proves ineffective.
in holding Strasbourg area along the Rhine, where enemy
Rihen attacked by 7th
has blo;n all important bridges.
Inf, enercy vithdraws miost of his forces from the Yehl
bridgehead and subsequently blovis main bridges over the
Units of 36th Div still
deep in
Rhine E of Strasbourg.
the Vosges are nearing le Bonhoil.Lie from the ii and the IhE;
farther E, figlhting is in progress at hubure; Div elements
at the edge of the Vosges forests occupy Chatenois and
clear several towns SW of Selestat.
By end of day, 2
bns have entered outskirts of strongly defended city of
Selestat.
CCA of 14th hrmd Div and 103d Div have converged on Epfig, 6 miles il of Selestat, from the N and
1Wrespectively.
Continuing to attack S, elements of 103d
Div, supported by CCk, occupy Ebersheim, 3 miles NE of
Selestat.
To the W, another column of 103d Div also
It contacts
moves S, attacking from Dambach-la-Ville.
36th Div near Scher-,w-iller and reaches RR in N part of
Selestat, vhiere house-to-house fighting begins.
CCR of
2d Fr Prrd
Div seizes Kogenlheim on Strasbourg-Selestat
highway SW of Benfeld. Advance is delayed by blown
bridges over Ill R.
Turning lNE, elements of CCR seize
A'dvance of CCV
Huttenheim and Benfeld ,'ithout opposition.
to,,ard Herbsheim, 2 miles SE of Benfeld, is halted during
night of l--2 Dec by heavy enemy AT, miortar, and SA fire.
CCD advances S tow-,ard Friesenheim along the Rhine R. road,
encountering mine fields covered by fire. harassing fire
is received froim across the Rhine.
FIRST ,RENtlCH ARLY
Enemy is defending Rhine Valley E of the Vosges along
general line of Harth Forest--Thann--St. Hippolyte--Selestat-Friesenheim, forming the J.Col mar Pocket" lying across the zone
of advance of First Fr Army and contained on the N by elements
of U.S. VI Corps.
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~ ~,. Div units occupy Bussano Pass, betTween
Thur R.
Enemy- counterattacks 2d ior Div,
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I Corps Units of 4th Mtn Div in Harth Forest reach
crossroads 6 miles NE of L:ulhouse.
Just W of iulhouse,
enemy counterattack is repulsed near Lutterbach.
Along
Rhine R. to the S, elements of 9th Col Div work to reduce
enemy bridgeheads between Kerebs and the Swiss frontier,
capturing Rosenau and reaching NIeuf.
V of M.ulhouse
enemy troops are in general .graduallywithdranjin,
-vlile
maintaining pressure against la Doller R. line on Corps
N flank.
A-s
Sector Second Bn of RCT 442 relieves 68th i-rnd Inf
Bn
(14th Armd Div) near Peira Cava. RCT 442 now occupies 20-mile
front between Menton and Peira Cava in 1±aritime Alps
region
of southern France, with miission of patrolling aggressively
against German 34th Div stationed on other side of border
in
Italy.
It is under control of 44th iAA Bri-^,
;hich is responsible for Franco-Italian front from the Mediterranean
up
to Larche Pass.
N of Larche Pass the front is held by
remnants of Fr 4th ;Mitn Div, in process of transfer to Y:ulhouse
area.
Enemy arty is heavy in sector of 442d RCT.
2

U.S. SEVEiTH AR..Y
}V Corjs
Forty-fourth Div resumes advance N in direction
of Petit-Roderching, 10 miles NNE of Teisslingen.
Handto-hand combat occurs near latter toern uring night of
1--2 Dec.
SE of ;.eisslingen, elerments of 114th Inf
mounted on medium tanks attack N from Petersbach tovard
Hinsbourg, -. hich is taken by 1500, thln turn '7and advance
through Frohmruhl.
T,o miles .2J'V of ..eisslingen, at
Waldhambach, enelmy counterattacks unsuccessfully
against
3,24th inf. Attacking at 0700, 71st Inf cle.rs Bois de
Todtenberg, SE of...Mackwiller.
Elements cross RR track
but are prevented by enemy fire frolmf entering town.
XII T-C fighter bombers set fires in Volksb.rg, .Puboerg,
;altdhambach, and :ackwiller in close support missions.
The 100th Div assembles at ,letting
4 mi.les .MJ of
Phalsbourg, prepared to advance i.E and breach i,iaginot
Line at Bitche.
On E edge of Vosges, 157th Inf of 45th
Div takes hills
bridge at Zinsvw:
v)
follows up 157ti
of
Vosges forest.
to
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NV1 is continued by 179th Inf; resistance remains stiff.
i.ietesheimt, SE of Engwiller, falls to 18Oth Inf, but is
Units of 79th Div attacking
not yet cleared of snipers.
toward. Haguenau encounter considerable SA and flat
Small counterattack is-repulsed in
trajectory fire.
afternoon.
VI Corps Thirty-sixth Div troops on Pi edge of Selestat
are engaged in heavy fire fight with the enemy. Elements
E of Colmar highway attack SE section of city against
intense sniper fire and reach blo-,wln bridge over Ill R.
To the SW,y units have pushed through Orschwiller and are
Bitter combat continues at
fighting in St. Hippolyte.
The 409th Inf of 103d Div
latter.
Aubure, 8 miles WS? of
of the city
section
walled
battles its way into the
through well protected road blocks and under fire from
Almost 400
tanks, arty, mortar, and automatic weapons.

F.-s are taken in Selestat during the day. The 411th Inf
attacks SE from Ebersheim, but enemy counterattack at
dusk from the woods to the SE causes a slight withdrawal.
During night, heavy arty barrage is laid on enermy poSecond Fr Armdr Div's CCD captures
sitions here.
Friesenheim after full day of fighting. On Div' s R flank
as it drives S, CCR and elements of 30th inf, 3d Div,
cross l'Ill R. near Serimershlei and Kogenheim. CCV
clears and occupies Herbsheim after bitter fighting.
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Resistance is lively on Schlucht road and towvard
la Bresse, in N of 3d Alg Div sector, but has collapsed in
central Thur Valley, where Div elements are on outskirts
of St. A-marin, with enemy tr-oops retreating hurriedly
Second ,./or
toward Mletzeral in the N and Thann in the S.
Div finds resistance heavy before Thrunn. Several enemy
tanks destroyed as counterattacks are repulsed.
-Cors Ninth Col Div captures Huningue, just N of Basel,
after severe fighting. Over 200 Wis and much materiel
lds bridgehead at Loechle, becaptured. Enemy stil.Fourth Mitn Div repulses renewed
tween Rosena2u an(sit s
-rbach bridge and takes many FWs,
/
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AI!s Sector During 24-hr. period ending at noon, enermy
attacked Fr post at les Granges Chevillot, in Briancon area,
and took a number of' prisoners after a battle of several
hours. Eneimy arty active in 44th AMi Brig sector during
afternoon of 2 Dec.

3

U.S. SEi-VENTH ARIvMY
V Corps Blowing bridges and mining and blocking roads,
enemy withdraws rapidly on Corps L flank after failure
to retake ,Taldhambach.
Two miles NIN,. delaying action
occurs at Ratzwviller, under attack by 324th Inf, 44th

Div. Other elements of 324th Inf take Diermeringen, less
than 2 miles ?N7 of I;aldhambach, then lose half of it as
enemy counterattacks.
Soath of Diemnringen, 71st Inf
seizes Mackm-,iiller and occupies higbh ground \Nof tomin.
On Div E flank, 114th Inf attacks through w-oods toward
Volksberg, 4 niles N of Hinsbourg. Enemy road blocks
and gunfire halt atti.cking forces just lTand S of the
town. Ait 0730, 100th Div attacks through elements of
44th Div toward Puberg and
N of la Petite Piere.
Ningen,
Puberg is captured and one co enters hringen, nwhere it
becomes surrounded.
SAi, MG, mort.r, and 88-,m.
fire
from vicinity of llingen is heavy and there is road block
on road S of towun.
The 397th Inf, still
attached to 45th
Div, attacks Ml from Rothbach to outflank iimmenau-?ingen
area from
rN, and meets very heavy resistance. Zinswiller
falls to 157th Inf, 45th Div, after fierce fighting.
Engmiller, to- the SE, is taken by 180th Inf and troops
of 179th Inf cross Zintzel R.

at Gurmbrechtshoffen.

Uttenhoffon, over a mile MN of Miietesheirm, is cleared.
Forty-fifth Div has been ordered to seize RR line from
Niederbronn to Mertziller.
Gries, in 79th Div sector,
is heavily shelled by enemy followiing a demonstration by
eleouments of 313th In-f.

Assault guns of 94th Cav Rcn Sq

damage RR station in Gambshenim.
VI Corps House-to-hlouse fighting continues in Selestat.
Thirty-sixth Div employs two assault bns. EnL.imy counterattack with tanks froim E edge-:&f city is beaten off in
the afternoon.
The 409th InL:
'
u~frs^ many
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casualties froim tank fire.
To-nn of St. Hippolyte,
directly STI,
of Selestat, is clef-red by 36th Div troops,
iwhich encounter resistance from town of Rodern to the SW.
In l'isector of Div zone, RCT 143 cle.rs iubure and is
relieved there by RCT 141.
Other elements of RCT 141
seize the Bois de Lapoutroie and clear,- town of Farupt in
le Bonhorume Pass area.
Elem-ents of RCT 143 moving SE on
Ste.
uarie-Ribeauville road enter Ribeauvilloe, midway
between Kaysersberg and Orschwiiller.
Twelve planes
support 103d Div troops NE of Selestat by attacking enemy
gun positions at ,utterholtz, 3 iiles E of Sele st-t.
.After bayoniet fight, 411th Inf regains ground lost SE of
Ebersheim.
TF Soelstat is created from 409th Inf and
attached units and is given mission of carrying through
the capture of Selestat, allied vehicles NE of Strasbourg
are strafed from the air and fired on from E of the Rhino.
Strasbourg s main
pow-ver plant is hit by 240-imm. shells.
4
CCA of 14th i:rmd Div returns to Div control and moves to
assembly area in vicinity of Hochfelden on the Marne-Rhine
Canal.

FIRST FRENCH iRIVMY
II Corps Second i,,kor
Div units advance to within less than
a mile SW[ of Thann.
I Corps Enemy counterattack against 4th Litn Div elements
in Harth Forest destroys a bridge over Huninguo Canal.
i.any enemy mines encountered. First Armd Div imeets heavy
resistance from AT weapons.
jilps Sector Eneiy activity greatly reduced.
Arty of 44th ..A
Brig fires about 30 missions. The Puerto Rican 65th Inf Regt
(less 1st and 2d Bns) is attached to 44th AAA Brig on arrival
at Nice.

4 U.S. SEVEMiTH

aRLMY

~rmy regroups in accordance withI shift northiward in
emphasis of attack.
The 36th Div is to assist First French
i
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XV Corps On L flank, 44th Div line now runs from
Diemeringen on the ; to Hinsbourg on thc E, as Div continues to advance against opposing 1Q0th Pz Lehr Div.
Elements of 324th Inf complete seizure of Die.eringen
and advance E tovward Ratzwiller, but are pinned down
by eneomy iT, mortar, LG, and rifle fire and withdraw
to Diereringen at dark.
Fart-ir B, troops of 114th Inf
enter Volksberg in afternoon} other units of this regt
roach high ground E of Roesert,. -whic is just E of
Volksberg.
Patrols of 100th Div entor Wingon and report
no contact with co which entered toejn on preceding day.
More arty fire is placed on :ingon.
In the ?leantiinm,
Rostoig, 2 nmiles Nmi of l.ingen, is captured against
uodXerate opposition. Forty-fifth Div's 157th Inf
elements attacking from w-oods E of Zinswiller tov-,ard
Nideorbronn are pinned dovwn by 20-roi. fire from the
to-,,n, but othaer elements of Regt succeed in taking
near-by Oberbronn after house-to-housu fighting.
On
Div R flank, rotor patrol reacChes
eubourg and contacts
eleoints of 79th Div's Rcn Tr. attached 397th Inf

eliements on extren L flank attain Hill 375 overlooking
Rothbach streaR°.
dvance units reach koder R., on the
S.
At 2400, 397th Inf is d-tached fro, 45th Div, passing
to control of 100th Div. Village of Gries, on 79th
Div R flank, is again targeo of eni-y arty fire and is
evacuated by civilians. Harassing arty and nortar fire
strikes along..ost of 79th Div front. Four of six enemry

plane-s -,hich strafe A-m
VI CorDs

positions are shot downl.

The-103d Div, less TF Solestat, coaL-ances

r.oveioent
to Gougenheii-..which is in rear of 79th and
45th Divs. RCT 411 is relieved by 2d Fr irad Div in area
SE of EbersheiLm. TF Selestat comopletos olimination of
resistanco in Solostat by 1'45 and control of the city
is passed to 36th Div. <ithin the Vosgos, RCT 141 of
36th Div advances S from ruuburt and 3 fromI Faurupt toward
vicinity of Freland and '- entrance of Kayvsersberg- Valey,
encounterin i-.Lony m-ines and booby-traps and scattered
.en_-yin±f dota. iehLts. Units of RCT 143 clear woods
about Ribeauvitl, and movo S t:' t,k Hunatihr.
,
Third
Div eleients
allf
.
uti':n qx Lnou r-,toa
c
Aopteion
charge against ag innot
n
c$
. br
s-ft.
1 an
hole in, the iwall. Nino enonay are capture& ii scape
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Enemy blows Rhine R. bridge E of

Gambshoie-.

FIRST FRENCH aR.i

.--

II, orl.aEnc-y withdra-val ceases in center of Corps
On Corps extreme N
iMvortar activity increases.
zone.
flank, 3d Alg Div units approach le Valtin, NE of
In 2d Nior Div sector on the S
i.ac de Retournemer.
flank, enei.y holds firmry at RFzaiersiatt, Roderon,

and

klicholbach; several hills exchange hands in violent
fighting S of Thann.
I Cors Enemny inf and tanks in vicinity of Pont du Bouc,
approximattely'in center of Harth Forest, cause withdrawal
of 4th Mtn Div' eleamnts in area N of Huningue Canal
\1N of Mulhouse,
betveen .Ile Napoleon and the bridge.
sharp fighting continues around Lutterbach.
^ips Sector
and CP.

Field arty scores direct hits on eneimy pillbox

Wlestcrn tFrench Forces %;ithdramval to Ciro d t Aiunis has bezn
made by eleiments in La Rochelle sector.
II diLY.
U.S. SEVEINH
VI Corps-XV Corps bound.ry is shiftcd N to follo-w, the
of Saverne through Philippsbourg
crest of the Low Vosgcs from Nl7.
to the NE, with XV Corps on the L and VI Corps on the R.
Tlclfth trmd Div con.:es under o;perational control of XV Corps
love to Drulingen-la Petite Picrre area in
and elements of it
rear of 44th Div.

1,t

0001, 45th and 79th Divs and 14th

rria

Div are doetached from XV Corps and attached to VI Corps, the
boundary between 100th and 45th Divs bccouing thei XV CorpsVI Corps boundary.
The 71st Inf of 44th Div moves into Lorentzon,

XV Cors

ilimmediately N'V of Dicmeringen.
NE of Loront

nrm

1

Ie

U~~bL~~~ow

Ratzwiller and Button,
4th Inf. !,iooded
114th Inf. Within
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the Vosges forests on the E, 397th Inf, which reverts
to 100th Div from attachment to 45th Div, advances
N' from Rothbach area, seizing Lichtenberg, Reipertswiller, and Wimmenau, meeting moderate resistance.
After a 20-min. arty preparation, 398th Inf attacks and
occupies '-ingen, 2 rmiles ?M7 of T!:iu;:enau. Patrols reach

Meisenthal and Soucht, several miiles farther IW.
399th Inf advances through 398th toward Letoberg.

The

VI Corps Control of 45th Div, 79th Div, and 14th irmd
Div passes from XV to VI Corps.
Beco!ing pinned down by
SA and tank fire, elements of 45th Div make little
progress from Oberbronn toward Niederbronn, objective on
Div L flank. On Div R flank 180Oth Inf advances SE from
Mietesheim and attacks k-rtzwiller, in clearing at W end
of Haguenau Forest, where elpe-ents cross Zintzel R.. in
face of heavy fire from eneny's prepared positions along
RR line. Seventy-ninth Div remains in position along
general line running ?7 to SE from Ieubourg to Gries,
probing enr.-y positions and patrolling across .oider R.
mihere possible. Arty and miortar fire is received all
along front lines; oeneiy shells Gries, Ohlungen, and
Niederschaeffolsheimr.
Eleim:ents of 708th VG Div in old
fort N of Mutzig surrender to 3d Div troops after days
of stubborn resistance to blaze bombs and doemolitions
over'80 POs taken. First Bn of 30th Inf is relieved
from attachment to 2d Fr armd Div and moves N to
.chenheiu, 5 rmiles W of Strasbourg.
FIRST FRENCH ARM

-

At 050001, U.S. Seventh Army passes 36th Div and 2d Fr
Armd Div to II Corps control, First Fr Army. Second ifor Div
is transferred from II to I Corps.
II Corps Thirty-six
Slell as Bergheirm and
Selestat. Other t
and relieve 103d Div
to ,the SI,

Divts 142d RCT occupies Rodern, as
Rorsti
all .4 to 5 cmiles S,l of
ontsr
ret
occupy Selestat
unwi
r

143d RCT finis

Zellenberg, S of Ribeauvi

-

-~~~~~~

w.
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and Ostheim against scattered resistance which stiffelns
to strong opposition as towins are ne.red.
Elsi-lents
still
further S attack through Beblenhoim with airm of
securing high ground overlookin- Collar.
.bout 6 miiles
Wt of positions held by 143d RCT, RCT 141 secures
Frelan'd -ithout a fight.
The Lapoutroie-Kaysersberg

road is cut and p.trols enter Lapoutroio.
Third Alg
Div troops reach Schlucht Pass- and ( outskirts of le
Valtin. .any obstacles and lines encountered.
Diebolshei,
on Corps R flank, is reached by 2d Fr ,rmd.Div.
I Corps_ Second Ilor Div is assigned to .thiscorps,
:widening its ar*ea to includ~e Thann-Cer.nay area.
irty
active on both sides.
l~s Sector Enc;.any patrols active in Tsr1mignon region. During
24-hr. period ending at noon, an attack ol' about 50 oneLy

against Ft. Tournou~x (about 50 liles S of Ter.i-±gnon) is repulsed. Ener;y ix;ove.',nt and arty active in S of 44th A~i Brig
sector.

6 U.S. SE.VNTH
LI'AY
XV Corops

The 44th and 100th Divs are driving along

parallel axes iE across -

slopes of the Vosgos toward

Siersthal and Bitche, wihich are located in one of the
strongest sectors of the Liaginot Line.
The 324th Inf
of 44th Div advances fro-. Button to vicinity of Guisberg,

encountering miany demolition obstacles along the road.
Frequency of plastic and other types of mines on the
narrow- mountain roads also prevents tanks and TD's from.
giving effective close support to 114th Inf in its advance on I'Lontbronn, 5
Niles
BE-of Ratzswiller.
i.ontbronn
is attacked from thle W,and cleared. Enemy used. 20-?Oi.
ka fire and also Russian 152-nm. guns in this area.
i-ttacking astride U7ingen-Lemoberg road, 399th Inf of
100th Div s;curos Sarroinsberg,' Goetzenbruck, and
Platoau 409 almnost without opposition. Resistance

stiffens as Lemnborg is nearcd and by nigihtfall there is
heavy fighting ll about the to-;n. Soucht and Hi:eisenthal
are secured by 398'th Inf. Little resistance is fret by

nerl 9V17E
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** 397th Inf as it moves IE1 from 'ir'immenau and takes
.'ildcenguth and I:elch. Iouterhouse, 12- diles N of
1,elch, is enemy occupied but is surrounded by nightfall.
YI Corps Positions of 157th Inf on L flank of 45th Div
remain under direct enermy fire from vicinity of.Niederbronn.
Farther dovn the Falkenstein R., elements of 179th Inf
are under direct fire from Gundershoffen. Enei!y counterattack supported by 3 tanks overruns 10Oth Inf positions
at Mertziiller, forcing a withdrawal to S part of the
town after a fierce fire fight. On 79th Div R flank,
patrols reconnoiter bridcges S of Biscllwhiller, finding
one intact but suitable for tracked vehicles only.
Gries is again shelled by enerny arty and mortars.
Ninety-fourth Cav Rcn Sq patrols dravi heavy enenmy fire
from Gambsheim. Fifteenth Inf of 3d. Div completes
wiring in of defensive positions S of Strasbourg.
FIRST KiFRENCHLO^iN

.

.

I_ Cor-s Elements of 2d Fr -rmd Div are at Rhinau,
Diebolsheim, Rossfeld, Ebersmunster, and Ebershein--all
in area betweern Selestat-Erstein RR line and the Rhine.
Enemy enters Lapoutroie from the 7J,. causing local :,lith-

drawal of 141st LRCT elements of 36th Div. RCT '142
garrisons St. Hippolyte and Selestat and secures bridgehead across ltIlle iR. at SE edge of Selestat. Fierce
fi, ting lholds 143d RCT at Ostheni and Guemar.
Latter
is

taken in

the afternoon and portion of Ostheimn'i

of

Fecht R. is cleared. In sector of 3d ialg Div, enemy
pressure is particularly strong beteen Fellering a'nd
Kruth on the uppe'r Thur R.
I Corps Enemy counterattacks tviice in 2d Mor Div sector,
but loses ground in front of Bitschwviller and Thann.
In
ilsulhouse area, patrol ]clashes occur "- of Lutterbach.
Rcn units nearo Niffer, between Hombourg and Keimbs, provoke violent enemy arty reaction.

.

,nawritu'
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AlpDs Sector Vigorous patrolling. First enermy arty fire in
3 days in N sector of 44th AAA Brig front.
Western French Forces

7

US.

SEVENTH

XV Corps
:.'

Enemy occupies Chateau Didonie.

iARY

On Corps L flank, 324th Inf of 44th Div advances

from vicinity of Juisberg against mortar and arty

fire.. Troops of 114th Div approaching Enchenberg from
Iontbrunn are pinned down by fire from edge of towv'n and
from RR tracks that run SE to Lenberg. Elements of 100th
Div are fighting for the hills comianding Lemberg frorm
*the N and NL, riaking slow progress against considerable
enemy 20-im., fire. Liouterhouste, :iles
4
SE of Ler.-erg,
is

captured by 397th Inf,. which receives mortar,

auto-

matic v,:eapons, SA, and flak gun fire while ioving' into
the tonme.
CCA of 12th *'rmd Div conmmences relief of 4th
~irr. d.Div (XII Corps) on Corps L flank, directly "U of
*44th Div-. '
VI CosE~ iggressive patrolling and local fire fights
take place on 45th Div front along -the Zintzel and
Falkenstein Rivers.
The 94th Cav Rcn Sq and elements
of 19th iArmd Inf Bn attached to 79th Div attack Gambsheim
from the ?J and S.
This is well defended strongpoint near
the Rhine about, 10 miles N3 of Strasbourg.
Fighting
continues throughout the day; by evening, attacking
forces hold Ni!e and S-, corners of the village.
Enemy
harassing fire is strong in Haguenau area, and Schweighausen,
to the: !, receives heavy shelling in the morning.
Some
of enemy arty fire is probably from across the Rhine.
The 103d Div advances N-betvween 45th and 79th Div. Its
rcn units relieve L flank units of 79th Div around
Neubourg, on the bRoder R.; other Div elements.relieve
180th Infi,
45th Div, along Zintzel Ti.in Mertz~.iiller
and vicinity during the night. Arumd inf elements of 14th
Armrnd Div reinforce its cav units in vicinity of Hoerdt,
S of Haguenau.
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FIRST FRENCH iARMlv
Ii Cor,2
Elemrents of 2d GTli relieve 141st RCT of 36th
*Div in Lapoutroie-Freland sector on N flank, N of Orbey.
Enermy renevws attacks in iaysersberg area, wihere he is
building up considerable strength. He'vy Nfiting rages
in hills about Kientzhein,

Sigolsheiim, ·Beinnwihr,

ni ttelihr,

and Beblenheim. Mortar, arty, -;G,G and XT fire heavy on
-143d RCT elements.
Latter occupy Beblenheim, but are
strongly counterattacked at Guerar and ~iiittel -,ihr and in
Ostheim, where ene.y crosses Fecht Ri. in

boats.

Ene.-.y

traffic E fror Colmar and across the Rhine at Breisach
reported heavy.

I Corps Second ;lor Div captures Bitschwiller, enters
filler sur Thur and Thann, captures kichelbach, and
extends its front along la Doller '. to Pont d'^spach.
Bridges at Thann and tispach have been .ashed out. Street
fighting in progress at Thann. Eneiny arty fire strikes
at Hesimsbrunn and :'orschniller, ', of Liulhouse.
Fr heavy
arty ihakes tvjo direct hits on Ghalaripe bridge.
Alps Sector RCT 442 captures 8-rman enem:y patrol near Moulinet.
Arty of 44th .AAd Brig fires 57 fissions at enei-y pillboxes,
mortar positions, and barracks.
^8

^Hq Detachment of 63d Div arrives at Liarseilles.
U.S. SEVENTH ,MfY
V Corjs In limirted objective attacks in afternoon and
evening, CCA of 12th Armd Div advances tow-ard high ground
E of Gros Rederching and NE of Singling, completing relief of 4th Air- Div, Third A'rmy. The 114th Inf of 44th
Div fights its ,wa, into Enchenberg, although r.ines and
88-n1iin. fire prevent armor froim getting into the town.
Many casualties are caused by heavy arty, mortar, and
automatic weapons fire from dug-in ene-my positions.
High
ground coi..i'anding Learberg is secured by 399th Inf£ 100th
Div.
Leaberg-Bitche road and RR are cut and troops attack
into Le.berg, mi.aking considerable progress in late afternoon.
Five miles SE of Leibiberg, 397th Inf finishes mopping
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Patrols of 108th Cav Gp, dwhich is
up of Idouterhouse.
covering Corps R flank -and maintaining contact with VI
Corps, find town of Baerenthal, .on the Zintzel R. 5 miles
?/[ of Zinswiller, occupied by the enemy.

3
Cont

VI Corps Third Div begins program of deception to lead.
enemy to expect a Rhine crossing in Strasbourg sector

and 103d Div and 14th armd Div simulate preparations for
an attack against enemyn

positions in

the Bischwiller area

and S thereof. On Corps L flank, 157th Inf of 45th Div
attacks Niederbronn and is on NW edge of town by night.
Units in center and on R flank of Div sector patrol toward
Reiclshoffen and Gundershoffen on Falkenstein R., between
Niederbronn and 1ertzwilier. Engrs of 79th Div remove
"mine f'ields and bridge charges that had earlier been
placed along R flank near Kurtzenhausen and Weyersheim.
The 94th Cav Rcn Sq clears Gambsheim and patrols toward

Offendorf. Gambsheim under enevmy mortar fire in evening.
Elements of 315th Inf move S from Schweighausen, getting
into position for an attack on Marienthal and Kaltenhouse.
FIRST FRENCH ARIY
II Corps After arty preparation, enemy unsuccessfully
counterattacks 2d Fr irmd Div troops holding Friessenheim,
near Rhinau.

Enemy fights back fiercely against 36th Div

forces on outskirts of ,Mittelwihr,employing tank fire and
heavy arty and mortar concentrations. There is also heavy
Elements of 141st
combat before the Sigolsheim hill mass.
RCT advance toward Kaysersberg against SA and mortar resistance. Div units in SJ sector of zone have reached
le Rudlin, 2 miles NE of Ie Valtin. Lalimerspach and Moosch,
on Thur R. near St. Amarin, have been liberated by 2d Alg
Div.
I Corps Second Corps elements are contacted on L flank,
between iMoosch and Thann. Second Mor Div holds two bridgeheads N of Thann over the Thur R., which is rising. Resistance continues strong at Lutterbach, adjoining Mulhouse.
Alps Sector The 27th Alps Div (FFI) relieves remnants of 4th
Mtn Div, assuming responsibility for front along Franco-Italian
LJ L".1
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9 U.S. SEVENiT

ARM,!Y

XV Corps Attacks by task forces of CCA, 12th Armd Div,
culnminate in occupation of Singling-Bining area and.
seizure of half of Bining Barracks on Corps L flank.
Arty supports 44th Div t s attack on Enchenberg, 4 miles ESE
of Bining, by laying slloke screen and directing time fire
over enemy fox holes. Enemy withdra-vs to the N during
folloring night. Lemberg, SE of Enclhenber,
falls to
399th Inf, 100th Div, but mopping up continues throughout
day.
VI Corps Forty-fifth Div troops fight ,",ay into Niederbronn
from N and W and clear tovwn by mid-afternoon.
Div continues
to 'feel out defenses of Reichshoffen and Gundershoffen,
farther dovwn the Falkenstein R. Patrol of 103d Div draws
enemy SA. and iG-fire when attempting to cross Zintzel R.
Valley floor is

flooded and all

bridges out.

Elements of

94th Cav Rcn Sq and 14th hrmd Div move dovmn Rhine R. from
Ga.lmbsheim tovard area directly SE of Haguenau and Bischwjiller.
Seventy-ninth Div attacks NE along axis Bischriller-Seltz.
Bischlriiller falls easily to units of 313th Inf which
attacked at davm vwithout arty preparation and by-passed
the Gries woods° Other elements of this regt overrun
enemy positions in the uloods.
Bridcle across the loder R.
at BischTviller is captured intact.eOberhoffen, N of
Bischwiller, is cleared of moderate resistance in the
afternoon and the attacking forces dig in on E edge of the

toMn. During same period, 315th Inf is attacking toward
Kaltenhouse, betsveen Bische.iller and Haguenau, and has
reached edge of woods on S side of .Marienthal. The 314th
Inf attacks at 1400 in forest strip on SW side of H,:guenau
and by midnight reaches SW'edge of city, meeting strong
opposition,
FIRST FRENCH ARIlY
II Coros

Severe fighting continues on outskirts of Sigolsheim,
and Bennmihr and in the hills above' Kientzheim.

I.ittelivihr,

Mittelwihr is cleared during afternoon. Enemy troops
assaultinjg' 36th Div forces in this area have strong armor
support.
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I Corps Second Moor Div mops up Thana as far as Vieux
Thann and enlarges bridgehead across the river. Counterattack is repulsed SU of Thann. Div has difficulty holding Pont d'Aspach, on the Doller R., because of enemy
pressure and flooded stream. Fourth Mtn Div is in fierce
fighting at Lutterbach.
Alps Sector

Active patrolling.

Western French Forces Enemy patrols active from coastal
pockets of resistance at La Rochelle and at mouth of Gironde
Estuary,

SEVENTH ARIMY

U .S.

10

Newly arrived 63d and 42d Divs are assigned to Seventh
Army on 10 December; elements of each are organized as TF
Harris and TF Linden, respectively.
XV Corps CCA of 12th Arind Div finishes taking of Bining
Div CP at
Barracks and captures Rohrbach-les-Bitche.
Domfessel is under fire during night of 9--10 Dec from
German railroad guns of 380-mmr. caliber. After fierce
fighting, 324th Inf, 44th Div,'takes Maierhof in the
Intense enemy arty fire
vicinity of Petit-Rederching.
is received near Enchenberg, where 71st Inf enters line,
relieving elements of 114th inf. Units of 100th Div advance N from Mouterhouse. N of Lemberg, 399th Inf is
relieved by 398th Inf.
VI Corps The 157th Inf of 45th Div advances 3 miles NE
of Niederbronn and clears Jaegerthal. ,,iine fields and
rugged terrain are chief delaying factors here, rather
than enemy arms. At 0,530, 18Oth Inf attacks against
scattered arty and mortar fire and pushes armor into
Reichshoffen across RR bridge on W while assaulting town
In the afterThe town is taken by 1600.
from N and S.
noon, another column of this regt seizes Gundershoffen,
fire
less than two miles S, after exchange of SA and lMGG
After 315th Inf, 79th Div, takes Mar ienthal
and grenades.
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and. Kaltenhouse, it turns R to cross Lioder R. dt Bischwiller
since bridge S of Haguenau is blown. Enemy appears to have
withdrawn from vicinity of Bischvniller beyond woods N of
Oberhoffen.
The woods are cleared by 1502 and troops proceed to Schirrhein under heavy fire and with tank support
occupy most of the village.
The 314th Inf is engaged in
fierce fighting at SE edge of Haguenau, finally breaking
enemy resistance along RR line.
Ninety-fourth Cav Rcn Sq
is relieved at Garffbsheim by 117th Cav Rcn Sq during the
night,
The 103d Div attacks NE toward Zintzel R. at 0530.
After crossing Zintzel R. on improvised footbridges, 410th
Inf assaults enemy strongpoints in houses in N section of
Mertzwiller. Group of L5th Div men who had been cut off
and in hiding in that part of the to-n for several days
is rescued.
To the Nv,' at Uttenhoffen, 411th Inf crosses
against less resistance, elements reaching Forstheim, 2,
'miles NME of the river, by nightfall.
Enerm aircraft bomb
and strafe targets in 103d, Div sector.
FIREST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Thirty-sixth Div repels, snall counterattacks in
Sigolsheim-Bennwihr sector.
Enemy arty fire is very heavy.
Resistance stiffens along N front of 3d Alg Div.
Eneimy
infiltration causes slight withdrawal to N in Orbey area.
*ICoroDs Second Mifor Div enters i'Michelbach, N of Doller R.
Fighting continues at Lutterbach.
Ninth Col'Div captures
Schaeferhof and Loechle, clearing last enemy bridgehead
over the Rhine between Kemibs and the Swiss border.
Algs Sector

11

U.S.

Normal patrol and arty activity.

SEVENTH ARhY
XV Corps Twelfth Arm d Div elements (CCA) attack N to
vicinity W of Guising.
Units advancing tolmlard Bettviller,
on Div R flank, are stopped by a mine field and by enemy
fire from 88-nm. guns which forces troops back to the RR
tracks.
Petit-Rederching is seized by 324th Inf, 44th
Div, against intense arty, mortar, tank cannon, and SA
fire.
Seventy-first
nf ochal,
and
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Frohmuhl against automatic weapons and mortar fire, much
of which is apparently from Ft. Simserhof, SE of Hottviller.
The 398th Inf of 100th Div spearheads attack N from Letaberg
toward Bitche and the Mlaginot Line, meeting heavy arty,
mortar, and SA fire.
Several high- ground objectives are
The 106th Cav Gp
taken betvween Lemberg and Reyersviller.
continues to encounter enemy patrols on Corps R flank in
Baerenthal,
the Baerenthal area, deep in the Vosges .itns.
itself,
is cleared, but enemy holds high ground N and E
of it.
VI C
Enemy shells Niederbronn in 45th Div sector.
Left flank elements are in hills N of Langensoultzbach.
Woods W of Froeschwiller on R flank are reached against
sporadic opposition and tovin is cleared, against SP gun
and SA fire, by 1700.
,.iertziwiller is completely cleared
resistance
by 103d Div troops, which meet relatively little
as they advance over open and rolling terrain E of Zintzel
R., since the vMaginot Line is not manned in this sector.
-iines and demolitions are frequent, hoiwever.
Enemy
hastily a;ithdraevs across la Sauer 1t., but offers real
Moderopposition as Div reaches Gunstett, E of the Sauer.
ate resistance is met as troops ne-r Woerth, on the L side
of -the corridor betveen the Vosges forests and Haguenau
Forest, but tow.n itself
is easily occupied.
The 313th
Inf of 79th Div passes through Schirrhein in approaching
Soufflenheim from direction of Bischwiller.
Fighting in
Soufflenheirm. is

heavy and bridgehead

across Eberbach R.

Haguenau is secured
is not established until midnight.
by 314th Inf, resistance being reduced to occasional
sniper fire; Bailey bridge is installed across ioder R.
Patrols report no contact with enemy in Haguenau Forest.
RFicn units move along Haguenau-Surbourg route through
The 315th Inf completes clearing Camp
Haguenau Forest.
dlOberhoffen, wihere considerable enemy supplies are captured.
During night of 11]-12 Dec, the three rogts of 79th Div
Ninety-fourth Cav'
arc converted into mobile combat teams.
Rcn Sq, returns to control of 14th
iarmd Div from attachment
to 79th Div.
The 117th Cav Rcn Sq is. attached to 79th
Div and moves to area N of Gambsheim.
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FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Enemy units fail
in attetmpt to cross the Rhine
N of Rhinau.
German tanks are active in Bennwihr-Houssen
area as elements of 141st and 143d Regts, .36th Div. attempt
to push into Bennwihr and S from Hills 393 and 351.
Enemy
throws smoke screen over valley from Sigoisheim to Bennwihr.
Third Alg Div captures Bas d t Orbey, E of Blanc and Noir
Lakes. To the IT, Fr arrmd elements gain ground in vicinity
of Ie

Bonhor.me.,

I Corps Continuing its attack betw;een la Dollar and
la Thur Rivers, 2d `,or Div occupies Vieux Thanln,
spachle Haut, and iAsbach-le Bas, none more than 3 miiles from
Cernay.
ilps S-ctor

12

U.S.

No cont.act 1with enemyry.

SEVEiTTH t2RM/Y
XV Corps CC1, of 12th .r:d Div occupi.L s Guising, Hoelling,
and Bettvillor.
Advance of 324th InfI 44th Div.., TD from
Potit-liederching, carries to .. bank of Sehwalb-R., overrunning farms between Kleinimuhil and Holbach. . The advance
of 71st Inf N from Siersthal is stopped by blown bridges
and by arty fire from Ft. Simserhof in the Ensemble de
Bitche.
These formidle for
fotifications of the Maginot
Line are situated on comnanding ground along an E-, line
passing immoediately N of Bitche.
They are coamprised,
from L to R, of theo. fortresses of Simserhoff, Schiesseck,
Otterbiel, and Grand Hohekirkel, each consisting of from
6 to 11 pillboxes or casemates8, while several sr.aller
fortresses fill
in gaps botween the larger emplacements.
The 100th Div continues its
attack toward Bitche, reaehing
higIh ground along the highway 1 miles Sli of Bitche; on
Div R flank elements are approaching high ground SE of
-Camp de Bitche.
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VIl Corps Elements of 21st Pz Div appear in sector of
German front held by 245th Inf Div and 256th VG Div.
Opposition increases on L flank of 45th Div.as 157th Inf
apprbaches Maginot Line stretching across Vosges L ts
betwreen Letrbach on the E and Bitchie on the If.
Langensoultzbach is taken after bitter house-to-house
battles throughout the day. SA fights occur betr,een
Elements of 179th
this tot.n and Miattstall, 1 miles NE.
Inf move N'W from Niederbronn up the Falkenstein R. to
On Div
Philippsbourg, wvhere a fe¥Q prisoners are taken.
R flank, 130th Inf attacks through !Joerth to Goersdorf,
Three enemy tanks
where lengthy fire fight develops.
elements proceed
Inf
and
180Oth
are driven from the area
i esistance at
N3 to high ground of the Hochwald.
Dieffenbach and Goersdorf, astride main roads E from
7foerth, is cleaned up by 411th Inf, 103d Div, and troops
continue advance to occupy Preuschdorf and lMitschdorf.
Four
Enemsy seems to be w-ithdrav.ing N toward Leuobach.
Preuschdorf.
beyond
just
are
destroyed
cars
German ar.ld
-On the vwhole, isolated enemy groups are surrendering
In center of Div sector,
rather than fightin'g it out.
409th crossos la Sauer R. at Gunstott, advances NE, and
On Div E flank, 410th Inf clears
clears Merikiiller.
Biblisheim and seizes Surbourg, near N edge of Haguenau
Seventy-ninth Div overcomes final resistance at
Forest.
Soufflenheim, at SE edge of Haguenau Forest, and enemy
withdraws generally from Haguenau area. One column of
313th RCT drives on for Seltz, 8 miles NE of Soufflenheim
and at N end of corridor between Haguenau Forest and the
To
Half of Seltz is in their hands by evening.
Rhine.
the 7I, other,column moves on parallel axis, roving up
through Haguenau Forest to Niederroedern on N bank of
Seltzbach R. Troops cross on ruins of blown bridge and
on a footbridge; by midnight they have cut all roads into
Cav and rcn elements on Div R flank report
the village.
nine villages cleared betleen Gamibshueir and Seltz.
Fourteenth Armd Div is ordered into -the line between 103d
and 79th Divs. to attack toward German border between
lock is removed
Haguenau.
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FDIS T FENCH ARivFY
II Corps RCT 142 units of 36th Div are heavily attacked
in factory area at E edge of Selestat. about 200 of the
enemy are captured after a second attack at 1730. Strong
arty resistance prevents 143d Inf from completely clearing
ridg line
e
S of Hunawihr. Elements of -141st RCT lose
ground before enemy attack above Kientzheim; enemy overruns mortar positions near Riquewihr, but is turned back
Kwith heavy losses in the afternoon. Third ,ilg Div is
under strong enemy pressure at Hohneck, Kruth, and Bussang
Pass.

I Corps Fierce enemy counterattack is launched N of Thann
against elements of 2d !Lor Div. First ~Irmd Div units
take some prisoners during enkagement rwith enemy detachment in Schvieighouse area,
Apjis Sector
13

Rtcn and security patrols act'ive.

U.S. SEVEiUTH ai±v.

iY

XV 'Corps The 92d Cav Rcn Sq clears area tIE of Bettviller
and screens front line of 12th Armd Div on Corps L flank.
Under heavy fire, Engrs construct a bridge near PetitRederching.
To the NE,' elements of 324th Inf, 44th Div,
ford Schwalb R. in five feet of water. Seventy-first Inf
attacks toward Ft. Simserhof from positions between
Siersthal and Holbach.
At 1600, enemy counterattack
throws the assaulting forces back from Freudenberg Farm.
Enemy also maintains harassing arty and MG fire on
front
line troops.
Small groups sent out by 71st Inf during
night to reduce concrete emplacements are mainly unsuccessful. Arty fires long-range mission into town of
Brenschelbach, Germany, for 100th Div. Troops of 398th
Inf, 100th Div, occupy Reyersviller, less than 2 miles
SW
of Bitche, unopposed, but are pinned down at edge of woods
by fire from 'the forts and so remain in ',oods for the
night, while Div and Corps arty is brought up.
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VI Corps Forty-fifth Div's 157th Inf clears Disteldorf,
as
'
Patrols of 180th inf, which
of Lermbach.
2 miless
drawing
Lerbach,
of
edge
W
occupied Mattstall, reach
of 121st
Jlements
fire from the town.
heavy MG- and rifle
Philippsat
Cav Rcn Sq (XV Corps) relieve 179th Inf unit
The 103d Div
bourg and unit moves back to Niederbronn.
continues attacking NE, reaching Soultz-sous-Forets and
On Div N
mlemelshoffen against negligible resistance.
flank, 411th Inf advances along edge of le Hochwald it.,
1which is studded. .ith unoccupied pillboxes of L.aginot
Resistance
Line; road blocks .and mines are numerous.
The
approached.
is
area
Lembach-Climbach
as
stiffens
Lobsann,
of
S
terrain
wooded
through
409th Inf advances
Fourteenth
overcoming isolated pockets of resistance.
CCA
Armd Div advances N between 103d and 79th Divs.
proceeds NE to Soultz-sous-Forets and CCB rmoves E along
Krrmor
N edge of Haguenau Forest to vicinity of Hatten.
of 313th RCT, 79th Div, crosses swift Seltzbach R. and
clears remaining half of tovn of Seltz. RCT 315 clears
Niederroedern, 3 miles INU of Seltz, despite heavy enefmy
arty and mortar fire, especially on bridge site. Eberba'ch,
Fort Louis, on Div R flank
1- miles.N, is also cleared.
5 miles SE of Soufflenheim, is reported clear by 117th
Cav Rcn Sq.

13
Cont

FIRST FRENCH ARi Y
II Corps Second Fr Armd Div captures %itternheim, in
center of sector S of Benfeld, and reaches outskirts of
Neunkirch, to the E, after overcoming -inned areas and
Enemy persists in efforts to dislodge 36th Div
abatis.
from ground com.anding Colmar from the Ni, but Div
continues to hold Fecht-I',uhlbach river line from Salestat
to Ostheim and lit. do Si-olsheimi overlooking Kaysersberg
valley. Local withdrawals are made, iowdever, by elements
Ene'my attacks on Selestat continue.
of 143d and 141st RCTs.
The enemy is reinforcing his positions before Hill 393 and

in Kientzheim Forest.

RCT 143 inflicts heavy casualties

on enemy forces attacking ,W of 1Miittelwihr.

U.S.

Third

Div (VI Corps) starts relief of 36th Div by comliencing to
move elements from Strasbourg area to vicinity of Ribeauville.
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In 3d ±'lg Div sector enemy places heavy arty fire on
Bussang and probes aggressively in Hohneck area.
I CrEps Second viMor Div elements have withdrawn from
Brandwaldkopf after enemy counterattack N of Thann.
lpIs Sector Rcn activity and harassing fire on both sides.
Cannon Co of 442d RCT fires propaganda leaflets into Grimaldi.
The 65th Inf Regt (less 1st and 2d Bns) relieves units of 2d
Bn, 442d iRCT, and takes up defensive positions in'vicinity of
Sospel, Turini, Roquebillere, and Belvedere, w-ith detachments
at Nice and Peira Cava, also.

14

U.S. SEVENTEH ANJE
XV Corps Forty--fourth Div develops its positions along
Schwalb R., W and SW1 of Hottviller and comrimences attack
on Ft. SLi.serhof. Seventy-first Inf regains ground lost
on previous day, neutralizing three pillboxes and taking
Freudenberg Farm, then presse's attack against the personnel
and aimeio entrances to Ft. Simserhof.
The 398th Inf of
100th Div attacks 1ThTfroi-, the woods SU7 of Bitche and advances beyond Ft. Freudenborg, but is pinned dow,%ln by
overwhelingn fire as it appproaches Ft. Schiesseck.
The
399th. Inf is roving up by the Bitche-Lenberg road.

VI Cors The 157th Inf of 45th Div reets extreiely stiff
resistance from enemy line running through woods N of
Letrbach. Dug-in enemy inf halts troops just E of roads
leading IN1out of Lei-bach and very heavy fire is received
from StI, IG, mortar, arty, and SP guns. On L flank, 179th
Inf patrols reach hingh ground S of Nietdersteinbach.
Leimbach,
itself, is attacked from the S and W by 100th Inf and is
cleared by 1112.
The road leading S out of the town was
found heavily Pined and blocked.
o.
ingen, 2 i-iles IE -of
Letrbach and within 2 rilelsof the Ger..man border, is also
secured in the evening.
;E gQd, Div attacks Cli.mbach,
4-

lLiles tWSUS"
of Uissue

passing 7Wtnrough it t¢
Blackshear (411th Inf)
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Swift
from the S, is struck by heavy eneryr barrage,
arty. action enables riflemen and machine gunners to secure
two hills flanking the village, and. Climbach is finally
captured after a hard fight. Reinforcements are sent
from 410th inf when TF Blackshear is counterattacked in
The
evening by 'about 200 ener.y infantrymen and 4 tanks.
409th Inf takes Cleebourg, then comes up against strong
enemy rearguard action at Steinseltz, Oberhoffen, and
CCA, 14th'
Rott, villages im-mediately: SW of Tisseribburg.
Soultz-sousof
TE
miles
5
.rr-d Div, clears Riedseltz,
Forets, then is halted by intense and accurate fire and
Counterattack is
is counterattacked by 6 ,lMark IV tanks.
repulsed and tio enemy tanks knocked out. Other eleor.nts
CCB
of CCM are at Oberseebach, 2 rmiles SE of Riedseltz.
reaches Salmbach on Div R flank, having crossed open
revgion between Haguenau Forest and the Bien joods, and
Continuing the drive
'fighting begins within the town.
NS along line of the thine,. armrd column of ROCT 313 of
79th Div reaches outskirts of Lauterbach', where it digs
Two
in for the night under heavy fire from the city.
Niederroedern,
fromi
up
moved
has
which
315,
RCT
VI,
riles
During night,
is dug- in -on outskirts of Scheibenhard.
Scheibenhard
both
in
patrols report enemy tanks and inf
Third Div units cormaence move
ancd Niederlauterbach.
frorm Strasbourg area to Libeauville sector betwer.en and
W of Selestat and Colnar.r, where Div will relieve 36th
Div, which will take over Strasbourg area.

FIRST 1FKLiCH I.2iY
Continuing its attack at 0700, 2d Fr tir:d Div
iI CorpOss
advwances S to vicinity of Bind.ernheia, over terrain
thickly strewn with mines and obstacles. Enermy counterattack aegainst 36th Div units in OstheiL is repulsed
attacks against Hill 393 continue,
during morning.
threatening to break through defenses of 141st RCT. RCT
143 is heavily engaged at Ulittelwihr. Near Bennwihr,
two enemy counterattacks preceded by heavy arty preparM~ %~

aeu

eiry infiltration into
Itn Div arrives in
Ig Div sector.

Mr-

7'.:,-I
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Enemy mortars active in S of sector.
LIC__s
Another counterattack hits 2d lNor Div l'ss
than
a Bile N of Thann and is repulsed only after serious
losses have occurred.
1;os Sceztor Heavy enemy arty and mortar fire on Sospol, as o5th
legt troops i'ove into position. In the Ni, during 24-hr. period
ending at noon, strong enemry patrol nmar Tournoux is dispersed

by automatic firs.

Enemy arty and -mortar fire received at

le Lavoir and la Turra,

4Wof Frejus tunnell.

estern French Forces. Bouhet and le Gue dAllere are evacuated
after strong enemiy attack,

15

U.S. SEVENTH
*A
V Corps

.. Y
Seventy-first Inf, 44th Div, reconnoiters the

8 pillboxes of Ft. Sinmsrhof fron the E and fights off
local counterattacks.
Dcmolition of S entranches 'to the
fort is continued. Dun-in tainks are used to fire at
apertures in face of Ft. Sinserhof.
The 324th in repulses several counterattacks in afternoon and improves
positions against further counterattacks.
Miedium and
heavy arty is concentr ted on Ft. Schiesseck in 100th
Div sector, but even 240-imz. and 8-inch shells ricochet
off casemiates without inflicting severe damage.
Three
of thne 11 blocks of this fort have disappearing turrets
and all are surrounded by moats and have tubes for
rolling grenades against- attacking troops., Both Fts.
Otterbiel and Grand Hohekirkel, to the E, can cover
attacks on Schiesseck with their arty.

VI Corps On L flank of 45th Div, 179th Inf units in
J.indstein-Nagelsthal area are under harassing arty fire
all day . The 157th Inf continues attackssN'into Bois de
T!Tingen, ,ihile 180th Inf advances N of Pt. -Tingen
against
light resistance fromr the front and the R flank. . -erran
border is crossed during afternoon -'ott,
2.-I..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
miles SdJ
i.
-**-'.S
', .**
!-cS'
_ -1"* TtT '* .-i
oi VWissemrourlg, is cleared by
3-hr, battle, and ener:my- retire
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Sixth 2rny Group

isser-bourg. Early in the morning, TF
tailled section of l'Blackshear and elements of 410th Inf, 103d Div, repulse
Div attack at 0730
another counterattack at Climbach.
of the
fortifications
to
fixed
,!ithdraw
forces eneiry to
Siegfried Line; attacking forces cross German border
directly N of Clilbach at 1305. CCB, 12th ,rmcd Div,
occupies Salmbach and Schicithai and sakes slight gains
'to the N against heavy S: , arty, andr mortar fire.
Elierents of CC,. advancing from Riedseltz to-;,ard !W'issermbourg are halted by enemy fire frol direction of Oberdorf'
At 0550, RCT 313 of 79th Div attacks Lauterbourg from W
and S and succeeds in driving ene-.y across the Lauter
and the German b6rder. During the afternoon, trobps are
under heavy fire froni eneiy arty across the river;'the
bridge is destroyed. RCT 315 clears Niedrlauterbach by
1100, seizes S half of Scheibenhard and crosses Lauter ±R

into N part.
FIRST FRENCH ii3:-2Y
II 'Cops Ger.ans launch counterattacks-across entire
Corps,front. Second Fr Arimd Div ele-,nts are forced to
draw back to S edges of 'itterinheir and Neunkirch.
Thirtieth Inf of U.S. 3d. Div is attached to 36th Div in
vicinity of i'ibeauville and enters co.-..bat at 1100, attacking S against Kaysersberg along axis Chapelle de St.
Alexis-Toggenbach road toiward Hills 672 and 651. Although
141, 36th Div, achieves
repeatedly countcrattacked,'RCT
RCT:143 consolidates posoIme progress on Hill 393.
sitions above Riitteljihr. Units of both 36th Div and 3d
ilg Div attack from region S of BonhoDi-e Pass toviard

Mont de Sigolshein. Orbey, about 2 miles S of Lapoutroie,
is occupied. Counterattack by enemy forces elemients of
3d .Llg Div to "i'ithdramw from top of the Hohneck (SE of Lac
de Retourner,:sr).
I Corps

kictive rcn.

-,rty
fire received at imulhouse.

Alps Sector. Ene'::y arty -very heavy, especially just N of Sospel.
Western French Forces Eneny vacates Bouhet and le1Gue d'Allere
fol owin their bombardnenpt.

143
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U.S. SEVEN TH.i :R.i{Y
XV Cor-s Eighty-seventh Div, on R flank of XII Corps
(U.S. Third Prmy), and 44th Div, on L flank of XV Corps,
are converging in area l of Pctit-Lederching, pinching
out 12th rrmcl Div units. Bn of 324th Inf, 44th Div, is
Two hills
att ackc 3 tires during night by enemy tanks.
Div, as
100th
of
Inf
SE of Bitche are captured by 397th
secure
to
attacks
mited
li
z-zako
elu:1nts of 100th Div
favorablo positions for operations against the Bitche
TDnty-seven tons of 500-lb. borabs
fortifications.
dropped on the fortifications by XII TAC have little
apparent effect.
VI Corps The 157th Inf of 45th Div occupies Nothi-eilir,
about 5 iriles N of L`unbach, then advances along roads to
N and NP. Platoon of 179th Inf occupies Hirschthal, also
.dvancing
on the border, but 2]- siless S of Nothrcilor.
N from: .ingon, 180th Inf clears Bobonthal, on the Lauter
P., and carries the attack 12 r^iles farther N, until the
On 103d
advance is stopped by firc fror eneory pillboxes.
enters
and
i'isserbourg
by-passes
Inf
409th
Div R flank,
CGeri.any N of the city-, :oving onto rising slopes beyond
CCh
ucchtenbach.
the Lauter R. and seizing Scnhweign an.d
crosses
of 14th ir.d Div passes through .isse:boourg,
Lautor R., and takes Sch-,ieighofon, to the E, i.iith a snall
On Div R flank, CCB has great difficulty in
force.
crossing L.uter I. S of Bien woods. Three groups cross,
only to be forced back to S'bank by fire from.entrenched
one;y forces.

rty of 79th Div places TOT on

Teu

Lauturburg, village across the river andc border from
Lautc'rbourg, and inf enters unoopposed at 1330.: Berg, 1
niile NE of Lauterbourg, is takun against slight resistance.
Units of 313th and 315th RCTs cross Lauter R. in vicinity
Opposito this Corps front, Siegfried
of Scheibenhard.
Line is held by the Gorr-anl 245th Inf Div, uleici'nts of the
21st Pz Div, and the 256th VG Div.
FIRST FREECH 1 RIi.i

!

(an
TIICoros Positions of 2d Fr =rALd Div at lleunkirch
iNCT 30. of 3d Div,
'Jiltternhei-iL aure held aand strengthened.
nowv wiith 36th Div, inflicts heavy casualties on eneiy'
delaying dctachne'nt

EQ
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elements of 36th Div, it enters Kaysersberg during night,
capturing intact a bridge over the l'eiss R.
Arty fire

stops fresh counterattack by eneirmy
I Corps Enemy attempts infiltration in IMaulhouse.
9 miles SW of iMulhouse, is shelled by enemy.

h'ltkirch,

lps Sector Enemy patrol attacks positions of 65th Regt.
.Scattered arty fire received.
17

U.S. SEVENTH.- IRPJIY
XVCorps ;Eightieth Div, U.S. Third iArmy, relieves 12th
Armd Div and latter vwjithdravis to vicinity of Rimsdorf.
Forty-fourth and 100th Divs contihue attack on Bitche
forts of Maginot Line, defended by 361st VG Div and 25th
Pz Gren Div . Fire from 90--mma. TD units and 155--m.
"Long-TomsI" forces Germans to withdraw to underground
portions of their casemates.
Fire is maintained on the
casemates until attacking inf are within 300 yards of
themL, then foot soldiers and engrs dash to a selected
block and work on it -while arty keeps adjacent blocks
buttoned up. Doors are blown in by dynamite dropped
from the top of the pillbox or by a pole charge across
the moat. IWl-hen the cupola has been entered across the
resulting debris, the elevator or staircase w.ithin is
destroyed, thus shutting off any additional enemzy below.
Tank dozer is then used to bury the casemate.
XII TaC
supports 44th Div vwith 3 close support missions 'over
Ft. Simserhof and Sinserhof Farm. Dug-in tanks and TD's
place direct fire on the Fort and elements of 71st Inf
are able to penetra te personnel entrance on nill to the
S (unit 9). The 114th Inf moves 1 to relieve 324th Inf
W
Vand N17 of Hottviller.
After 1l hours of air and arty
bombarcdment,, 393th Inf of 100th Div moves toward Ft.
Schiesseck under a light rolling barrage at 1130. Assault
squads, using grenades and satchel charges and followed
by tank-dozers, dispose of first two blocks (10 and 11)
and the Ft. Freudenber S personnel entrance, alt-ough under
continual harassing fire from blocks on top of the hill
and from neighboring forts and to-,,n of 3itche
Enemy
.
opposes the attack with 883-mm,. 77-mm., automatic y',eapons,
and SA fire from the fortifications, as well as arty and
mortar fire from-neari
n
y
sitions. At 1130, 397th Inf

. - sI3-
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launches diversionary attack on Camp.de Bitche, on Div 1i
In center of sector, 399th Inf has captured
flank.
Fort Otterbiel is bombed in afternoon
College de Bitche.
During the night, Div Arty fires
by 12 P-47s of XII TAC.
on remaining blocks of the fortifications to clear paths
through the barbed wire,
VI Corps Forty-fifth Div forces on Corps L flank ,advance
to point just' S of Bundenthal, which is on Lauter R.
over 3 miles liu of Bobenthal.
Elements of 157th RCT
attempt to cross river in evening in rubber assault boats,
Patrols of 130th Inf
but are forced back by enemy fire.
find considerable enemy activity in Nieder Schlettenbach,
i'ire is especially
between Bundenthal and Bobenthal.
heavy from enemy pillboxes and trenches along road W of
Having reached Siegfried Line, enemy
'Nieder Schlettenbach.
forces halt their n;',ithdrawal in the Rhine Valley.' The 103d
of
Div runs into heavy fire from Siegfried Line N and NIMW

",'issemobourg.

Troops are ¥vithdralv'n slightly in afternoon

to permtit heavky bombing missions to pound enemy positions.
CCA of 14th Airmd Div, confronted by intense enemy fire and

likevnise ;-ithdravs from its
dragonTs teeth defense 'orks,
advance positions on roads to Ober-Otterbach and Steinfeld
as XII Ta.C flies tw!o medium bomber missions of 120 sorties

against fortifications between these torms. Bombings have
only limited success. On Div E flank,GCB succeeds in
RCT
getting patrols across Lauter R. into Bien -ioods.
313, 79th Div, passes beyond Berg into 3ien 'woods , here
it comes under heavy fire from Siegfried Line. 'RCT 314
comes forward between 315th and 313th hIegts,- advances into
Bien woods to outer defenses of Siegfried Line and digs

in belov; Buchelberg. Entire 79th Div is nowl across German
border, ready to assault fixed defenses of Siegfried Line,
and before it lie mine fields, wire entanglements, pillboxes, and an ±T ditch 12 to 25 feet wide.
FIRST FRENCH AR

.

.

II Corps Elements of 2d Fr Arrd Div reliev PRCT 142, 36th
Div, in Selestat.. PLCT 30 repulses heavcy attack on E edge
of Kaysersberg'and Fr armd units advance through 141st
RCT positions to occupy Kientzheim during night of 17-18

OECLASSEIEO
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Little progress made by 143d RCT elements fighting

on Hill 351.

I Cords German counterattack on the Oberfeld, N of
~iller sur Thur, is stopped by arty fire. Enemy arty
fire on Mulhouse becomes heavy and further infiltration
is attempted.

Alps Sector
18

U.S.

Rcn and security patrolling.

SEVENTH ARMY

Advance units of Task Force Harris (63d Div) arrive at
Camp d'Oberhoffen, between Haguenau and Bischwiller in VI
Corps sector, -where TF iill undergo intensive training.
X.V Corops Tvelfth Armd Div is ordered to reoccupy Bining
and area to the N, relieving 80th Div. *rty'of 44th Div
continues to pound Ft. Simserhof to soften it for assault
by 71st Inf. Enemy resists attempts of attacking troops
to push along underground railvlay tunnel from personnel
entrance, -which is tnerefore abandoned aftier stairway and
ventilation system have been dyna:rited. 3y this timer
units I and 2 have also been penetrat d, 4, 5, and 6 are
severely damaged, and the turrets have been blown off
unit 10. Freudenberg OP, a metal dome of 12" steel, is
seized.
The 398th Inf of 100th Div captures all of Ft.
Schiesseck but block 2.

~

VI Corps Divisions of this Corps fight desperately to
breach the Siegfried Line, but are able to make very
little
progress through the many defensive -orks covered
by SA and MG fire from well entrenched positions.
On
Corps L flank, RCT 157, 45th Div, continues attempts
during night to outflank Bundenthal on the Lauter R.
Troops wade through ^aist-deep, icy water at three
different sites, but are forced back to S bank by enremy
fire.
A bn crosses by a bridge at Bundenthal and enters
the S edge of the town. Altogether 4 platoons become
cut off in the outskirts of Bundenthal for th_ following
5 days, as later attempts to cross at this point are
,lth arted by n*y firT . Div Arty fires on Rumbach and

E yLASSIF~M-
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Baerenbach, W and N of Bundmnthal, respectively.
In
area SW of 157th Inf positions, 179th Inf clears
Niede-rsteinbach, over 2 miles NW' of Disteldorf.
ESE of
Bundenthal, 180th Div enters Nieder Schlttenbach, N of
th, Lauter R., and holds it against a stiff
counterattack.
It also secures Hill 327,'
of the to-n, after spending
two days reducing pillboxes in the vicinity. Enuemy
infiltrates to the rxar of 103d Div advance 1.lemmnts,
obstructing roads previously clared.
Div continues its
attack on the SiLgfried Line N of Clirmbach and '.fissembourg;
employing ass.ault teams with satchil cha.rges.
The 409th
Inf seizes hill
1 mile v of Doerrenbach, 5 rmils N of
Tissembourg.
Bitter resistance is met by 411th Inf,
wihich uses rocket launcher and AT grcnades in capturing
bunker on Hill 518, 3 mniles W of Doerrenbach.
CCR's
63th Armd Inf Bn is assigned to CCA on L flank of 14th
Armd Div, reliving 62d AIB, and CCA. continues the
assault on Si -fried Line defenses INE of ./iss~,mbourg.
Slight progress is madle,
but eleients appr.oaching OborOtterbach are driven back by heavy arty, SA, and mortar
fire.
CCB patrols . end of BiLn vwoods.
Seventy-ninth
Div forces facing Siegfricd Line in Bien wioods in vicinity
of Berg and Buoechclberg fail in attempts to advance through
its outer defonses, but by nightfall AT ditch near Berg
is successfully filled with dirt so tanks can cross thore.
FIRST FRENCH AR¥Y

.

II Corps Having freed road from Freland to Kaysorsbirg,
36th Div elnments continue movement SE and occupy
Ammerschvwihr, where strong, tank-supportod counterattack
is repelled. RCT 143, attacking S,. clers
Mittelvihr
and reaches outskirts of Bennwihr.
RCT 30 completes mop-up
in Kaysersberg and vicinity.
I Cors LEnemy patrols reported at outskirts of Schwcighous_
in la Doller 1-6. sector.
Alps Sector. Vary little
in 65th Rogt areav.

activity,

Scattere.d enmy arty falls
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U.S. SEVENTH ARI,/MY
XV Corps Seventy-first Inf of 44th Div jumps off against
Ft. Simsetrhof anc completes its reduction.
The 114th Inf
attacks Hottvillcr, to the N1,A,captures it by 1045 and
seizes high ground N of it.
Enemy is withdrawing to the
N.
Th, 398th Inf of 100th Div surrounds block 2 of Ft.
Schiesseck and rcpels enemy counterattack.
Twelfth irmd
Div relieves elm.ents of 80th Div just S of Gurman border,
in vicinity of Epping-Urbach.
VI CorEs Forty-fifth Div patrols fail to contact 157th
Inf elements isolated in Bund.nthal.
Units attempting
to reach Bundenthal frorm the E ar-e stopped by heavy lkG
fire.
Interdicting arty, TD, and mortar fire is placed
on enenmy pillboxes N and NW of NiLodor Schlittcnbach.
The 103d Div suffers neavy casualties from mortar and arty
fire and hand grenades. On L flank, 411th Inf, advancing
on either sid°e of the road to Reisdorf, reduces several
of innumerable enoTmy pillbox positions.
After three days
of assault, large bunker SE of Rlisdorf still
holds out.
Grenadc launchers and Div Arty prove ineffective against
larger fortifications in the Siegfried Line.
The 409th
Inf captures tvno pillboxes TI of Doerronbach.
Foriard
units of CCA, 14th iarmd Div, in area above Ober Otterbach,
receive nemoy arty, mortar, and sniper fire all day.
Seventy-ninth Div attacks Tvith 4 bns in the Bion Noods.
'-ire obstacles and a road block prevent .ny apprecible
gain and troops ar.. soon pinned dormn by ener.y firso. A
platoon of tanks and 2 cos of riflemen of 313th RCT cross
the AT ditch above Berg and knock out 3 enemy pillboxes,
losing 2 tanks.
TBo counterattacks are repulsed.
The
314th RCT nworks up through woods SW of Buccholberg.
In
evoning, both regts remain in plac andc dig in.

FIRST FRENCH JUfY
IL Cos
Mutual reliefs by bns of U.S. 3d and 30th Divs
continues, as RLCT 141 moves to Strasbourg area.
Only
light nenmy contact in 36th Div sector during day. Th_
widespread counterattacks begun by the enemy on 15 Dec
have been stopped along most of Corps froent but continue
Noir r;eion on iN flank of 3d 0 ,2,. D)iv-

-
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I Corps Ene-miy increascs harassing fire against Sch:iig~houso
and shulls Mulhouso.
A1 sS&_ctor El-ments of RCT 442 capture Gorman rainiature subEnmy activity throughout .sector incr,_ases
imarin.k off h^,nton.
slightly.

20

c.tCpionag& and sabotage,
atttnyts
sn
area held by
throughout
up
so.t
bcing
ar,3
blocks
road
arimored

In ord.r to chsck Gr

this aray group.
U.S. SEVIENTH ARIY'
Newly arrived
this army

uelements

70th Divv,
or-ganize

no-w at Deita Baso, is assigned to
ns TF Ikrreon. Units of 42d Div

which have bun attached to Third Army arc transforred to
S6vonth Army as TF Linden.
XV Corps The 87th Div, U.S. Third r.rrny, passes to comrnand
kAs 398th inf, 100th Div, confplotes
of XV Corps at '2100.
the capturo of Ft. Schiuss(ck, Corps goes onl dfUnsive398th Inf pulls back -to position on high ground to th, S
and 399th Inf viithdra7lns its co fro-n Coll.ge do Bitche.
Aggrcssive patrolling continues oin both sides.

V:iCorps intense-fire fromn.nony positions in and about
.all'efforts to rescue four
r
Bundeonthal continues -to th-,Jrt
,platoons of 157th Inf, 45th Div, now cut off in the tow.n.
Elements of 1iOt Inf _t £iOCeIdr Sc.luttunbach withdraw to
S of Lautur iR.during th- night to organizu dcefunsiv
positions. Bollonborn and DourrPnbach, to the E, aru
sh,_lld by 103d Div .rty. Thu 409th Inf digs in at strong
positions Ni; of Doorronbach, after beating off strong
counterattack in -which nermy reimploys flamen throwvrs and
l.iolotov cocktails. Eluimnts of 411th Inf dig in S~of
'r.d" Div carrios out patrol duties
iuisdorf. -Fourtenth
and firing missions along Rcht~,nbach-Kapswoyur line,

facing Si-gfri. d Linec dCf nsus of th, enmiy. BetnWen
this sector .and tho Rhin, 79th Div go-,s on the. dedfensivu,

,AS..SIFJ
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dissolving its combat teams located in th ,S portion
of Bien-woods. Enemy romains vkry active, counters
-patrol moves .with hcavy SA fir,

and maintaintiis light

harassing fire on the rogts.
FIRST FRENCH AR1Y

II Corps

Fr armnd _lecmonts in 36th Div sector cross

Walbach stroam in vicinity of aiunmorschvwihr and roach
quarry E of Katzonthal, Thirty-sixth Div continues
process of exchanging positions t'with 3d Div, which has
been holding Strasbourg area.
Alps Sector Arty active on both sides.
onenmy eleomnts at Lanslebourg.

21

Rcn unit finds

U.S., SEVEN'TH ARiR,,
In viev of German offonsive in the ,rdonnos, Seventh
Arrfy prepares to extend its lin. wsstard to St. avold,
relieving XII Corps of Third-rM.
:
XV Corps

On L flank of 12th ,AridDiv, 56th Armd Inf Bn,

attacks varly inn'orning towJard UtivAiler,, across

German border.,

Toen is

not .ntered

until latt

the

afternoon

and troops, soon withdraw S of 'toxn bucausv of heavy
_ncnmy arty and mortar fire.
Later in evening, twro
platoons re-enter the ton.
Thm 100th Div extends its
sector to thc:-U relieving 4th
Div .vjhich in turn, relieves 35th Div units in area iE of Sarr guefines.

Harassing

;neiiiy arty fir

,is

only activity in

prsvnt

100th' Div sector.
Arrea ;which'lOOth Div holds E of
Bitcho-:Viirwanau linv ,,jwill be occupied by VI Corps units;
,in the nmoantirme, 106th Cav Gp takes over this
area as
100th Div elements in question rmove ,Nj'.
Shifting of XV

'Corps units is
VICorp
-starts

~~~~

n.ell underway by end of day.

Foblty-ffthDiv organizes diefonive positions and
to relieve

f 400+

103d Div in

sector;

179th Inf relieves

.f preparos to relioev
unable' to contact
I
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forcces cut off in Bundonthal.
Patrol on L flank finds
Schocnau, 5 milos S,,Jof Bundenthal and 1 riilc I'NWI
of
Hirschthal, occupied by cenemy.
ComF.and of 3d Div suctor
passes to CG, 36th Div, at 1430.
S&vonty-ninth Div units
remain in placC, maintaining contact -iith oncriy'ls defensus
in and SE of Bion .oods.
TMuch .automatic and direct fire
comcs from enemy forces around N'uburg, 2 rmil,-s E of Bcrg.
FIRST FPENCH

lRMY

II Corls. U.S Third Div completes r liuf of U.S. 3oth
Div on N flank of Corps zone, taking over front lino
running S and S; from Siclstat to vicinity of Katz,.nthal,
3 miles I,[f of Colrmr.
Corp~s consolidatus neTvly won
positions.
During aft;rnoon, ~n-;ir mortar fir
f.alls. in
area S of KientzhiLim.
Sigolsheim is still
unomy occuiold.
aidps Sector

22

U.S.

Enuryr

arty activity increasos slightl;y.

SEVENTH ARhf

Tvvo regts (253d and 255th) of .TF Harris ($3d Div) relieve
the 117th.Cav Sq in defense area along thl Rhine R. from Soltz
S to GambshiAm; sector quiut, .iith only activity patrolling to
W bank of irhinu.
TF H:-irran (70th Div) ustablishes CP at
Bischlillur, S of Haguunau Forst.
XV Corps Forty-fourth Div complu tes movu into nolv. sector
extending from Ereching wustv.ard to Sarro ueninus, r.;liuving
part of 87th Div and completing reliof of 35th Div; 114th
Inf occupies positions NE from SarrCguai.inuns to vicinity
of Fraucnberg; 324th Inf-, across the Blius }-. on high
ground NE of Habkirchun, lose.s ground and then regains it
as onemy atta.ck is ropollud; 71st Inf is in rosurvu noar
SarrCinsming.
The 100th Div takes over 44th Div's sector
as lattcr- moves W, then digs in in new positions, paying
particular attention to AT defenses.
H.rassing enoemry
arty and 88-rmm. fire continues.' The 103d Div is dctached
from VI Corps and attached to this corps.
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VI Corps CCR of 14th Armd Div and th.. 117th C.av RIcn Sq
becoame TF Hudelson and move to Baeronthal, to W of 45th
Div's L flank, -whcrt. Corps zone has been vAidenod to
include all of forestoed Vosges iMit.
aroa E of Timel1nauLe.mberg-Bitchn-Pirmasens lino. Forty-fifth Div coaomple-tWs
relief of 103d Div, thereby extending its front about 5
milos to tho E, to the forest's edge running bctv.oen
'.Tissseinbourg and B&rgzzabern. Units of 103d Div move to
Hundling, 4 milos 17 of Sarreguolrin.s, and Div passes to
XV Corps cormmnand. Sinc- Seventh .rmynrs sector is b.ing
widened in consequunce of Third ,ri-rfft s movc N, th,
individual divIs sectors also wviden.
Seventy-ninth Div
is ordered to establish o defensive lin.
al1on the Lautor
R. from Wissooibourg to the Rhinei,
hich .e.ans an extension
of its sector to the ,' by about 10 milis, so that it
becol-os over double its
former viidth.
El.,7.-nts of 315th
Inf movoe MN at once to rliuve
14th Armd Div Clra..nts
across the German border E of Wlissembourg.
FIRST FFENCH ARIMY
II Corps Fr armcd elrments in 3d Div sector proceed wvith
mopping up of Kaysersb.rg w'soods.
Third Div ilproves its''
defcnsive positions.
I Corps~ Enemy raicd on Schvieighouso r.pulsued.
Arty fire
is placod on enemy movements neor R-einingue and b
,twden
Saushcim and lIle
N-.poleon.

23

U.S. SEVENTH iARlvI
XV Corps Moving from R to L flank of th'l Corps, 106th
Cav Gp preparos to relieLve Third irr1y' s TF Fickott
(6th Cav Gp, ruinf.), l, of Saarbrueck~n.
Theb 103d Div
comajencus relief of 6th alrmd Div (XX Corps) in arWa SSW
of Saarbrueckon.
Forty-fourth Div relieves sosme al.ue.nts
of 87th Div on its R flank and durin, niht ma'res slight
tactical withdrawal in Blies R. arua IE of Salrrogu.: in's.
Div Arty is activ_.
Ene-rmy attim.pts infiltration to scur.
prisoners.
On R of 44th Div, 100th Div coamuencus relief
P^ss
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of re.maining 87th Div elor:-nts,
move to vicinity of Diouz.

Group_

and 87th Div co.l.ncs

VI Corps :On Corps L flank, TF Hudulson co:-plAtos reli]f
of 106th Cav Gp (XV Cbrps.). :'T'lv-mian patrol"of '57th
Inf, 45th Div, enters Bundi.nthal after arty preparation
and brings out safely under protection of heavy arty
hav, bo(n isolated in
barrage th, moru than 70 imae-n ihlio
tho tovmn since 18 Dec.. Considcr..btl_ onony fire received
along .ntir'-Div front. VTry hefavy arty7 and portar
on..t flank of
concentrations strike in 313th Inf sctor
Div units continu, muove.-iest-vard to tk._ up
79thi Div.
now defensive positions along the Lauter RL At.. 0001,
36th Div is released froa Corps to Seventh A-rmy control
as TF Linden begins its r-li;f
in Strasbourg sector, extending fro-a Herrlishi.im. on th. N to Plobshi.l.: on the SDiv .prepares to movw to Sarrebourg in XV CoIs 'se-ctor. Responsibility for security of W bank of Rhine S.of Munchhouse
passes from VI Corps to Seventh Army.
FIRST FRENCH ARiY .
II Corps Fiftenth Inf of. 3d.Div launches attack to
capture tow-ins of Sigolshiini and B&nnvwihr and' clear Hill
351. Strong enemy rcsistance rmet fron Si-,MG, -ortar,
*and arty. fire, .tanks, and Panzerf aus.t ieapon. Toe-i.rd
inidnight, hoeavy countoratta.ck fo'rcs .enimnts 0o.o 15th.
Inf back fron,N outskirts of Sigolshsizi?.
Alps Sector During 24-hr. pcriod ~nding at: noon, Fr patrols
Rcn
capture 35 R's.in region of Col du Petit St..Bm;rnard.
and harassing action by both.sides.

24

U.S. SEVENTH ARM'.Y
'XV Corps Enery imoves: forn-iard to occupy r.gion evacuated
'.ithdrav.ial
by 44th Div clp?_nts N of Blies R.,, forcihg
of outposts along, th. river noar Halbkirchinn., and Div
blows bridge at Fraucnborg,- RElief of *37th Div by- 44th
and 100th Divs is coim_ At
and 87th assertbls n.:.r
-v
Dieuzo.
The 103d Dii
and establishes linc)
terrain features fro:
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Saarbrueckcn, to -- Clferding, just ' of Sarrugueiaines.
Reliuf of TF Fickutt, i'of Saarbrueckun, is comrpletcd
by 106th Cav Gp.
VI Corps Extensive patrolling conducted by 45th Div,
in close contact wlith enr.$y, particularly in
cis
which
center .and on R of sector. SUventy-ninth Div improves
defensive positions along Gorievn border froi'; ,iss~a:bourg
to the Rhino. :Enemy patrols arru still .- ncount'red S of
Lautorbourg; 314th Inf ,u:orks to ilmprove defensos at
Lautorbourg and Berg and, E of :'oeiller. .Div Engrs lay
27 rnine fields and prepare 5 abatis. Div co'apli-tis relief

of 14th

rmi. Div

T,'!hici pulls back to vicinity of

Surbourg, N of Haguenau Forest.
FIRST FRENCH .alIY
II Corps Bcnnwvihr is secured by 15th Inf, 3d Div, beforc
cnd of day. The 7th and 30th Inf 'egts continue to improve
their defensive position. Third elg Div is violently
counterattacked near Labarochc, and la Cnapelle, SE of
Orbcy. Thoro is also lively resistance .S.T of Orbey.
I Corps Rcn and harassing fire arc only activity in
Corps zone.
Alps Soctor Usual observation patrol and liaison 'activity.
region.
Eno.ly arty fire in Nhaurionnl

25

U.S. SEVENTH ARMY~
.Eighty-seventh Div, rolioved of assini!_ent to Seventh
Arromy and de.signated SHAEF reserve unde.r control of T'1lfth
Group, ulove-s to RoiLis. advance oloennts of XXI Corps
dr:ruy
arrive at Seventh ,rr-.r CP at Savrno.
XV Corps Rcn patrols of 103d Div cross Saar H. near
Forty-fourth
¥,clfording, .aking no contact tath enery-,
.Div hrty-employs proxiidity fuzo shell ,with -good effect
Tanics and arty fire on
during *night of 24--25 Dcc.^albor

06'ECL
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targets of opportunity during day, as Div p;.trols
irinos, wir_,
t
lonf
oxtensively and concntrats
obstacles.
of
construction
and
the
and trip flares,
units
In- hour-long fir.. fighti
En.ery fire is sporadic.
of 324th Inf eject s,1_all ne-. group ilhich infiltrated
rJhich i-ove to
into Bliesbruck during night. Eli.nts
secure positions in and around FrauPn.b_.rg recoive heavy
.cnr.ay arty fir_. Eina,-y occupies Erching, 1 nile N of
The 100th Div reliovos 12th :r.cd Div and rpeols
Ri:ling.
two smnal-scalb eni.;y attacks.
VI Corps Forty-fifth and 79th Divs ro.:in in defensive
Patrolling byboth sides particularly active
positions.
in W7 of Corps zone.

FIRST FRENCH ri-RPMY
II Corps
occupies

Continuing its attack, 15th Inf of 3d Div
slope of Hill 351.

ITE

IvIor.; propagandc.
Alps Sector Routine, patrolling.
L dit-rran an
fired ove.r Griialdi .on. the-coast.

26

U.S. SEVLE;TH

shillls

-_R`Y

XV Corps :Patrols of 103d Div fiand &in: y occupi.s to:ins
5 of Saarbruockcn.
of K..rboch and Lixing, a bout 5 -l.s
in 4ll'th. Inf, s.ctor. fortyia
Tank dei-.onstr i-tion is ..
fourth Dviy ;akes .!ainor roadjust::ents in defetnsiv_ p9ositions; listcning posts and. patrols ar. soent into
,rty fire breaks
Habkirchon and vicinity of ReinheiL.
up concontration of ne1.my inf and tanks on 100t'h Div L
TT2lfth r-mLd Div J-ovws to: conccnflank, ncar RiT7ing.
tration arca N of Diouze.,
VI Corps Forty-fifth Div is occupied i~ith regrouping
of units and preparation of count..rattack plans in casc
l-.onts . of 179th
Ni of-'.indstoin,
of an enciry. offensive..
Inf and 45th Rcn Tr attachicd to 157th Inf attaLck at 0900
and establish positions betwcn Da;±.ach and Oborstoinbach
without serious opposition.
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FIRST FRENCH ,^iKY
II Corps Eneiy stubbornly- resists attoi.pt of 3d Div
troops to advance S of Bonnvihr. .rty exchange bocor.ies
cspocially lively in vicinity of, Sigolshlin.
I Corps During night of 25--26 Dec, Geri.ans att1ept to
raid Thann. ilthough supported by heavy arty, onoi-y is
repulsed w.iith scvere lossos.
alps Sector Aggrcssivo patrolling on both sides.
of harassing fire.

27

Si.ll anount

U.S. SEVENTH .RaMY

XV Corps Ti'eclfth Arcid Div is placed undor operational
control of XXI Corps as of noon. Fourty-fourth Div is engaged in
intensive defensive proparations throughout its sector E of
Sarregueliieos.
Toln of Erchin,, just S of Gormian border
at boundary of 44th and 100th Divs, is found fre 'of eni-y '
and israall 71st Inf unit sccures high ground 7 uof it.
XXI Corps Thirty-sixth Div and 12th
-^rm.Div are
6tta.ched
to this corps offCctive 1200.
Corps units assemble -in
Phalsbourg-Sarrbourg

..rea.

VI Corps Att~Uptof 157th Inf units on L flank of 45th
Div to attack N or ,iY past Schoenau bring heavy n..^..r
1..ortar and arty concuntrations -h-ich prevent further
progress N.

To the. S7f,

strong rosistanc~

prevents

attached units from t-'.king Obirstoinbach.
.'eng1lsbach,
to the NE,' is cle ard, hoever; and troops continue N
of it, repulsing four strong count-rattacks during the
night.
The 179th Inf constructs dofensivw positions on
I'ffR in forested mountains, N of .s3 i
an.c
'..burg
lays
larg.e auaount of concertina 'jire along forward positions.
Engrs of 79th Div lay 1200 -.i-nas during the day. TDs
.and tanks, coordinating with Div trty, h..rass oneciy vwith
nur.orous rounds of fire. -Light on,-iy arty firo falls on
forward units. Effective 1000, TF .Harris (63d Div lcss 1
rogt), TF Hcrron (70th Div), and TF Linden (42d Div) are

m~e

*.1~1
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attached to this Corps in th.ir prosent locations along
the Rhino. TF Harris holds scctor b-tw-vcn h.-unchhouso and
Stattinattn, TF Hcrron that £ro-- Statti:-tton S to BischhUi.n,
and TF Lindon that frolm just N of Strasbourg to now VI
Corps-II Fr Corps bound:-ry *nc.r Plobshir,.
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Lttack of 3d Div troops on Sigolsheim is continued,
along- iith effort tc cloar zone 'of 15th Inf to thi line of
Focht R.; lively patrol and rcn activity. Earlyr.iorning
counterattack at Sigolshci- is rspulsad.
The 254th Inf of
63d Div is attached to 3d Div.
I CorDs 'Enery patrols activa in S part of Harthl Forcst.
h foli eney shells hit l.Lulhouso and Risdis'ii.
lips Soctor

Scattered eni-y arty fir

in

S portion of 44th

r-.-A Brig area.

Ron patrol of 65th Inf Regt dray^is
firu at Cable House E of Turini.

28

U.S.

ne-,.y /G

SEVENTH iRirf.
,ri:y is

instructed to conttilnu

ono- dfnoive,

"prepard to

giv_, ground rather than ndange the .integrity
nr
of its forces."
Second French Ari.d Div coi.Is undlr ?oprational control of
Seventh -ri'?vy.I

XV Corps Front rer.ains quict patirolling and slighttx.chango of arty ar-. only activities. CCcf
of:i4th.'ri: -d
Div.is attached to this 6orps tC' provideo an arnored ro-

:scrvoe botieon the.VVosgcs and the Saar :T.
ain lin of,
VIC. Corps
Cor
is "pruparing an altern.t
resistance genera.lly folloring thoe LaginUt Line, in
ruadinoss 'for a-ly largc-scalo enei.y offefnsiv. * Harassing

and inturdicting fire is exchanged v.ith

Jneuy
in
45th and

79th Divst soctors.' CC'. of 14th hr-rid Div itloves- to'
Phalsbturg for attachnlnt tc. XV Corps. Eno y activity
is slight in Corps' P flank sector along tho
e'-hino, held
by TFs Harris, Herron, and Linden.
4Ni:ht patrolling is
ccnducted
.toliEi
~
~
~ ~ ~ ~ li~
v JL_ sK vW; *
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II Corps Hills 216 and 351 ar* cm:pletely occupied and
15th Inf troops of 3d Div entrr- Sigols hio
against strong
encnry arty.
ToL-rn is co.pltoltciy clarcd by - nd of day,
yielding about 150 ts.
-Patrols E froiu Ostheir- and
Guu-ar, on thc Fecht R.,: roport only light' contact lvith
enemiy.
Second Fr _riLd, Div is returned to operational

control of Soevnth ..rzy.
I Corps Strong
hard figlting.

cni:.y raid on

baten
botchlu

ff ;jith

Alps Sector Ene-ry -orta.rs and arty very activ. in S sector
of 44th 11A Brig.
Sevcnteen hoavily-armd Italian Er surrender
to patrol E of St. LMartin-Vusubiks.

29

U.S.

SEVTENTH

RLY

.

*.r-y is co -pleting its prupa.rations
*encimy attack.

.gainst a possible
Enc.r.y lines ar- raided for prisoners.

LV Cos Active patrolling continues.
Thirty-sixth
Div, recently assigned to }QLI Corps, is attached to XV
Corps by oral orders CG, Seventh -ri iy, and carriLs out
training program in vicinity of Lorquin, 30 i--iles S of
Sarro guci:nino s.
XXI Corps

Corps is

rar!rL-ecd as SHiEF reserve.

VI Corps Enoriy; shells Da.oach and Obersteinbach on 45th
Div L flank, On 79th Divts front there is little
activity
during last days cf Lronth--only patrolling, rcn, and li'ht
cxchangu of arty firc. Extundin- its sector N along thu
IT bank of the Rhinc, TF H
relieves TF Harris.
rlrrn
FIRST FRENCH

7Rif
Y

II Cor]s Third Div co;jrincCs rogrouping. .,t
1700, 'n," r.y
inf and tanks attack fro.L thi E, t,,.rd cL
:ersch.ihr, .v.hich
is heavily sheilld by unryy siultanucusly.
The attack
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2 .rt
is smashed by omiployLmnt of arty and :L.
rs.
.- nothe.r ne4czy attack strikes at 3d ~-lg Div f'ront near
Ie Gras, E of -Orbuy.

rEnL-y ;.ortars * ctivt in S of 4.4th1.-

r.lps S&ctor

30

U.S.

SKE NKTH

Brig frcocnt.

J'RM

ThirtyT-sixth Div and 12th ,,.ri:- Div arc relicvid fro-

attachuliont to XXI Corps and revert to ~rry control at 0900.
XV Corps

Corps uaintains its

the. front.
cn•ci:

':usicit
s it

nd patrcls to

Elc;uo.nts oi 36th Div, are a.lrtcd against

paratroop landings in

Corps spctor.

Platoon 'f

397th Inf, 100th Div,

ra:ids ;ocds bota;._n Rii.ling and
Epping-Urbach, taking 19 FRs.
platoon
3O9th In f
raids Dollonbach, 2. Pils 'E of Elppin-urbLc:,
causing
about 25 cnor-y casualties. tt 1530, 11 P-47s oporatcd
by nP .y
bot.h and strafeo Ptit-Rodcrching,, Rohrbach, an.
othcr villaos. Div fiolhts to. maintain control of nc~
il,_an 's-land

as

.ni:.ly

lCakes several a ttir'.pts to 'cro ss.

VI Cos In 79th Div sector, enemy pl.n-s bo-b crossroads in Surbourg and Scultz-sous-For-tss on -ain road

. ro.:: H.aguolnau tc

i-.ssL.ourg,,

causin,

civilian -and

alitary casualties.
TF Harris (-254th Inf) prep res
tco ^ve to XV Corp-s zon.,
FIRST FRifCH -iRMY
II Corps S-eventh Inf of 3d Div :aovuS to 3d lg Div
seoctor.
Enci::r infiltratos onto E, slcp- of Hill 216
near Bcnnv,-ihr.

.I Corps

Second lK.or Div ropels l cal c,, untra'-ttack near

Vieux Thann.
and on il'

Patrol activityr c-ntinu-s in
hiPfnlllon, NE of hLulh

.o

.nhei. ar.ea

(us-.

Sector During 24-hr. period
mndin
cin ti-h
'is
S ,t n
considerable oneir-y arty activity, particularly against Briancon
anCd Ccrviorus.
Fr ski d.tachnsnts carry out d_,ep rcn lissicns
in cncr-y positions in the Tarontaiso and Maurinn. .

.l-gs

11
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Socord French
.ridlDiv and TF Harris mova frc._n VI Corps
to XV Corps for attach-.cnt to lattr.
upo n arrival.
XV Corps Enomy patrolling activity incroasos cn 103d Div
front. Patrols clash at: Grosbliucdrstroff and Buhrun in
fire fights. Eno-y drops propaganda leaflets.
VI Corps

Furty-fifth Div ~ngagos in '-.ctivr

patrolling

and .ork on defeTnsive positions.
Sov.nty-ninth Div front
likcaviso rcmains quiett and' v;crk is continued on LiL. if2

(ikaginot Line).
The 275th and 276th R.-gts of 70th Div
arc withdravn fro-- TF HrrTn for attache..nt to 45th and
79th Divs rospoctivoly. Thl 275th ass .I-bles at Nicdarbronn
in readinoss to reliuvo o2d ~.rd Bn on 45th Div L flank
btweecn Philippsbourg and Bac;rnthail thi 276th Inf
assoi:blos at Canp d'Obcrhoffun.
FIRST FRENCH .RLiY'

II Corps Third Div maitintns anca; i-prcvs defensivu
positions. Kiontzhei;-i and SigclsheiL are under anory
arty firG.
I Corp_ Enomy raids on posts at iL;ass and on
Napoleon repelled by arty fire,

lI1

e

flos Sector Enol,-y arty and noc)rtars v-ry active al ng entire
front of 44th ._2. Brig.
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Italy
U.S. fIFTH APR,.Y
XIII Corps Right flank of Fifth ,riyF is held by XIII
Corps with 8th Ind and 3 British Divs (6th rmrd,, 78th, and
lst) in line; Corps troops are opposed by'elements of
98th Grenadier and, 1st Para Divs. In 8th Ind Div sector,
6th Lancers, on R flank, remain in high ground area along
Lamone R. within 2 miles of Brisighella (under attack by
elements of *I Polish Corps of .Eighth army); .T of river
in area 4 miles SWi of Brisigbel!a, 19th Brig
°. secures
Giornetto, while on L flank 21st Brig zmaxes some advance
on both sides of Senio R. in vicinity of Casola Valsenio.

In Fontanelice area, 6th Br ,rrmd Div is established along
Firenzuola-Imola road and high ground about 3 miles on

either side; patrols of 26th Armd Brig report enejmy firmly
entrenched on lt.nl.Penzola', 1- miles due N1of 1iontanelice.
In mountainous area N7,, 78th 3r Div reports increasing
enenmy shell and mortar fire 1vith no change in foru,. rd
positions.

After yesterday's unsuccessful attempt to

retake 1,. Castellaro in 'L.Grande area, elements of 66th
Brig, 1st Br Div, remain quiet altlho
h.p atrols on remaindex of Div front continue active.
II Cors At beg:inning of r.onth ,Usth, 34th, and 1st .rmd
Divs continue to hold defensive line S of Bologna;
opposing these units are elements of German lst Para,

42d Light~ ]29th[_PG, 65th ,Grenadier_,
4th Para, and 16t1h SS
PG Divs. Enemy, attempting to infiltrate positions of
34th Div in vicinity of Route 65,is repulsed by SI. fire.

IV Corps .t beginning 'of month IV Corps front (aproxiimately 39 -idles long) is held from E to `W by 6th S.A
rmd
Div on R,f 1st Inf Div, Brazilian mezecpition.ry Forcej in
center,

and TF 45 (including 39th

.i

Reiet,

435th and

434th Aia Bns, and 2d Bn of 370th Inf., 92d Div) on L.
On Corps

R

flank, elemients of 24th Guards Bri

oth

S.,

Armd Div, again atteimpting to gain I.' Sole hill mass between Setta and Reno rivers, launch local attack to secure
high ground N of

_.urazze on 1Wside of Setta R.; objective

gained against stiff enemy KG and arty fire. Reliefs and
patrolling are. takinA,'- lce,:ealon reimainder of front.

t
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Army TLroops Ninety-se-cond Div, holding coastal sector from
IV Corps boundary to Ligurian Sea, continues active
patrolling, imaintaining contact -ith adjacent units of TF

45 on R; 3d Bn, 371st Inf, relieves 365th Inf in place.

2

Italy
U.S.

FIFTH ARMPd1Y

XIII Corps On R flank in 5th Ind Div sector, 6th Lancers
engage enemy at la Strada, 5 rmiles S'7 of Brisighella;
farther -,P 21st Brig makes ilnor gains in high ground S
Brisighella is reported cler of
of Casola Valsenio.
ene.:y by II Polish Corps elen.ents of Sighth .irmy.
Forveard
units of 6th Br rM.id'Div establish firam positions about
1 mrile 17E of Fontanelice.
In M.' Grande-',i. Cerere area
held by 1st Br Div, patrols engage Ger-.ans in fire fight
near Casetta; internidttent arty and mortir fire received

during day.

Reliefs are effected throughout Corps sector.

All div sectors are quiet -vith routine 'patrols
In 1st r.rmid Div sector wlof i:Route 65,
patrol of 6th 1rrmnd Inf Bn crosses Savena 1. and contacts
CCB
enemy in vicinity of C. Kiuova, S of ii.Castellazzo.
reverts to coirm2and of 1st Armd Div and takes over 91st
Rcn Sq sector.
II Cor-s

being maintained.

IV Cor-2

In BEF sector, heavy enemy arty reported in

vicinity of Lissano and hRiola on Reno R.;, farther W,

elements of 1st Div repulse elements of 232d Grenadier
Div attempting to infiltrate positions just S of M.
Castello, 3 -miles E of 1. Belvedere, under cover of
mortar fire. TF 45 continues patrolling.
Army Troops Activity limited to patrolling: some enemy
SA fire received about 1 lmile N of Terrinca, 3 miles NE
of Seravezza. Third Bn, 370th Inf, is attached to IV Corps
and placed under operational control of 6th SA Arird, Div.
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Italy
U.S. FIFTH

ALRd.'Y

III Corps
L flank in

,Ei
:hth Ind Div makes no progress ex'cept on
21st Bri, sector

i.here forward

units reach

new positions l and SE of Casola Valsenio5 reporting
M. Faggeto, 2 iiles E of ton:,n clear.
To ~it,
.on.ghina,
1 mile E of Fontanelice,

found unoccupied by troops of

1st Guards Brig, 6th Br _rmSi:d Div.

Lig t eonemry mortar

fire falls on ositions of llth Brig;, 7.th Br Div, in
vicinity of sM.Spaduro during day and' increased to-vard

evening. Throughout Corps zone patrols naintain contact
with enemy.
II Corjs , The 365th (-) Inf, 92d Div, is attached to 88th
Div. East of iFoute 65, elements of 168th Inf., 34th Div,
beat off Germans attack'ing
. Belin.ite. Ninety-first Div
assumes comhand of 133d Itf, 34th Div, sct~or on L of 34th
Div at 0600 and new boundary becomes effective at same
time.
IV Corps New inter-Corps boundary is established on ll
flank of 6th SA rmdis Div elements o, 4/13 Frontier Force
Rifles (FFR) relieve elements of 24th Guards Brigs. Renowing attacks at 0140, Germans, supported by arty and
mortar fire, force Brazilian troops to ;ithdraw from
positions S of lih.Castello vWhich are regained during
morning.
Inter-bon reliefs are being carried out in 1st
Div, BEF, sector.
On L f-lank, patrols of TF 45, operating
in vicinity of Rocca Cornet-a,, SW of i,. Belvedere, receive
considerable enermy'SA fire.
:

Ar
osTramps Patrolling, continues and contact witlh TF 45
on .R is maintained. En-emy arty active in coastal sector
at night.

U.S,. FIFTH AR/Y
XIII Corps Eighth Ind
and Senio rivers: on R

g Larnone
I/i.
Visano,

..M
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about 3 miles SW of Brisighella, and height just to W,
while Casola Valsenio and Prugno, 1 mile Ni?, as well as
Valsenio, about l! miles downstream from Casola Valsenio,
are occupied by troops of 21st Brig. During night of
4/5, elements of 1st Guards Brig of 6th Br Armd Div begin
attack to seize M. Penzola, 1½ miles N of Fontanelice.
Patrolling continues on remainder of front.
II Corps At 0100, boundary between II and IV Corps is
extended about 2½ miles W.. Thirty-fourth Div patrol
contacts enemy just NE of lMi. Belmonte.
IV Corps South African patrols continue active, contacting eneny at 5 points along div front. Intense mortar
and arty fire is received in Brazilian sector during
On R flank of TF 45, patrols engage enermy
afternoon.
near Ronchidos, N of Gaggio Montano.
Army Troops Enemy patrol attempts to infiltrate positions of 370th Inf, 92d Div, in vicinity of Vergemoli,
Enemfy arty reported moderately
3 miles W of Gallicano.
active.

5

Italy
U.S. FIFTH ARMY
XIII Corps In 8th Ind Div sector, iwhile 17th Brig
establishes platoon at la Strada, 21st Brig makes local
advances on both sides of Senio R, in vicinity of Casola
Valsenio and secures TI. Battogliola, almost 2 miles due
North of Fontanelice, after
N of Casola Valsenio.
capturing M-.Penzola and height just SE, elements of 1st
Guards Brig, 6th Br irrid Div, drive off 2 enemy counterHeavy enemy
attacks on these positions by arty fire.
shelling and mortaring received in 76th Br Div sector.
Nineteenth Ind Brig, 8th Ind Div, assumes command of 2d
A new inter-Army
Brig sector of 1st Br Div at 1000.
boundary is established between XIII Corps and II Polish
Corps of Eighth Airmy to facilitate operations on R of
XIII Corps as some of its units are pinched out by advance
of -i cht.h Arrnv.-

,-A
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II Corps Corps troops maintain active defense with
·Patrol of 34th Div daptures 5
normal patrol activity.

rty reported
prisoners in vicinity of M. Belmlonte, enem
light in Div sector. The 135th Inf assuimes coikmmand of
L flank of 34th Div.
IV Corps Five patrol clashes reported, on oth SA rimd. Div
front; mqderi te arty falls on forw-rd positions. Enemy
TF 45 continues
shells Riola on Reno R, in BEF sector.
and maintains contact ,iith 92d Div on L.
patrollig
Arrnry Trbops

Elements of 92d Div repulse enemy co.'oat

patrols operating in

areas N of Gallicano and Vergemoli.

On E side of Route 1, strong rcn patrol of 371st Inf
contacts enemy just S of Strettoia, taking some prisoners.
Enemy arty is reported light throughout this section.
6

Italy'
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XIII Corps Effective gains made in 3th Ind Div zone: on
R flank, 6th Lancers continue advance down Lanmone R.,
taking several positions do-rnstre;a from la Strada and
reaching

Bitella -:nd nearby heights about 3 miles
a*.

from. Brisighella; 21st Ind. Brig continues local advances
in Casola Valsenio area and in Sintria i. vanlley 2 miles
SE of toyrin. In 6th Br Armrd Div sector, 61st Brig gains
several positions in high ground l- miles E -of Fontanelice
without opposition, while elements of 1st Guards 3rig
secure another hill N of toern. iear Ca di Lucca, eleiments
drive off enemy platoon attempting to infiltrate positions

of' 78th Br Div. Third Brig of 1st Br Div assumes col~mmand
of its sector at 1415..
II Corps

New 88th-34th Div bounedry becoimes effective at

0345, enlarging latter sector about 1 mile, as elements
of l68th Inf relieve elements of 351st Inf. First iarimd
Div reports light enemy arty,.
IV CorDs

E of Rout@a6L4in oth SL armd Div zone.

oatrol

clash occurs a

er

patrols, opera

e SA

li
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and mortar fire. German patrol, attemptingE to' infiltra.te
positions in Palazzo area, N of Affrico, is repulsed by
units of 1st Brazilian Div after brief fire fight;
reliefs are taking place in this sector. Troops of TF
45 drive back nenert patrol in area iNW of Gaggio Montano.
Light harassing arty fire falls in vicinity of Rioll.,
Lissano, and Gaggio Montano.
Ar TropsE
positions.
s ctor.

7

1eodCerate cnemy arty falls Qn front linc
Small :enem

clash is reported in coastal

.

Italy
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FIFTH ARiY
XIII Corps Right flarnk
delemnts of 8th Ind Div occupy
M,* Bitella iithout opposition and contact Italian units
of II Polish Corps in area about 2 miles V:Jf
of Brisi-hella;
farther . , 21st Brig makes slight progress in area about
2½ mniles N and NE of Casola Valsenio.
Patrols of 6th. Br
Armd Div find position 1- miles SE of F'ontanelice unoccupied; late at night heavy en~emly shelling is reported
in lst Guards Brig sector. Some eneomy shelling reportecL
in 79th Br Div sector.
In 1st Br Div zones, while patrol
of 19th Ind Brig is ambushed near M, Cerere, other
elements of Brig drive back 2 eneimy raids nearby.
II Corps Patrolling continues; some arty falls in Corps
area.
On extreme R flank in 88th Div sector, patrol
contacts enemy, causing him to withdraw.
IV Corps In 6th SA Armd Div sector on R flank, eleimnts
of 370th Infattached, relieve elements of 11th Si± Airmd
Brig. Eneomy arty reported again at Riola and Silla
along Reno R. and in vicinity of Cutigliano and Vizzaneta
on L flank.
In TF.45 zone, patrol, operating in area of
Ronchidos, withdrawts after engaging enemy in fire fight.

ArmyTroops

In area W. of Serchio R., eneriy mortar fire
falls between Gallicano and .iolazzana.
Patrols continue
active along remainder of front.

LutL
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XIII Corjs Patrols are active on entire Corps front;
Increased enemy fire lreported in Penzola area, N of
Fontanelice, lwhere elements of 6th Br rrmd
f Div en:gage
in fire fight. Interrmittent shelling and mortaring
received by 11th and 3Sth Brigs, 78th Br Div. Heavy
mortaring takes place in S sector of 1st Br Div.
II Corps Light arty falls on positions along Corps
front lwith increased fire in vicinity of Liver nano.
First Armd Div patrols are active ; sporadcic enemy mortar
fire reported near la Piano, N of bonterullici.
IV Corps

South Afric.an units again atter-;,pt to gain

possession of i,-.
Sole hill
ma.ss in Setta .ValeJy:
during
niEht of 3/9, 4/13 FFR sendc attacking forces against 3

hill positions on SE slopes of imountain (Hill 476, 445,
and 431), losing former but gaining latter t-Jo against
stiff resistance.
Enemy arty received by Brazilian
forward units in Affrico and Volpara areas. During nig.ht
8/9, in TF 45 sector, 900th a-h Bn assuimes coimmand of
435th AaA Bn which reverts to control of -rmy.
Army Troops On E side of Sercnio R., patrol of 370th
Inf, 92d Div, reaches Castelvecchio without contact,
while to.SW, patrol of 371st lnf engages enemy-in fire
fight about 1 mile MN' of Livigliani. Light enemy arty
is reported in coastal sector in vicinity of Forte dei
iarmi .

U.S.

FIFTH iLRjai

XIII CorDs Slight .gain rmade dowvn Casola Valsenio-Castel
Bolognese road by 21st Brigj 8th Ind Div. Directed
against Tossignano, about 2 mniles from Flontanelice,
Div e l-2i-it.i- units- ig -nossignaoi
n o)th 3r rr
positions o-f
positions ne:.z

3orgo Tossignano,

n:0: ::
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Fimhting, patrol'of ilth Brig, 73th
taking 5 prisoners.
irmmediately K of *M. Spaduro; 36th
enemy
Br Div, kills 4
Brig assumes coniimand of 1st Gu,.rds Brig: sector at 2130
and new boundary between 78th Div and 'th Br rmidcgoes
into effect.
II Corps Heavy enoemy arty reported in both Div sector
in vicinity of Savazza. Rfiliefs are taking place throughout Corps area. Elements of 3o2d Inf, 91st Div, relieve
elements of 133d Inf, 34th Div, of screening mission.
. Div, vwhich
IV CorpEs Elements of 4/13 FFR ot6tSt-. rJd
captured Hill 445 yesterday are severely counterattacked
and forced to viithdra-v to prepared positions on
from N7l;
S slopes; during night of 9/10, troops are also pushed
.from Hill 431 because of very iheavy S1 fire. Enermy
To
shells Porretta, Silla, Riola, and Gaggio 1hontano.
.a Bn establish
in TF 45 sector, elements of 900th
S/,I
outpost at Pisnaccio, about 6 miles '1of Porretta.
Arry Troops Ninety-second Div maintains pressure on
enemy by patrolling; local reliefs and attachmnents are
.accomplished li.ithout incident.

10

Italy
U.S. FIFTH ±RMY
XIII Corps Eighth Ind Div continues patrolling, contacting
enemy in several positions on both sides of'Senio R.
about 1 mile NE of Valsenio; enei-py~ outpost N of to-mn is
In Santerno R. Valley, Borgo Tossignano is
forced back.
found unoccupied by elements of 61st Brig -which report
enegmy entrenched just E of town. Heavy i,;G fire received
in 11th Brig sector of 78th Br Div. On L flank of 1st Br
Div, patrols attack enemy position about 1 mile W of
IM. Castellaro, inflicting casualties and taking 4 prisoners.
II Corps Heavy enemy arty is received in 88th Div sector
during afternoon. Reliefs occur in 8Oth and 34th Div
sectors. On L flank, patrols of 6th Armdd Inf Bn, 1st
Armd Div, cross Savena R. in vicinity of Campuzzano, and

bCLASS
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find 2 small villages, Fazzanello and Fazzano, unoccupied.
*At dusk German planes strafe and bomb Route 65 and other
objectives in Corps area.
IV Corps MLarano, Silla, Gaggio Montano, and Porretta
are again objectives for heavy enemy fire. TF 45 sends
out several patrols which make no contact; local reliefs
are taking place.
Armry Troops Aggressive patrolling on div front continues.
Elements of 370th Inf, 9'2d Div, contact enemy at Hills
of ik.olazzana, respectively.
832 and 1031, 1 and 2 niles S;.S
aT guns and 7dGs of 371st Inf h1ave good results against
enemy in coastal area.

11

Italy
U.S.

FIFTH

,RlikY

XIII Corps Activity of 8th Incd, oth Br Ar-Ind, and 73th
Sixth Br .rmd Div receives
Divs confined to patrolling.
about 1 miile E of
area
in
shelling
sporadic enemy
eneimy is repulsed
sector,
Div
Br
In 1st
Fontanelice.
A mile N of L. Grande;
area
in
after penetrating positions
2d Brig takes comurand of 3d Brig sector.
II Corps Heavy enemy arty concentration is received in
Thirty-fourth Div patrol captures
88th Div sector at 1800.
, I.elmaonte.
prisoner in vicinity of
IV Corps In Setta Valley on R flank, 4/13 FFA of 6th SA
Airmd Div attack Hill 431 at 0445 and, recapture this
objective despite heavy arty and mortar concentrations.
In effort to extend positions in 1. Belvedere area,
_i- Bn on 'R of TF 45,
Brazilians, supported by 900th
Belvedere ridge.
i.,
Torraccia-Li'.
on
attack
for
prepare
attempting to
force
enemy
Sv,
to
In Cutigliano area
back.
pushed
infiltrate positions of TF 45, is
ArmyTroDos Patrols continue normal activity throuEnout
kpproxima.tely 1 mriie N of Soi-..ocolonia,
92d Div sector.
,er
on E side of '
Dn R
enemy S4 fir(
flank.

g
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U.S.

FIFTH
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XIII Corps Enermy activity increa.sing throughout Corps
front.
In 21st Brig sector of 8th Ind, Div, elements gain
several high positions between Sintria and Senio Rivers
in area NE of Casola Valsenio.
Heavy enerry shelling
and mortaring reported in 78th Br Div zone.
at 0730,
enemy (3dBn, 1st Para Regt 1st Pare D]v), supported by
smoke, launches attack in !_.Cerere area against 19th Brig
of 1st Br Div and captures Castel louovo on S slopes of
height; later in day elements restore lost ground by
counterattack; easualties to both sidcs ,'e- bolieved
heavy.
II Corps Corps sector continues quiet with so-:.e
arty concentration in 34th Div zone.

nemy

IV Cors On R flir i in 6th SL-~r'ild Div sector, Germans
launch unsuccessful counterattack., rreceded by mortar

fire, against troops of 4/13 FFR1 on Hill 431; riniforcements for FFR. are moving up for support. To St'in BEF
sector, after 30 minutes of arty prep1ration, ]st
Brazilian inf. lst.Inf Div, (mith 2d and 3d Bans abreast
and supported b.y tanks)

.attacks tolc-rd a,.Castello,

2

miles NE of Gaggio .vionrtano, at 0630, ai-lkinr
good progress
until noon against eneimy resistance centered mostly on
R bn; hom.sever during afternoon Brazilian troo_.:s are
thro-,n back because of very heavy and increasing enerny
SA, :.ortar, and arty fire. Diversionary attack by TF
Nelson cn Brazilian R flank is successful with troops
pushing along Route 64 as far as ,l[alpasso, about 2 miles
NE of Riola.
In TF 45 zone to V,f 2d. rrild Group is instructed to stage strong dive.rsionary attacks in M.
Belvedere area to support Brazilian troops: during early
hours R flank elements of 900th AA- Bn, preceded by arty
preparation, penetrate to N ede of Corona, wheil L flank
units attack and gain S portion of. Rocca Corneta after
heavy, shelling; by noon, enerny., supported by arty, mortar,
and M1-G
fire, begins flanking moveori;nt ancl-drives troops
back to initial positions.
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iig _TsrEs Patrols of 370th Inf contact eneiy on E
side of Ssrchio R. in vicinity of Castelvecchio.
caurassing
enemy arty falls in

13

Ital

Pietrasanta area near Route 1.

-
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XIII Cgoris Elemronts of :th Ind Div assist 6th Br ^rmd
Div's attack ivith demonstrations in their sector.
Precodedl by heavy arty and mortar barrageo, 6st
Brig of
6th Br lrind Div, attCo._,ting to pentr.toe down Castel del
.Rio-Ii.iola road in Santorno Valley, attacks -Tossignano and
Borgo Tcssignano, establishing, 5 platoons in forieLr toim
against bitter resistance fromi troops of 755th- Grenad'ir
R,~e
of 334th Grenadier Div and occupying' latter pDlace
against only arty fire, thlis offensive ooeration is r.iade
in attelept to aic Eighth riy
er s Ni- push. First Br Div
sector reraains quiet and relifs are being: carried out.
II Corps

Except .foCr h,,avy enery arty concentration in

34th Div zone, Corps sector renains quiet.

IV Coroso Reliefs are taking place

througiout Corps area.

Little enemy activity reported durin:,< day except harassing

light arty and rnortar fire in TF 45 zone.
pr~;! Troops

Contact -nith

enewy and a,-jacent units is

naintained by 92d Div. Sixty planes give air support,
successfully attacking gun positions N of battle area.
Increase in eneoiy arty is repcrted.
14

Italy
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XIII Corps Sixth Lancers,
of II Polish Corps in area
Elements of 61st Brig, oth
bring up reinforceoeants to

:th Ind biv, ciontact e leo..ents
3-- -liesE of.Casola Valsonio.
Br =rmdrDiv, arc unable to
garrison in Tossignano because
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of heavy German arty and mortar fire on approaches to
town; situation in Tossionano considered grave.
Three
miles 1N of Tossignano, ele..s.nts of 36th Brig, 78th Br
Div, attack and secure Ca-'mzaggio, about - imile ,Wof }f.
;;aggiore, but are f£orcod back to orininal positions by
heavy eneiiy fire; ire6anvhile other elCio1ents of Brig are
also thrc-.: back after atte.iptin, to take position about
1- iiles
E. In K. Cercre area, leading Ind.ian el..nts
attached to 1st Br Div occupy positions near Frassineto
and repulse enery raid on mountain} to N elements of 2d
Brig push back enein.y attempting to penetrate positions
about 1 mile E of iM. Castollaro.

II Corps Patrolling continues; ene y arty fire increases
especially in 34th Div sector and along Route 65.
IV Corps Sixth Sa L-rnid Div front irarkod by increased
arty duels and patrol action. On L flank, eleimnts of
TF 45 receive SA fire in vicinity of Ponto di Sestaione,
Wiof Cutigliano on Lima R.
Army Troops Inter-bn reliefs and patrolling continue
throughout 92d Div front. On L flank, patrol of .371st
Inf engages enay just W of Seravezza. Light eneiry arty
continues to fall throughout Div sector.

15

ItaZ
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ARMY

XIII Coros

In 6th Br armd. Div sector, enemiy seizes

Tossignano, killing or capturing most of to!n's defenders
(elez.snts of 61st Brig) who waere unable to escape to

Borgo Tossignano; this unsuccessful atte.oapt cost British
approximately 200 officers and men.

Leinforceicents are

sent to Borgo Tossignano and positions nearby.
of 11th Brig, 78th Br Div, repulse

Eleiuents

neneciy attack in

area

about 1 mile E of S. Cleuientu. Incre.ased eny arty and
mortar fire falls in 1st Br Div sector particularly
throughout Indian zone.
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II Corps Continued increase in arty fire along Route
65 is reported. ,.t dawn, enely, attacking in vicinity
of ,M. Belmonto, surrounds platoon of 133d Inf, 34th Div,
near Poggio di Sopra and is thromn back by arty and Sr.
fire after suffering several casualties.
IV Corps

In ;Mi. Sole area,

preceded by heavy rmortar

concentration against position just Si' of Hill 431,
alemonts of 35th SS Pz Grenadier Rioet, 16th SS Pz
Grenadier Div, again counterattack, forcing troops of
'473 FFR of 6th S, Lrmd Div from' this feature. During
night 15/16, 4/13 FFR are rulieved by ILHK (Irperial
Light Horse Kim.berlay) Regt in place.
Patrols of 1st
Div,

BEF, report 2 hill

Gaggio

i/ontano,

positions and Gasjubiana,

N of

free of enemy; mortar fire is heavy in

Riola area..

ArmyTroops Ninety-second Div patrols remain active in
370th Inf sector in area IWof Serchio R.: ele.ents repulse Germans attempting to infiltrate positions E and
NE of Holazzana while to SWV,coo.bat patrol roeches
Brucciano in contact w.ith eneiLy, In coastal sector,
patrols of 371st Inf reach area between Cinquale and
;2nfossi under enem,-y ortar fire.
16

Italy
U.S.

FIFTH AriY

it 1200, Lt. Gen. Lark W. Clark assu:--os comIi-and of illied
Arrines in Italy (..;I) ~hich is redesiiaAted 15th rarly Group,
at saie time Lt. Gen. Lucian K. Truscott, Jr. assuimes coL-u._and
of U.S. Fifth -rily.
XIII Corps In S-nterno Valley, reports claim Tossignano
boi-oed repeatedly by 1.llied planes i;hich coopletely
doemolish it; elei-.ents of 61st Brig, 6th Si, Armud Div, which
were established alo ng Tossignano-Borgo Tossignano road,
withdrav;, about 1 miile S and report no encriiy oh S side of
Eners;y patrol, again attempting to infiltrate
Tossignano,

positions of 78th Br Div in area S of S. Clemente, is
^
st Br Div also repulse enemy
driven back,,
lel
patrols in vicin
/
ir
.
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It Co
Patrols of 88th Div have fire fight about 1i
miles W of i/. Fano. In 91st Div zone, enemy arty is
again reported active on Route 65 and N of Livergnano,
IV Corps After bitter battle, front lines of 6th SA
irmd Div in area S of Mi. Sole are consolidated and are
now essentially same as before initial assault. Increased enemy arty reported during night in South .frican
zone. Boundary between 1st Inf Div, BEF, and TF 45 is
shifted W to include area held by 2d Bn, 370th Inf
(which is now returned to 92d Div); 1st Inf Div assumes
command of widened sector. Scattered arty and mortar
fire fall on troops of 2d :armd Group of TF 45.
Army Troops On R flank 370th Inf of 92d Div continues
agressive patrolling, receiving intermittent SA and

MiG fire. In coastal sector 366th Inf assumes col-nand
of sector occupied by 1st Bn, 366th Inf, in area W of
Route 1. Forward positions of Div receive some medium
caliber enemy arty.

17

Italy

U.S. FIFTH AiRIMY
XIII Corps

In 6th Ind Div sector, R flankl

elements

contact units of Eighth irnyT about 3 miles E of
Casola Valsenio, 17th Brig assumes coimiand of 21st Brig
sector, and enemy patrol, approaching :. Battogliola,
about 2 miles due N of Casola Valsenio, is dispersed by
arty and Sh fire; enemy retaliates by shelling area.
Enemy arty continues active on forward positions of 6 lst
Brig in Tossignano sector. In 1st Br Div area, 66th
Brig assumes command of 2d Brig sector.
II Corps Numerous inter-regt reliefs are taking place
throughout Corps area. Combat patrol on R flank of 34th
Div, attempting to cross Zena R. E of La fiaddalena, is
driven back by SiA and mortar fire. Continued arty fire
reported along Route 65. During night 17/18, 91st Divsends out 4 patrols to probe enemy defenses.
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IV Coros Corps front remains quiet except in ±viola
and kiarano areas of BEF where considerable enemy mortar
and arty fire is reported. Patrol of TF 45 contacts
enemy in vicinity of Lielo,

N of Cutigliano.

Army Troops Local reliefs carried out -;ithout incident.
Ninety-second Div begins preparations to comply with
attack order.

Patrols continue to harass enemy- positions

and to contact adjacent units.
l8
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XIII Corps In oth Br Armd Div sector, o61st Brig reports
all approaches to Tossignano strongly held by enevmy.
Inter-brig reliefs are effected in both 78th and 1st Br
Divs,
Intermittent mortar fire falls on fornward positions
of 78th Br Div.
II Corps Patrol of 350th Inf, 88th Div, engages enemy in
area N of I. Fano; casualties reported heavy on both sides.
Corps sector remains quiet with some increase in arty fire.
IV Corps On extreme R flank of 6th Sa Armd Div, elements
move to positions just l of C. di Giulietto~ patrol
clashes occur in vicinity of S. i,!iartino farther riW. Enemy
arty hits ammunition dump just N of Cozzo, S of lMurazze.
Moderate enemy arty fire falls throughout BEF sector.
army Troops Second Bn of 370th Inf, 92d Div, is detached
from IV Corps and reverts to 370th control at 0015. In
370th Inf sector, ~-hile patrol engages enery in vicinity
of Treppignana, another patrol reaches area about 1 mile
NE of Calomini under enemy fire.

19
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XIII Corps On 1P flank, 6th Lancers of 8th Ind Div vAithdraw to Fogano, on Lamone R.
miles SMv of Brisighella.
11_If';17
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Patrols of 6th Br Armid Div undergo MG fire on roads
Rhemainder of sectors quiet with
leading to Tossignano.

routine patrolling maintained.
II Corps Activity hampered by adverse weather. Light
enemy arty fire falls in forward areas of '38th Div.
IV Corps In South nfrican sector, enemy patrol is reSome
pulsed in vicinity of Sterpia, S of S. Martino.
area;
Lontano
in
Gaggio
received
arty
fire
harassing
enemy fire reported decreasing.
Armry Troops On L of 92d Div sector, elements of 371st
Inf attack Germans holding hill position W of Seravezza,
firing on eneimy MG position nearby with several direct
Patrolling continues on rermainCer of front.
hits.

20
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X II Cors st 0001, nea. boundary is effected between
Eighth and Fifth armies in order to facilitate operations
of R flank of XIII Corps as solme of its units are pinched
Patrols oi 08th Ind
out by advance of II Polish Corps.
Div engage enemy in fire fight in area just S of L. della
Volpe. About 4 miles IIT, elements of 61st Brig, 6th Br
armd Div, also contact enemy along S approaches to
In 1st Br Div 'sector, 3d Brig takes over
Tossignano.
corcmand of 19th Ind Brig (8th Ind Div) sector and
elements are reported in M. Cerere area.
!

II C orps at 0800, 365th Inf, attached to 883th Div, assumes
command of 349th Inf, 88th Div. In 34th Div sector, patrol
operating to Canovetta is driven from toein by enemray fire.

of Setta R. in 6th S. hr-:.c Div sector,
T
IV Corps West
patrols contact ene2-y in vicinity of, Porte and in area N
again recei-ved along H.eno R.
Harassing fir,
of lUurazze.
TF 45 continues agressive
at Silla, Riola, and Porretta.
patrolling.
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rmye Troops On R of 92d Div sector, eliemnts of 370th
Inf ambush enemy patrol in vicinity of Pradoscello, 2
miles ME of Treppignana, killing 4; other elemnnts draw
enemr SA fire near S. Niccolo on Serchio R.
21
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XIII Corps Scattered enemy shelling and mortaring reported along entire front. Ene'y,y 'holding E approaches
to Tossignano, engages ele.ents of 6lst Brig, 6th Br
Arld Div.

N of Siilaro R.

in

73th Br Div sector,

withdraws on contact with British troops;.
effected in 1st Br Div zone.

:nemry

teliefs are

II Corps . Corps sector rirmeains quiet; patrolling continues.
At 0600, 361st Inf of 91st Div assumeis coi.and of 3S2d Inf
sector.
Slight increase in arty fire report-d in 91st
Div sector in afternoon.
East of lReno R. in 6th Si . rm' Div sector,
patrol to S. I-.rtino iwithdra'ws after exchangne of fire.
IV Corps

To Si', Brazilian patrols remain active; for..rd. troops
sent to Hill 702, S of Labante, are thrown back because
of heavv enenmy artr fire.
,it 1500, in 'TF45 area, .2d Armd
Group is relieved of its sector res-onsibility and 900th
i-% Bn comes under direct control of TF.
Arml

Troos. Lo.eal reliefs are effected w.'ithout incident;

enermy arty reported liht.

Units of 370th Inf,

92d Div,

operating on E side of Serchio R., reach Castclvecchio
without contact.
To S,' near Route 1,
en6myr established
on S slopes of

I£.

Strettoia,

371st Inf using inf weapons.
2

U.S.2

IFTH

U.S. FIFTH AR!.LY
XIII Corps Effective progre{
flank: some clements reach s.
3 miles TE of Casola Valseni

is

harassed by elements of
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vlhile other units are established at

L. Left flank bounda.:ry of 6th
Campiuno 4 miles farther
Br Armiid Div is extended W to include sector of 36th Brig
L patrol clash is reported about 1 iile
of 78th Br Div.
E of ll. Castellaro in 1st Br Div zone; minor reliefs are
being effected in this sector.
II Corps Inter-bn reliefs in progress in 88th Div sector.
Some advance made in 34th Div zone as elements of 133d
Inf improve positions by occupying t-vo strongpoints E of
Allied Jfighters and fighltr boe-.boers give
M,.Belmonte.
this advance close support.
IV Corps

Patrols remain very active,

probing.' Grmian

positions in front of South .ifrican lines; at least 7
enemy raids repulsed during this period. In BEF sector,
small enemy patrol, attempting to infiltrate positions
near Abetaia, is repulsed. Patrolling is intensified
and deepened along entire TF 45 front.
.iain.Army 'Troops Patrolling continues and contact is
Harassing eneny
tained iwith one-my and adjacent units.
fire falls in coastal sector. Many local reliefs effected.
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U.S.. FIFTH ARMY
XIII Corps Eighth Ind Div is shifted to R to take up
new positions which include S end of the VTna del Gesso
ridge formerly held by II Polish Corps; temporary
boundary is established between Fifth and Eighth armies
at 1200. Seventeenth Ind Brig continues progress,
occupying M. della Volpe and M. Tonda nearby. In 7Sth
Br Div sector, at 1000, 11th Brig takes over cormmand of
38th Brig; several patrol clashes occur N of Sillaro R.
in area NE of S. Clemente. Reverse slopes of M, Cerere
and M, Grande in 1st Br Div sector are objectives for
heavy concentrations of enemy rmortar and arty fire.
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II Corps Elemients of 133d Inf of-34th Div repulse
enemy attempting to retake positions E of M. Beimonte.
Increase of MG fire reported in 91st Div sector. The
337th CT of 85th Div moves to vicinity of Lucca and is

detached fromr II Corps and attached to 92d Div. On
extreme L flank in 1st Armd Div sector, patrol of 338th
Inf engages in fire fight with enemy in area less than
1 mile NE of Murazze.
IV Corps On R flank in 6th Sa armd Div sector, Sabbione,
W of M. Salvaro, is reported clear of enemy. Brazilian
patrol, operating on Ilside of Route 64, successfully

engages enemy in vicinity of Castelnuovo. Reliefs are
taking place in Brazilian zone. iarano, Silla, Porretta,
and Gaggio 1Iontano are again objectives for enemy shelling.
army Troops Inter-bn reliefs are being carried out in
92d Div sector. The 337th CT of 85th Div is detached
from II Corps and attached to 92d Div. Patrols continue
contact with enemy.

24
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XIII Corps Operating along Senio R. valley patrols of
17th Ind Brig, 8th Ind Div, roach Rivola, about 4 milus
downstream from Casola Valsenio, without contact; several
positions along Vena del Gesso ridge reported clear. In
remainder of Corps sector, patrols continue active and
inter-bn reliefs are being effected.
II Corps Patrolling continues along Corps sector which
remains quiet. The 339th CT, 85th Div, is detached from
II Corps.
IV Corps Several patrol clashes reported in 6th SA Armd
Div sector. In BEF sector, enemy patrol from vicinity
of Gambiana is repulsed by 11th Inf of 1st Brazilian Div.
At 1230, 339th CT of 85th Div is attached to IV Corps.

Reno R. objectives, includingslarano, Riola, and Porretta,
*B
again shelled by enemy. In TF 45 zone, continued tanV
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demonstrations conducted along Route 12 in Oppio-S. Marcello
Pistoiese-Spignana-Casotti area dravw no enermy response.
irmy Troops Ninety-second Div patrols continue active:
W of Serchio R. in area E of Cascio, patrol of 370th
Inf engages enemy in fire fights while in coastal sector
near Route 1, forvward troops of 366th Inf, operating as
far as Porta, lie of Strettoia, encounter SA and i.G fire.

25

Italy
U.S. FIFTH jARM1Y
XIII Corps At 0830, 17th Brig assumrs co-mmand of 8th
Ind Div sector as Div (-17th Brig) moves W to temporary
command of IV Corps.
Heavy uenemy shelling is received in
vicinity of Sasso, SE of Rivola, viherc patrols remain
active.
In 1st Br Div sector, 2d Brig assumes cormaand of
66th Brig sector.
IN.o change reported in Corps forward
positions.

II

Corps

All sectors roen.ain very quiet.

(-), 85th Div,
on arrival.

moves to Lucca and is

The 338th Inf

attached to IV Corps

IV Corps at 1200, 6th SlA i-rmd Div reverts to ,rmy control
and R boundary of IV Corps is now same as Brazilian-South
African inter-div boundary; at samae: time. Corps assumes
commarond of 92d Div in coastal zone'e xtending L boundary
to sea.
In BEF sector, patrol to S. Filomena, S of i.
Belvedereo reports town unoccupied.
Nineteenth and 21st
Ind Brigs of 8th Ind Div, XIII Corps, are placud temporarily under cori-and of 92d Div.
Rioveggio on Setta R.
and Porretta are shelled by encly. 338th Inf (-), 85th
Div, is attached to IV Corps.
hirry Troops In event of encrry attack in Serchio Valley,
orders are issued for 92d Div to organize, occupy, and
hold present positions at all
cost.
„t 1200, 92d Div is
relieved froi.m jrlmy control and attached to IV Corps;
enemy contact maintained by aggressive patrolling.
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U.S. FIFTH .tRMY
XIII Corps Patrols of 17th Ind Brig establish several
First
new positions in vicinity of Vena del Gesso ridge.
Br Div reports intermittent mortar and ivG fire throughout
front.

II Corps Inter-bn reliefs taking place in 34th and 91st
Div sectors; slight incrEase in enemry arty reported in
former zone. West of Route 65, elements of 91st Div
contact enemy in vicinity of S. Ansano on Savena R.,
while about 1 imile SW near Fazzanello 1st Armid Div troops
c hgage Germans.
To meet threat of eneuiy attacking down
Serchio Valley, units of II Corps are vi-ithdrawn and
noved W. Corps postpones execution of Pianoro Plan
indefinitely. at 0800, 85th Div is detached frorm II
Corps and attached to IV Corps.
Army Troops Enemy shells 24th Guards
of 6th SA irrmd Div.
Elcments of 12th
report enemy vlithdra,wn from la Villa,
During evening 6th Sr. Arlmd Div sector
is bombed by enemy planes.

Brig sector. on. R
Sk Mhtzd Brig
E of Carviano.
N of LI. Catarelto

LIV Cors 'rftur short intensive arty preparation,

Germ an
forces, spearheaded by elee.Lnts, of 235th and 2386_thR ts
of 4lth Grenadier Div, launch 2-bn attack against 92d
Div on 6-mile front astride Serchio R.: E of river,
Germans assault positions of 2d Bn, 366th Inf, and other
elements attached to 370th CT at SoL;:uocolonia, Tiolio,
and Bebbio, while farther W across river, they hit
elements of 370th Inf near <1olazzana, 4 miles S of
Castelnuovo, and at Calomini, SE of ;Molazzana; by
evening, after fierce battle, enmy has penetrated about
t11 ilEs down Serchio Valley and all these towns as well
as Gallicano ar. in (enemy hands.
.t 0800, 85th Div
(-339th Inf) is attached to IV Corps and 337th and 338th
Infs revert to Div control.
Eighth Ind Div is attached
to IV Corps and, again assu.mes control of 19th and 21st
Ind Brigs.
Considerable arty fire received in Porretta
area.
n
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XIII Corps In Sonio Valley area in 17th Ind Brig skctor,
enerny is reported holding Rivola and most of Vena del
Gesso ridge to vJ in strength; forvward positions throughout this sector aro targets for considerable enrirLy
mortar and arty fire.
Inter-bn reliefs are .taking place
in 6th Br i-rmid and 78th Br Div sectors.
M. Grande, in
1st Br Div zone, receives heavy caliber arty fire,
II Corps Miany reliefs are being carried out in div
sectors.
Patrol clash occurs about " mIrile E of Route
65 in 34th Div sector just ahead of front lines.
ArhSL Troops North of Setta R. on T flank of 6th S
i....d
Div, elo-innts repulse enney patrols attempting to
infiltrate positions about 2 miles N and W. of 1',urazze.

IV Corps iat 0600, 339th CT (85th Div) com.plites move to
Pistoiese area Tnhere it is attached to TF 45.
PReni-ang
attack in Serchio Valley at davan, Germans center effort
in area betwveen Coreg-ia and Gallicano, forcing E flank
ele:ments of 92d Div to withdramj from Barga to aryea S of
Pedona, on Serchio R, 2 lails
due,S of Barga; additional
slight withdrawals made on VJ side of river in vicinity
of i.olazzana.
XXII Tactical ;ir
Co mand flies approximately
200 sorties in support of Serchio Valley troops.
.t 1300,
8th Ind Div assurmes coim-.aiind of antire Serchio Vall:y

sector and 19th Ind Brig relieves 2d Bn,

366th Inf.

1long coast 92d Div troops strng-then and imiprove positions and maintain contact
8th
O'ith Ind Div on R.

23
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XIII Cors

Patrols of

5th

Br =r-ind Div are Vnithin short

distance of Tossignano -,ithout contact.
_ctivit-y on
remainder of fSi
liited
to patrolling and relieving.
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reported oquiet with increase in
C
Corps
or
II
In 34th Div zonr,
enemy arty and Si firc during night.
135th Inf, after being relieved by 133d Inf in place,
moves to IV Corps and is attached to 92d Div; rmeanwhile,
on R flank of Div, foriward units find Hill 394, NE of M,1.
Belmonte,. clear of

nenmy.

It

0700, 91st Div assumes

comiand of 1st ,rnid Div sector and 1st ir:d Div becooies
Array Troops at same time.
army Troops First .rid Div is detached from II Corps
and beco^mes rxrmy Troops at 0700 and Div (-) is placed in
reserve.

On R flank of 6th S..

mr:,d Div, intense

arty is received in area about 2 .iales

3enemy

'Vof Liurazze.

IV CornS Vlhile patrols in central sector of 1st
Brazilian Div rcceive enemy sniper and Hi'G fire, farther
W in Cutigliano area, TF45patrolsuccessfully engages
to gain additional
Germans fail
enn/iy in fire fight.
ground in Serchio Valley: 19th and 21st Ind Brigs, 8th
Ind Div, E of river and 370th Inf to W1 continue to hold
and improve positions; Tdrcglia, ,SE of Corcglia, reported
unoccupied by enemyy; patrols sent to Gallicano undergo
cnepmy SA fire.
Increased arty and patrol activity reported
throughout 92d Div front. The 135th CT, 34th Div, completos move to area 1,E of Viareggio and is attached, to
Total of 228 fighter bombers
92d Div as reserve unit,
and 24 medium bombers of XXII Tactical air Co-rmand- supports
counterattack in Serchio Valley strafing and bo.bing
In BEF sector,
enemy positions and troop concentratioins.
enemy shells Riola, Bo.obia.na, Silla, Porretta, Gaggio
iIontano, and Gabba (just SW of Gaggio iontano).

29
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XIII Corps Seventeenth Ind Brig sends patrols fo.ryiard
Sixthh Br =rril Div reports
to probe Senio R. crossings.
increased enemry shelling in ;.idul Verro area, N of
M. del'11cqua Salata, m-hile considerable fire is also
claimed in 78th Br Div zone. j.t 1200, 36th Brig (78th
Br Div) assumcs coisaand of 2d Brig in 1st Br Div sector.
i
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34th Div sector repulso en.mry in

area approximately 1 nmile E of Rout' 65. Elements of
361st Inf reliev elem.ents on L flank of 133d Inf, 34th
Div, and corumand of sector passes to 91st Div at 2220.
arrgT Troo2s Normal patrolling continues throughout oth
Si .ru,-id Div sector.
IV Corps

..
and arty fire is
Intense ener y mort.r

received

throughout 1st Brazilian Div sector; ~noei:y patrol,
attempting to penetrate lines along E boundary, is
forced to v.'ithdra-t,.
During early hours, enrmy raid
surprises OP of TF 45 in vicinity of Pian di Ont ni and
6 prisoners arc taken; 339th CT continues to probe eneoi'y
deofnses, sending out nui.rous patrols.

Gri.-ians b.gin

to retire as Indian troops count..rattack in effort to
gain lost ground E of Serchio R.: Coreglib. and ridg. to
SW1'
and Barga are reoccupied. H.in..ty-sacond Div maintains
positions, contacts adjacent units and eneruy, and propares for counterattack. XXII Tactical ±ir Coio.and¢ again
supports ground troops iL S&irchio Vall.,y.
30
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XIII Corp- In 17th Ind Brig sector on R flank, patrols
gain far side of Senio R. in area S and E of Rivola
.where they encounter heavy enemy fire;9 later attempts to
cross fail.
II Corps iAt 2200, 83th Div completes relief of rsemaining
R flank ele.:iants of 34th Div and assuie-.s co-. .aand of
sector. active patrolling continues on re.mainder of
front.
Arly Troops Reliefs aru being carried out in 6th S;
.r.md Div sector; activity lirited to patrolling.
IV Corps Troops of 6th Inf, 1st Brazilian Div, fire on
enemrvr attcyiDtins to infiltrate their nositions. Enei-V
itense along untire
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front. Eighth Ind Div continues steady pressure fori,,ard, raching as far as Gallicano, despite heavy shelling,
and retaking Soiimocolonia and }..Vano against slight
resistance. Ele:-ints of 3o6th Inf, 92d Div, supported
by tank and arty fire, conduct raids against iL.Strettoia
and coastal areas, taking some prisoners.

31

Ital

U.S. FIFTH

R1'.Y

XIII Corps it ond of month eneml rurains firmily
established in front of Corps. additional patrols of
17th Ind Brig on R flank are unable to cross Sonio R.
entrenched
because of stiff opposition. Germans are still
in Tossignano. On L flank, 1st Br Div reports relivfs
in 3d Brig sector and mortaring in 36th area. ;,t 1345,
66th Brig assumes colimand of 3d Brig sector.
II Corps Regrouping of 88th Div to defend its increased
front line is coupleto during nioht 31 Dec./l Jan. Corps
sector is gencrally quiet Tith inter-bn reliefs taking
place.

.rrmy Troops Sixth St, .rmd Div continues dtfense of its
sector and reports no change in forvnard positions.
IV Corps On R flank of BEEF sector, patrols encounter
harassing mortar and rifle srenade £ire near ihontvcavalloro.
ments of 339th CT dispatch average
In TF 45 sector, UelL
10 patrols a day and continue to improvo positions in
event of enemyr attack. Continued gains are made in SGrchio
Valley area by troops of 8th Ind Div: on E side of river,
patrols penetrate into Bebbio, eijhili across river, patrols
enter Gallicano and Lolazzana and establish new positions in vicinity of Vurni and Trassilico, S of
Gallicano; 2d Bn, 370th Inf, extends L flank by establishil s S of Verg>oli.
ing positions on Bicocca hill m.ass, . 2.t end of month 92d Div continues to protect L flank of

Corps and pre pares to defund its prse(nt positions by
countorattack.
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Philiooine Is.
U.S. SIXlli hai.Y
liajor objective of Sixth .rrm

is capture of port of oriloc

through which enerny garrison on NW1Leyte is

being resupplied

and reinforced.
GHQ directs that Sixth ,.rmy postpone for ten
days the Hindoro Operation, which was scheduled to take place
on 5 Dec.
In addition to giving imore time for neutralizing
strikes on Luzon airfields and shipping by fast carrier TFs
of U.S. Third Fleet, postponement of landing on Lindoro I. releases engineer dnits for work on Tanauan airfield and provides
amphibious shipping and naval support required for the Ormoc
landing.
Corps Corps is engaged in heavy fighting "At ' end of
the Ormoc corridor.
'.Pith Limon secured, 32d Div is attacking S astride Pinamopoan-Orfmoc high,1/.y road blocks established
approximately 1,000 yards SE and 800 yards LE of Tolibaw
are maintained in face of desperate counterattacks.
Terrain
is highly favorable to defenders; because of winding road
and densely wooded hills, enem; is able to operate between
the two road -blocks, moving troops and supplies into corridor
E of Limon.
Followin S arty and mortar preparation, 2d Bn
of 128th Inf wiith flank support of leof
t Bn
34th Inf attacks
enemy positions on "Kilay RidgLe"
first
of enemy-hold
knolls at SE extremity of Ridge is quickly seized but
enemy continues to hold position on second knoll despite
heavy blasting by bazookas and grenades.
First Bn of 34th
Inf reverts to control of 24th Inf Div and is ordered to
withdraw from"Kilay Ridge" to Pinamopoan.
During period
of combat, this bn suffered 195 casualties as compared to
over 900 enemy (.JJa-ane__
ist Div) counted killed,
Progress of 1st Cav Div oper ting to SE of 32d Div
between It. Badian and l;t. iamban is slored up by many
well-pre-parod defensive positions.
Second So of 112th Cav
overrruns initial
resistance to its front but is soon
pinned down by intunsc and bheVay fir fromi etneamy
xtensive
positions SWT of Sinayau.Qan.
*ith arty support, 1st Sq of
12th Cav and iA Tr of 5th Cav close pincers on ,enemy trail
block N of it, Cabungaan, killing, l-or th;l.n 200 3ni.my.
On
(-

NJ

.
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N7' slope of Hill 2348, 2d Sq of 12th Cav gains 200 yards
through LG. and mort. r fire .and imneuvers into pos tion
to attack enemiy strongpoint.
Ei-±emnts of 24th Inf Div
oper-ting in zone on L flank of 1st Cav Div exert pressure
STl of Jaro against enemy in Ivt. Laao an.d -!to Peatk areas
contact is maintained with eicments of 96th Inf Div., kXIV
Corps.
XXIV Corps Corps is opera.ting astridce .nd S of-thLe
Binahaan R.
beachhead area forward of line Dagamli-BurauonLa Paz is secured by 96th and 7th Inf Divs, assisted by
elements of llth
k/B Div; the line Dulag-_buyog-Baybay is
maintained by 77th Inf with el.emnts of 7th Inf and 11th
i/B Divs.
In heights S' of Daganmi, 381st Inf, lCss 2d
of
96th
Div overcomes stubborn resistance to cl~.r
Bn,
several enemy pockets in vicinity of Ua1obago., Foleo-ling
intensive

arty barrage

against

cneQ-y

strongpoint on E

slopes of Et. Lobi (u1of Guinarona),
elements of 306th
Infl
attached to 11th </B Div, secure position and continue
attack to WI; 153 enemy dead countedc and- several iiGs ancL
70-Mrm. mountain gun captured.
Attacking NE1'from Dul aan
on l coast of Leyte, 1st and 2d Bns of 184th Inf, 7th Div,
eliminate series of enemoy pillboxes to re:ch high ground,
overlooking enemy positions in Palanas R. Valley.
V-ith enenm in mountainous terrain S of Ormoc in
process
orgprnizinof
to forces
pror
combined
assault froe S and
and as increased pressure of X Corps
troops pulls onemy res rves Ni of Or:ioc, the 77th Div is
alerted fof a.n amphibious landing on .icoast of Lsytue with
mission of disrupting enemy defenses and suppoly; routes in
the Ormoc pocket.
During night, Seventh Fleet DDs sink unemrny ^I off
i4.7 tip of Lcyt- and bombard shore installations at
Palompon and NT portion of Ormoc Bay.

2

Philippine Is.
U.S. SEI.TH
I
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Corps

S of Limon, 32d Div troops climin tt sevcr.1
are.s.
LeS
«

ainst
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Cont

stubborn resistnce,

2d Bn of 128th Inf soizes .nd occu-

pies SE knolls of "Kilay Ridge
I"
260 enemy dead counted
and many MLGs captured.
Enemy opposition facing 1st Cav

Div SE of Bonbongon and Lit. Cabungaan remains stubborn.
From positions about 2,800 yards S'. of Sinayavjwan, 2d
Sq of 112th C.av repels several I"banzai" charges and
continues attack against ridge area to its front'. First
Sq of 12th Cav a-nd . Tr of 5th Cav maintain guard over
of lt.. Cabungaan, Wvaiting for ammrunition
supply trail ,i7
in order to attack enemny-hold ridge I4'.' of Ml. C.tab,:ran.
Uiith arty support, 2d Sq of 12th Cav breaks enemy resistance in strongly fortified ridge :area W of Hill 2348.
MLission of guarding coastl ar '-ra from Capooc n to high
ground
of Pinamopoan' is assigned to 34th hRgt of 24th
Inf Div.
XXIV Corps Enrmy continues to hold main ridge position
in Kabayan-f.alobago area-, S. of Dagac i, despite. numuarous
casualtis inflicted by 96th Div troops; 381st Inf, less
2d Bn, maneuvers for position to break S nvnd of onnmy line
and turn enemyts flank. Eleme1iints of 11th .A/B Div attack
enemy positions in Lubi-San Pedro are., l; of Bur'aun;
306th Inf, attached to 11th ,/B Div, m.-k s furthur ga.ins

on E slopes of L.t. Lobi. Seventh Div troops consolidate
gains S of thi Palanas iL., neaxr coast bout 12 miles SE
of Ormoc; patrols of 184th Inf probe. n._my. linuis in
Palanas R. Vallecy, encountering strong opposition;
number of enemy positions are ta.-;un under .artyfire.
Suventy-seventh Div is in process of assembling on
Tarragona and- Rizal beaches on E coast of Lyte) procuress

is slowed up because of widely dispersed elemeints and
poor road conditions.
During night, Seventh Fleet DDs _tt._ck five enemy
vessols in Oru.oc Bay; 1 DD and 1 nK/PP believed sunk;
250 ennemy dead counted on beachcs; DD Cooopr is sunk by
by enemy torpedo.
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SILTH S~RiKY

Cormma.nding Goneral, Sixth .irmy, in radio nmessage to
Commanding General of X Corps, orders that opcrations on
Samar I. be initiated on 5 Doc. to seizo ..right -:.nd secur.
control of T.'riht-Taft high-i,.y.
X Corpts Corps directs coordinated atta.ck S by 32d Inf
Div and 1st C.v Div to gairn control of high ground in
Libungao area and to prevent enemry oscape from Ormoc on
road running from junction
just N of Libungao to
Palompon on ].. coast of Luyte.
i.opping up of oenemy
pockets of rsistance in K..logbacc-n-Bonbonon airas is
continued by 32d Div; 2d Bn of 127th Inf is rblased from
Div reserve to rogt'control and 1st 3n bccomes Div reserve, First Bn of 34th Inf, 24th Div, commenc1Ces withdrawal from "Kilay Lidgo,"
m
oving
ovrland to Consugr.
and thence, up NHag. R. by LVTs to Caiubian and through
Biliran Str.it and Carigara Bay to Pihaim.rpoan area.
First C.v Div continues to maLintain screen along line
extending S of lt.
Badian to 'Lit. i.-rmban; m.jority of
troops are engaged in carrying'supplius and -ammunition
over rain-drenched trails
to, for..'ard eliments.
First
Sq of 11th C.v is pushing .-toward the Lyte Rt.; S Tr
ro.ches *I bank of river, establishing perimetor about
400 yards E of advance eluments of 126th- Inf of 32dC' Div.
Sl of Sinayavwan, pressure is maintained a.gainst enimy-held
ridge positions by 2d Sq of 112th Cav.
Second Sq of 12th
Cav is pushing through dense undergrowth in vicinity of
Hill 2348 to mop up scattered resistance..
XXIV Corps Last organized enemy position in heights S':'
of Dagari'is eliminated by 96th Div; vwith support of
light, tanks and arty, 1st and 3d Bns of 381st Inf sucure
main ridge in K bayan-Maldbago area; *160 enemy killed for
no loss to regt.
,ggressivG
p.-trolling in LMt. Laao,
Lt. Cunjajanag, and -Lt. Lobi areas conducted by other
elements of Div,. Luanwhile, 11th /B Div troops are concentrating in mountainous area in vicinity of Lake Danao,
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in foothills of. Mt. Lobi, in. area SW of Et. 1ajunag,
and Ln Ldbi area along Burauen-Albuera trail. First L-4
plane lands on Mvianarawat airstrip, constructed by 127th
A/B Eng Bn; this airstrip is the control point for
mountain fighting in Lubi-IMahonag-Anas area.
Seventh Div CP. closes on E coast of Leyte to open
at Baybay on W coast. ?The 184th Inf of 7th Div, in frontline positions S of the Palanas R., pushes strong patrols
on N slope of Hill 918; heavy MiG fire from well-concealed
To support northward
enemy positions is encountered.

drive of 7th Div, 306th FA Bn displaces from Tarragona to
Baybay and elements of. 776th Amph Tank Bn and of 718th
Amph.Tractor Bn are landed at: Tinagan and Lalolago to
guard beach defenses. First Bn of 32d Inf is en route
fromPanoan I. to Caridad; 2d Bn of 32d Inf takes over
,which
Inf,
defense of Baybay, relieving 2d Bn of 305th
reverts to control of 77th Div. Elements of 77th Div
are moving toward Tarragona and Rizal beaches; CT 307
is held up at Mayorga on road leading froLr La Paz to

Rizal; this road is pocked with deep holes caused by
torrential rains and heavy traffic.
4 Philippine 'Is.
U.S. 'SIXTH ARMY
Commanding General, Sixth Army, directs XXIV Corps to
make its main effort with its L to defeat the Japanese in the
Ormoc area, reinforcing its L by landing 77th Div in the
Ipil-Binoljo area (about 3 miles S of Ormoc) on '7 Dec. To
support XXIV Corps, X Corps is to attack vigorously S astride
highway 2.

X Corps Thirty-second Div consolidates positions in
Bonbongon and Tolibaw areas, lying respectively to E and
W of highway 2, and-prepares for southward drive to seize
'high ground running Nh'-SE through Lonoy. During night,
enemy counterattack spearheaded by 8 tanlks against road
block about 1½ miles S of the Leyte R. bridge is repulsed
by bazooka fire; 2 tanks destroyed.

Activity in !st Cav

Div sector, E of highway 2, is centered around problems
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of supply and communications. On Samar I., 3t1 Cav
prepares for northward drive to seize Wright; Btry B of
99th FA Bn moves by native boats to Sebastian to bring
enemy,fortress under fire.
XXIV Corps Increase of enemy activity W of.Burauen is
reported; enemy groups are infiltrating through 11th A/B
Div outposts to hide in rice paddies N of airfields.
Ninety-sixth Div troops mop up on E-slopes of Lit. Lobi.
Div boundary is extended 1,500 yards farther S; 381st
Inf (Co B, reinf by-2 plats of 96th Rcn Tr) commences
relief of 3d Bn of 306th inf, 77th Div, in BurauenGuinarona area. On Burauen-Albuera trail, 11th A/B Div
troops are pushing ?W of Lubi toward LMahonag; Div CP is
set up on Maiarawat airstrip. On WV coast of Leyte, 7th
Inf Div prepares to attack N and E. to seize Hill 918
and to break through enemy defenses in Palanas R. Valley;
Div CP is pushed up coast from Baybay to Caridad.
The
184th Inf probes encmy positions to its front and pushes
patrols up coast to Balogo. Seventeenth Inf moves to
forward positions: 1st Bn establishes perimeter 600 yards
-E of Damulaan ,wvhile 2d Bn takes up position 200 yards to
E; 3d Bn reaches Caridad by naval craft and moves one
mile up coastal road to Tinagan.
Thirty-second Inf
continues consolidation of regt: 3d Bn is in position SE
of 184th Inf; 1st Bn, which is relieved on Panaon I. by
Filipino Inf Bn, 9th }Iilitary District, arrives at
Caridad; 2d Bn, less one co at San Agustin, maintains
defense of Baybay. Preparation for amphibious landing
on W coast continues as large portion of 77th Div troops,
despite shortage of transportation facilitios and ex-'
tremely poor road conditions, reach Tarragona and Rizal
beaches. By working day and night, 307th Inf with
assistance of 233d Eng Bn succeeds in moving heavy
equipment and about one-third of its troops from La Paz
to Rizal. The 305th Inf completes assembly in Tarragona
area with return of 2d Bn from Baybay. Second Bn of
306th Inf, relieved from control of 11th A/B Div, moves
overland to Dulag on route to join 1st Bn at Tarragona;
3d Bn is still
undur operational control cf 11th A/B Div.
Five M.iarine fighter squadrons cor.mence operations
from Leyte airfields.
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X Corps The 127th Inf of 32d Div passes through positions occupied by 3d Bn of 128th Inf, S of the Leyte
R. and SW of Limon, and attacks S, encountering strong
enemy defenses on high ground about 1,000 yards S of
Leyte R. bridge. In 1st Cav Div zone, 1st Sq of 112th
Cav is closing in on An Tr, which-is in contact with 126th
Inf of 32d Div along the Leyte R. Unsuccessful frontal
and flanking attacks are made by 2d Sq of 112th Cav
against enemy strongpoint SW of Sinayawan. Second Sq of
12th Cav is pushing SUW from Hill 2348 to clamp pincers on
The 302d
enenmy in front of' 1st Sq in ,It. Cabungaan"area.
Rcn Tr, mopping up in rear areas, engages in fire fight
with estimated 100 enenmy in vicinity of San Miguel; major
part of enemy force escapes during night. On Samar, 8th
Cav launches its attack N toward Wright, reaching outskirts
of Hinabangan. Preparatory to assault on Wright, enemy
defenses are bombed and strafed by 12 P-40s and shelled
by 99th FA Bn.
XXIV Corps Coordinated Corps- attack gets under way; 7th
Div attacks N and NE from Damulaan while 11th A/B Div
attacks W through central mountain range to apply pincers
on Japanese '26th Div. At 0800, 7th Div, with'17th Inf on
R and 184th Inf on L, launches attack IE and N toward the
Palanas R.-and'Hill 918. 'Seventeenth Inf advances against
moderate resistance to secure ridge W of Hill 918 while
184th Inf pushes through'-enemiy fire to secure line reaching from coast about 300 yards S of Balogo to high ground
just S of the Palanas R.; first ridge of Hill 380, NE of
Balogo, seized. Gap, in line between 17th and 184th Inf
troops-is filled in by elements of 3d Bn of 32d Inf.
First Bn of 32d Inf moves up coast to-Tinagan in position
to support attack or to prevent hostile envelopment of
Div R flank. In support of 184th Inf, amtanks of 776th
Amph Tank Bn land at Balogo, shelling gun installations
and troop concentrKtions to W of village and withdrawing
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under enemy fire to. make diversionary demonstration off
Albuera. On return to base at Tinagan; second landing
is made at Balogo by amtanks which wipe out further enemy
positions. Eleventh h/B Div troops are engaged in fierce
fighting with enemy forces 400 yards E of lMahonag and N
of San Pedro; A Btry of 457th Para FA Bn is dropped on
Manarawat airstrip to support attacks,
Activity of 96th Div is limited to .patrolling in
Mt. Majunag-Mt, Lobi-lMt Cunajanag-iilto Peak areas, Relief of 3d Bn of 306th Inf, 77th Inf, by 381st Inf (Co B,
reinf by 2 plats of 96th Rcn Tr) is effected. Final
preparations for amphibious landing in Ipil area, S of
Ormoc, are completed as additional elements of 77th Div
arrive in Tarragona area; during night loading of supplies
and equipment commences. Elements of 20th Armored Group
assume responsibility for -rear areas of the Corps,
6

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARMY

X Corps Continuing attack against enemy strongpoint S
of Leyte R. bridge, 127th Inf of 32d Div clears out
numerous spider holes and interlacing trenches; mopping
up of bypassed enermy groups conducted by remainder of Div.
Extensive patrolling from it. Badian-Lt. LMamban line is
carried out by 1st Cav.Div troops. Fifth Cav and 1st Sq
of 12th Cav probe SIV for route of approach to cut highway
2, locating several enemy outposts in vicinity of Cananga,
Bagatoon, and Dolores.. Enemy outposts are effectively
shelled by Div arty during night. Eighth Cav troops on
Samar I. occupy Hinabangan and push N of village where
first enemy
rorganized resistance is encountered; enemy
MIiG on highway 1 about 3 miles to N of village is destroyed
by 60-mm,. mortar fire..
XXIV Corps Enemy attacks < Burauen airfields. Elements
of Japanese 16th Div, approximately 1,500 troops which
had assembled in the Guinarona Valley about 3,600 yards
W of Buri airstrip, attack E across the Dagami-Burauen
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road; estimated 200-400 enemy push onto Buri airstrip
during early morning hours. Shortly before dusk, enoemy
force of transport planes, supported by bombers and
fighters, are over Leyte I. airfields; more than 30
enemy planes reported shot down. Approximately 350-400
enemy paratroops descend on San Pablo and Buri airfields
and in scattered areas, destroying and damaging several
liaison planes and number of drums of gasoline at San
Pablo and inflicting casualties among service troops at
Buri. Captured documents reveal that the Japanese 35th
army'had planned to participatieon a major scale with
A/B operations of 1st Parachute Training Regt against
Burauen airfields. The Japanese 26th Div was to advance
two regts through the EIiahonag-.nas Pass down.Lubi Valley
to join with elements of Japanese 16th Div. Because of
weather and difficult terrain, enemy supply trail Wi from
Albuera is only partially completed and only one regt,
with arty support, reaches Mlahonag-Anas area where progress
through mountain pass is blocked by 11th A/B Div troops.
Third Bn of 13th Inf (reinf), the "Shigaratsu Fcrce" pulls
away to N and pushes E along foot trails toward Burauen.
Elements of 11th ,/B Div (127th A/B Eng, 674th ParaGlider FA Bn, and additional supply and communication
units) engage in fighting with enemy on airstrips; other
elements of Div, with 1st Bn of 382d Inf of 96th Div attached,
hold positions S of San Pablo and W of Buri during night.
Patrols of 383d Inf, 96th Div, contact enemy troops near
"White Chalk Ridge," main enemy line Uf defense in iit.
Alto Peak area.
Attack N toward enemy defense line in Palanas Valley
by 7th Div is continued with 184th and 17th Regts on line
and 32d Inf in reserve. against stiff resistance, 17th
Inf troops on regt R force a crossing of the Palanas R.
while Regt L reduces number of enemy pillboxes to secure
Hill 918 and then strikes 1Mi, encountering heavy resistance
at river. crossing. The 184th Inf progresses to an E-W line
through Balogo, where sharp enomy counterattack supported
by mortars, HiG, and arty hits R flank. Loading of 77th
Div troops from Tarragona and Rizal beaches which begins
at 0800 is completed at 1200; convoy assembles in Leyte
Gulf, waiting for arrival of DDs. bt about 1300, Naval
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TG 78.3 under command of Rear 'Admiral A. D. Struble,
leaves Leyte Gulf, moving around S tip of Leyte
through Surigao Strait and thence N through Carnctes Sea
during night to reach positions off Ipil on E coast of
Ormoc Bay.
7

Philippine Is.
U.S.. SIXTH ARM

.

X Corps AIfter two days of close fighting, 127th Inf of
32d Div clears enemy str.ongpoint S of Leyte R. bridge
and attacks S against scattered resistance to cume
abreast of 126th Inf, in position about 800 yards SE of
Tolibaw. 'On W coast of Leyte Peninsula, large enomy
force has reportedly landed at San Isidro with detachments
at Hubay, Daha, Tabango, and Boho. Elements' of 1st Bn of
34th Inf. .(Hq and B Co) at Calubian and of 1st Bn of
96th Inf (guerrilla) dispatch patrols W on main trail
toward:San Isidro to gain contact with enemy force.
Activity of 1st Cav Div on Leyte is limited to patrolling
and mopping up in Div zone. Eighth Cav troops on Samar
I. consolidate positions in Hinabangan area and push
strong patrols to E and N of village.
XXIV Corps Following bombardment of beaches by 5-in.
guns of DDs and rocket-firing LCIs, first assault wave
of 77th Inf Div lands on beach S of Ipil, on E shore of
*Ormoc Bay, about 3 miles S of Ormoc at 0707; only light
resistance encountered.. Unloading of troops and equipment is completed by 0900; firm beachhead is established
between the Baod and Bagonbon Rivers.
Driving northward,
307th iffl
less 2d Bn, with 2d Bn of 306th Inf attached,
secures Baod R. bridge and seizes Ipil. S flank of Div,
protected by 305th Inf, is established on line of the
Bagonbon R. Div CP is set up at Deposito on N bank::of
Baod R. By nightfall, beachhead extending approximately
2 miles long and 1 mile inland is securod. In support
of attack, 902d FA Bn (105-mm. How) takes up position
200-500 yards inland along S bank of the Baod R. and one
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co of amtanks with 75-mm. How is attached to 307th Inf.
Arty fire of 306th FA Bn is made available on call from
position behind .front lines of 7th Div to S and from
226th FA Bn from position E of mountains in vicinity of
Daro.
Enemy aircraft attack assault shipping leaving
transport area; USS Ward (APD) and USS Mahan (DD) are
severely damaged by suicide dives and are sunk by friendly
gunfire; only two light attacks are made on beachhead area
Seventh.Div troops
and no damage to installations results.
with support of amphibian tanks, which deliver flanking
fire against hostile defensive positions along coast N of
Balogo, reach positions approximately 8,000 yards S of
Deposito; 17th Inf on regt R makes only limited gains
over rugged terrain and through heavy enei$my mortar and
.
automatic weapons fire..
W of Burauen, 511th Para Inf and 187th Para-Glider
Inf of 11th A/B Div repulse two counterattacks and clear
Elements
several enemy positions in vicinity of viMahonag.
of 11th A/B. Div, with 1st Bn of 382d Inf, 96th .Div, attached,
launch attack against hostile troops on San Pablo .airfield.
The 149th Inf (less 1 bn) of 38th Div (which had arrived
on Leyte 6 Dec. en roate to another.operation) is.assigned
to IXIV Corps and placed under operational control: of
11th A/B Div; regt moves to vicinity of San Pablo'and prepares to attack IAT.

8

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARIMY
X Corps From positions SE of Tolibaw, 126th and 127th
Inf Regts of 32d Div launch coordinated attack S astride
enemy resistance
highway 2 toward Lonoy, overcoming stiff
on W flank to gain approximately 500 yards. Elements of
34th Inf, 24th Div, at Calubian are reinforced by 2 plats
of C Co and one section of 81-mm. mortars; patrols moving
W 'toward San Isidro make no contact with the enemy. Heavy

rains prevent c
E 'of highway 2
Div troops init

mountainous terrain
grouping of 1st Cav
l,.000 yards .is' made
Hi
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by 1st Sq of 112th Cav which is keeping abreast of 32d
Div troops in drive to S along highway 2. During night,
2d Sq of 112th Cav exchanges .grenades with enemy in ridge
area SW of Sinayawan.
XXIV Corps With support of chemical mortars,, arty, and
tanks, 307th Inf (less 2d Bn, which is still on Samar I.)
and 2d Bn of 306th Inf, 77th Div,. attack northward from
Ipil against increasingly heavy resistance; point blank
fire is delivered into enemy positions to clear path of
advance for inf assault which carries forward to high
ground near Camp Downes, about I mile S of Ormoc. S of
Ipil beachhead, 7th Div mops up enemy resistance at
Balogo, forces enemy to withdraw from SW slopes of Hill
606; and secures Tabgas R. Valley; six 1iGs and several
mortars captured. Amtanks of 776th Amph Tank Bn shell
Albuera, about 11 miles N of Balogo, and deliver flanking
fire in support of Div advance.
Fighting continues on Burauen airfields where troops
of 11th A/B Div, with attached units, are engaging the
enemy at various points. In desperate charge, elements
of 1st Bn of 382d Inf of 96th Div (attached to 11th A/B
Div) employing rifles, carbines, and grenades break
organized enemy defense line on San Pablo airfield. W of
Burauen, troops of llth A/B Div (511th Para Inf and 2d
Bn of 187th Para-Glider Inf) overcome determined enemy
opposition to secure mountain pass near village of
Mlahonag.

Philippine Is.

9

U.S.
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'X Corps Thirty-second Div troops continue to hack away
at enemy opposition holding up advance S to Lonoy; 2d Bn
of 126th Inf is facing enemy strongpoint, estimated as 2
plats on ridge to W of highway, about 1 mile SE of- Kalogbacan. Elements of 1st Bn of 34th Inf, 24th Div, from
Calubian establish outposts on trail toward San Isidro;
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one enemy force is reportedly advancing on trail toward
Calubian from position about 3 miles E of San Isidro and
another is pushing E from Daha toward Miatagok, about 5
kilometers NtV of Calubian. 'During night 34th Inf reinforcements arrive at Calubian. First Cav Div continues
to maintain screen which extends from.Mt. Badian to Corps
SE boundary at Mt. Laao. Advance S along the Leyte R. by
1st Sq of 112th Cav parallels movement-of 126th Inf of
32d Div. Second Sq of 112th Cav launches three attacks
against enemy defensive positions SvT of Sinayawan but
fails to reduce strongpoints. Heavy rains limit 8th Cav
*operations on Samar I. to patrolling. Operating under
control of Sixth Army, 1st Bn of 152d Inf, 38th Div,
moves from staging area on Leyte I. to Agojo Point on SE
Samar to relievw 2d Bn of 307th Inf, 77th Div (XXIV Corps)and to furnish protection for naval installations under
construction in this area.
XXIV Corps Continuing N toward Ormoc, 307th Inf (less
2d Bn) and 2d Bn of 306th Inf, 77th Div,. drives through
enemy arty, LiG, and mortar fire into.Camp Downes; by 1600,
enemy garrison is cleared of hostile troops. Extremely
bitter fighting takes place in coconut grove on high
ground position just S of Camp Downes; Div CP closes in
area as enemy defenders are being mopped up. To support
northward attack of 307th Inf, the 305th Inf is moved up
to N bank of Baod R., leaving supply installations at
Deposito within SA range of TIR of Div S flank... Patrols
of 305th Inf move S of Ipil to probe enemy positions
between 77th and 7th Divs. Third Bn of 306th Inf lands
near Ipil to take over defense of center of beachhead;
landing of 305th FA Bn in Ipil area also completed. With
tank support, 184th Inf of 7th Div sweeps N of Balogo and
captures Albuera, terminus of trail from Burauen; against
stiff opposition, 17th Inf secures high ground positions
N of the Sibugay R.; flanking patrols contact 511th
Parachute Inf, 11th A/B Div, in Anas area.
Eleventh A/B Div troops with assisting units eliminate .several enemy groups in vicinity of Buri airstrip.
Bitter fighting continues in mountainous terrain W of
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Burauen, where elements of 11th A/B Div are pushing W
toward Mahonag.
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Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARLY
X Corps
Thirty-second Div troops, engage in bitter
fighting in attempt to open--up highway 2 S of TolibawBonbongon area to Lonoy; enemy strongpoint about 1 mile
SE of Kalogbacan is reduced by 2d Bn of 126th Inf. In
1st Cav Div sector, 1st Sq of 12th Cav with arty and
mortar support overruns strongly fortified enemy position on N slopes of Lit. Cabungaan and push patrols to
within 800 yards of Lonoy. Second Sq of 7th Cav takes
over positions occupied by 2d Sq of 112th Cav SW 'of
Sinayawan; 2d Sq of 112th Cav passes to control of Sixth
Army. Thirty-fourth Inf of 24th Div, assisted by 96th
Filipino Inf Regt, commences drive to eliminate enemy on
ANW Leyte Peninsula: one plat of G Co establishes trail
block about 5 kilometers W of Calubian while another plat
of A Co makes amphibious move some 9,000 yards up coast
to Villaneuva, on W bank of flatague R. and opposite Matagok,
to protect R flank. At midnight, enemy forces 34th Inf
patrol to withdraw from outpost at Tagharigui, SW'of
Calubian; 'B and C Cos make repeated thrusts- at 'both'
flanks of enemy-held ridge position in vicinity of
Tagharigui, encountering automatic wveapoans¥ grenades, and
mortar fire; ridge area is finally cleare'd in hand-tohand fighting; 78 enemy dead counted. Air strikes and
arty fire are directed against enemy defenses -and troop
concentrations in San Isidro area. The 21st Inf Regt of
24th Div takes over beach defenses in Barugo-Carigara-,
.Capoocan areas. On Samar .1., road blocks are established
about 6 kilometers 'E of Wright and between Wright and
HIotiang by 8th Cav troops. Enemy infiltrates Sth Cav
perimeter.at Hinabangan but fails in attempt to destroy
gun positions.
XXIV Corps

i

Ormoc falls to troops o-f 77th Inf Div,
D. truce. Preparatory to
rage is laid down on enemy
I Bns, supplemented by fires
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of 4.2 chemical mortars, M-8s, M-lOs, and 75-mn. How of Co
A, 776th Amtank Bn. Simultaneously, rocket-firing LCIs
close in to pier and deliver point blank fire into center
of town. Troops of 307th Inf sweep down from Camp Downes
to make frontal assault while 306th Inf moves to envelop
enemy's ME-flank. Enemy puts up desperate stand at a
deep draw which extends E and W on S outskirts of Ormoc;
defenders on both,sides of draw are routed from well dugin positions with mortars, grenades, and bayonets. At
1330, 307th Inf enters Ormoc and fights steadily.through
and rifle fire.
town,'overcoming enemy arty, mortar, iMG,
Remnants of enemy garrison entrenched in ruins of houses
and in street-side fox holes are mopped up in bitter
fighting. By evening, Ormoc is freed of Japanese invaders and 77th Div troops establish front line on S bank
of the Antilao R. Escape of enemy garrison to hills E
of Ormoc is prevented by successful enveloping move of
306th Inf; withdrawal route to N is covered by arty fire.
Meanwhile, 184th'inf of 7th Div continues attack along
coast N of Albuera, reaching position about 800 yards N
of the Talisayan R. and contacting 77th Div troops at
Ipil while 17th Inf on R flank of Div seizes ridge 500
yards to N of river; considerable stores in Binoljo and
number of arty pieces and MiGs captured. Enemy occupying
favorable terrain positions and supported by arty and
aircraft bitterly contests 7th Divts advance.
After five days of fighting, llth A/B Div troops,
assistedby tz bms of 149th Inf, 38th Div',and one bn of
96th Div, clear enemy paratroops and elements of Japanese
16th Div from Buri airstrip; majority of hostile force is
killed and remainder withdraws westward. During night,
elements of the "Shigamatsu Force" make unsuccessful
attempt to infiltrate defense perimeter of Burauen airfields; in retreat toward hills, major part.of enemy
force is annihilated'ana'remainder dispersed by llth A/B
outposts. W of Burauen, bitter fighting continues in
Mahonag-Anas area.' First Bn of 383d Inf, 96th Div, is
relieved of patrolling in Macanip area and ordered to
Dagami as Div reserve; the 96th Rcn Tr, less 1 plat,
moves NMT of Dagami to Pastrana to furnish'security for
' ..
area,
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Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARMY
X Corps After three days of close fighting, 126th and
127th Regts of 32d Div overcome enemy opposition immediately
to their front and progress 300-400 yards where heavy
enemy fire from hiltipo'sition to E of highway 2 and about
1,300 yards S of Bonbongon is encountered. Following intense arty and mortar barrage, 12th Cav of 1st Cav Div
drives enemy from strongpoint on ridge NW of Mt. Cabungaan.
Heavy arty barrage is laid down on enemy warehouses and
a probable radio station in vicinity of Bagatoon and also
on Valencia airstrip, where-enemy parachutists are reportedly landing.
XXIV Corps With Ormoc secure, 77th Div attacks MW to
secure N bank of the Antilao R. in face of heavy and
accurate enemy MG and SA fire; point blank tank fire
fails to reduce enemy strongpoint at river bridge.
Two,
bns of 305th Inf take up positions between 307th Inf on
W flank and 306th Inf on E to launch attack N astride
highway 2; remaining bn moves to position just S of
Camp Downes to protect Div's new S boundary. Defense of
supplies and installations in Ipil area is taken over by
2d Bn of 184th Inf, 7th Div, which is attached to 77th
Div at 0955.
Advancing along coast of Ormoc Bay NW of
the Talisayan R., 184th Inf, 7th Div, seizes village of
Siquinon; 2d Bnby-passes enemy coastal positions to reach
Ipil; Regt line of 184th now extends from Binoljo to a
point approximately 300 yards N of the Talisayan R.
Series
of enemy delaying points are reduced and 12 arty pieces
captured by 17th Inf which crosses the Talisayan R. and
occupies high ground to N. In mopping up operations in
Burauen area, only' afew.enemy stragglers are killed by
11th A/B Div troops; Burauen airfields are considered
secure by nightfall; estimated 500-600 enemy reported
killed in "Battle of Airfields." W of Burauen, other
elements of 11th A/B Div continue destruction of enemy
pockets of resistance in Anas-Mahonag and Lubi-Anonang
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areas; Japanese main line of defense on ridges E of the
Talisayan R. and on high ground approximately 5,000 yards
N of Miahonag is defended by units of 26th Div (26th Div
Hg, 26th Div Eng Regt, 2d Bn of 12th Ind Regt identified),
the 65th Independent Eng Bn, and stragglers of 16th Div.
Arty continually pounds enemy strongpoint on "W'hite Chalk
Ridge," guarding mountain pass on trail leading from Alto
Peak to Lake Danao, while 383d Inf of 96th Div moves
troops and supplies forward to attack position.
Planes of Fifth AF intercept Japanese convoy off
Port Palompon, sinking 5 vessels and damaging remaining
six ships. During night U.S. DDs fire on enemy vessels
in Ormoc Bay, probably sinking one vessel. Japanese DD
or DE torpedoed and sunk by U.S. PTs off Port Palompon,
Re-supply convoy, consisting of 13 LSMs and LSIs and
screened by 6 DDs, en route to Ormoc, is attacked by
enemy suicide planes; USS Reid (DD) lost to enemy action.
During night, enemy craft move into Ormoc Bay; 1 barge
within 50 yards of shore and another enemy vessel unloading troops and supplies NW of Ormoc are destroyed by
shore fire; third vessel withdrawing along shore in
vicinity of Linao is taken under fire by arty, mortars,
M-8s, and M-lOs; no damage to shore installations or
naval supply vessels in Bay results.

12

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH AIRMY
X Corps Enemy, employing arty, MGs, and automatic
weapons, continues to put up determined resistance to
southward advance of 32d Div troops astride highway 2.
By an'outflanking move, 1st Bn of 126th Inf drives enemy
from hill dominating highway 2 S of Bonbongon and occupies
position. On NW coast, 34th Inf of 24th -Div maintains
guard over Calubian-lMatagok area and continues to outpost
trails to San Isidro and Daha. On N flank of 1st Cav
Div, 1st Sq of 112th Cav disperses large enemy group
blocking path of patrols in Leyte R. araa. Second Sq of
7th Cav advances through MG, grenade, and rifle fire to
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within 50 yards of enemy strongpoint SW of Sinayawan
and succeeds in pinpointing 15-20 bunkers. In Mt.
Cabungaan-Mt.. Catabaran area, several enemy delaying
points are overrrun by 12th Cav troops. On Samar I.,
8th Cav troops with arty support eliminate stubborn
opposition at junction of highways 1 and 2 and establish
contact with enemy's main defensive position SE of Wright.
XXIV Corps Seventy-seventh Div consolidates positions in
Ormoc area and engages in aggressive patrolling to front
and on both flanks; harassing and interdictory fires are
laid down on enemy positions across the antilao R. throughout day and night. Third Bn of 184th Inf, 7th Div,
eliminates enemy resistance along the Panilahan R. and
then displaces to Ipil, passing to control of 77th Div.
Thirty-second Inf takes over front-line positions of 17th
Inf astride the Talisayan R. and prepares to drive E.
Second Bn of 32d Inf reverts to Div reserve while 1st Bn
moves to Baybay and 2d Bn to Albuera to maintain security
of coastal defenses. Eleventh A/B Div troops engage in
bitter fighting to seize village of Mahonag, about 5 miles
E of Albuera; Div route of advance closely parallels main
enemy supply line Mlahonag-Albuera. Second Bn of 382d Inf,
96th Div, is attached to 11th A/B Div for operations W of
Burauen. In Alto Peak area, patrol of 2d Bn, 383d Inf,
96th Div, contacts enemy force, killing 112.
At 1800, convoy with Western Visayan TF, consisting of
19th RCT of 24th Inf Div and the 503d Parachute Inf RCT, leaves
Leyte Gulf, feints E, and then turns S to proceed through
Surigao Strait and the enemy-interdicted waters of Miindanao
and Sulu Seas to Mindoro I.; fighter cover for 550-mile push
through inland seas is provided by carrier aircraft and landbased planes. Attack force consists of attack Group (TG 78.3)
under Rear admiral A.D. Struble, in command of amphibious
operation, Close Covering Group (TG 77.3) under Rear Admiral
R.S. Berkey, and Motor Torpedo Boat Group (TG 70.1) under
Commander C.E. Dowling; Heavy Covering and Carrier Group
(TG 77.12), consisting of 3 OBBs, 3 CLs, 6 CVEs, and 18 DDs,
is commanded by Rear Admiral T.D. Ruddock, Jr.
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X Corps Second Bn of 126th Inf, 32d Div, is moved forward to occupy hill position S of Bonbongon; push S astride
highway 2 against determined 6pposition is continued by
127th Inf and by 1st and 3d Bns of 126th Inf; bridge about
1,700 yards S of Tolibaw reached,. The 128th Inf consolidates positions E and S of Limon and maintains guard over
"Kilay Ridge"approach to highway 2. Eighth Cav clears
main enemy defensive position SE of wVright and storms into
fortress; by 1415, occupation of town is completed and
leading elements pursue enemy, 2d Bn of 9th Japanese"Regt,
up coastal road toward Catbalogan, capital of Samar I.
On Leyte I., 1st Cav Div troops are engaged in aggressive
patrolling in Mt. Catabaran-'t. Cabungaan area.
XXIV Corps With arty support, 77th Div resumes attack
N of Ormoc. The 305th Inf astride highway 2 runs into
strongly fortified enemy position which is centered around
stone church building in vicinity of Cogon. The enemy,
occupying high ground around church building and on both
sides of highway, had dug-in spider holes 6-8 feet in
depth with cuts built to protect occupants from air-burst
arty. Div arty pulverizes church building but repeated
attacks of 305th Inf fail to reduce enemy positions, which
are reinforced from rear. After repulsing three enemy
counterattacks, 305th Inf withdraws from Cogon area and
calls for heavy arty barrage against enemy strongpoints.
Patrols of 306th Inf reach Dunghol, about 2 miles NE of
Ormoc, without enemy contact while 307th Inf, pushing NW
along coastal road from Ormoc, seizes Punta and reaches
Linao.
Attack of 7th Div spearheaded by 32d Div turns E
from Talisayan-Siquinon area in order to eliminate enemy
forces in Bintoan-Libas-Capatgan areas and to link up
with 511th Para Inf of 11th Div, driving westward through
mountains from 1Mahonag on Burauen-albuera trail. First
Bn and Hq of 184th Inf, 7th Div, move to Ormoc; 2d and 3d
Bns revert to regt control.
. .. f .
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USS Nashville (CL), comzand ship of TG 78,3 en route to
Lindoro I., is heavily hit by suicide plane while passing

between i.indanao and Negros Islands; staff is transferred to.
USS Dashiell (DD); numerous casualties caused; Brig. Gen.
William C. Dunckel is wounded.
Nashville returns to Leyte
Gulf, escorted by Stanley (DD). USS Haraden (DD) of TG 77.12
receives damaging hit by another suicide plane. Efforts of
Army and marine fighters to provide strong "umbrella" over
convoy hampered by adverse weather.

14

Philippine Is.
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Commanding General, Sixth -i.rsmy, revises boundary between
X and XXIV Corps, placing Valencia in XXIV Corps zone 'of action.
'X Corps With tank support, 32d Div is attacking S astride
highway 2, about one mile S of Tolibaw; progress is slow
as every bend in road is lined with enemy dugsin positions
many of which are being.cleared out in hand-to-hand
fighting. Enemy demolition squad attacks 126th Inf CP;
no damage results and enemy is completely annihilated
by CP personnel.

Pushing S along the Leyte R.

on L

flank of 32d Div,. 1st Sq of 112th Cav reaches positions
about 1,200 yards S of Bonbongon. Heavy arty and mortar
barrage is laid down on enemy strongpoint SW of Sinayawan,
which prevents link-up of 2d Sq of 7th Cav with 1st Sq
of 112th Cav on VWbank of the Leyte R. Using all types
of weapons including flame throwers, G Tr of 2d Sq of 7th
Cav makes frontal attack while F Tr closes in from rear
to reduce enemy strongpoint; 30 enemy bunkers are knocked
out. First Sq of 12th Cav continues advance Sl fromlIt.
Cabungaan, eliirnating series of enemy delaying positions
and setting up advance CP in a banana plantation about
1,500 yards E of Lonoy on highway 2. Second Sq of 12th
Cav engages in

successful fire fight with estimated

enemy plat on Hill 2348. On Samar I., 8th Carv consolidates positions at !W"right and pushes strong patrols N
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toward Catbalogan; E of Wright, contact is established
with Filipino forces who report WIright-Taft highway free
of enemy. Progress N of iright is delayed because of
poor roads and flooded streams.
XXIV Corps N of Ormoc, elements of 305th Inf, 77th Div,
envelop ener!yts W flank,by-passing enermy positions
astride highway 2 S of Cogon, and attacking toward
road junction about 1,000 yards to N. Meanwhile, other
elements of 305th Inf engage in the bitterest of fighting
to eliminate Cogon positions; with fire of M-8,s and M-lOs
and with grenades and bayonets, enemy spider holes and
fox holes are being cleared out one-by-one; armored bulldozers of 302d Eng Bn by driving straight into enemy positions cover numerous fox holes occupied by the.enemy.
On R flank of Div, 306th Inf sends patrols to Dunghol
and Patag and reconnoiters to N for route to cut highway
2 between Dayhagan and Catayom. Patrols of 307th Inf
make wide encircling move to W of highway 2 to reach
point within 2,000 yards of Valencia; me-anwhile, 2 reinf
rifle cots of 307th Inf, with cannon and tank support,
push along coastal road IN of Ormoc to reach bank of an
unnamed river near Jalubon; 6 enemy amphibious tanks,
7 barges, 1 schooner, 9 AA guns, several DiGs, 1 sea
coast range finder, 1 radio transmitter, and more than
75 tons of supplies and ammunition reported destroyed;
approximately half of the town of Linao is set on fire
to elimr.inate enemy dug-in positions; 1 seacoast ranger,
1 radio transmitter, and two 20-nm. guns are brought
back to base. dirty fire is placed on W bank of unnamed
river in vicinity of Jalubon from which enerny rifle and
DIG fire was encountered. -SE of Ornmoc, 32d Inf of 7th
Div attacks enemy-held ridge positions between the
Talisayan and Panilahan Rivers, encountering heavy enemy
In alto Peak area, 15-man
arty, mortars, and grenades.
patrol from 2d Bn, 383d Inf (96th Div). reaches high
ground position overlooking "White Chalk Ridgel"; member
of 921st FiA Bn relays adjustments to. firing btry, which
makes direct hits on eg4-y positions. The 382d Inf,
less 1st Bn, reverts t~6{ht, Div control from attachment
:
Yif
to 11th A/B Div.
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1944
Third Fleet carrier aircraft lay "air blanket" over Luzon
airfields in support of convoy with IWestern Visayan TF,
approaching SlV coast of Liindoro I.15

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARiY
X Corps Japanese positions on three heavily wooded razorback ridges about 1,500 yards S of Bonbongon are opposing
advance of 32d Div; enemy arty is active, shelling CPs,
frontline positions, and Leyte R. bridge area. The 127th
Inf strikes out toward high ground positions near bridge S
of Tolibaw in.face of enemy LiG and mortar fire; 5 enemy
tanks are knocked out. Second Sq of 7th Cav, 1st Cav Div,
occupies ridge positions SVJ of Sinayawan and drives SJ,
eliminating strong enemy pocket of resistance and linking
up with 1st Sq of 112th Cav, in area about 1,200 yards S
of Bonbongon. Second Sq of 12th Cav reaches peak of hill
2348 without contacting the enemy; to SVW, 2d Sq from lit.
Cabungaan continues m-ve to new perimeter E of Lonoy. On
Samar I., 8th Cav troops advancing on Catbalogan reach the
Ragbag R., finding bridge across river has been burned out
by retreating enemy. Small rcn unit is moved by native boat
to Darajuay I., to reconnoiter enemy movements in Catbalogan
area.
XXIV Corps Seventy-seventh Div, relieved of guarding Ormoc
defenses by 7th Div troops, prepares for northward attack to
capture Valencia; plan is to make wide enveloping moves to
W and N toward highway 2 and to push 77th Rcn Tr on R flank
toward Tambuco-Dolores road. The 305th Inf continues drive
astride highway 2, encountering determined resistance in
Cogon area; many .enemy positions are cleared out in close
fighting from fox hole to fox hole; estimated one enemy bn
still remains in area between Cogon and road junction just

N of town. The 306th FA Bn, which moved over land from S,
takes up positions approximately 200 yards in rear of front
lines under sniper fire. Several mutually supporting ridges
between the Talisayan and Panilahan Rivers are secured by 32d
Inf of 7th Div which is attacking E toward Apatgan, about 2½
miles from I.ahonag. Eleventh A/B troops pushing forward in
mountainous terrain IJof the Talisayan R. extend control from
'iahonag to Anasearea. Elements of 2d Bn of 383d Inf, 96th
Div, engage in fire fight with enemy force on slope of
"VMhite Chalk Rid.
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After short preparation by naval gunfire and rockets,
troops of Western Visayan TF land at 0730 on beaches on SWV
coast of M1indoro I., lying just S of Luzon and about 300
miles NW of Leyte. The 19th RCT puts ashorein area about
4 miles N of Caminawit Pt.; one reinforced rifle co occupies
Carminawit Pt. Troops of 503d Parachute Inf RCT land N and
S of the Bugsanga R. in San Agustin area and push inland to
secure San Jose town and airstrip. lit 1045, Brig. Gen.
William C. Dunckel takes commaand ashore; VoWestern Visayan TF
CP is set up at San Jose. Engineers cor:eence work on airstrips, roads, and installations. By evening, beachhead
between San .gustin and Caminawit Pt., extending about 10
miles along shore and 8 miles inland is secured; no enemy
contacted except at Caminawit Pt. where 5 Japanese are killed
and 2 prisoners taken. Natives report the withdrawal of snuall
enermy garrison at San Jose to Bulalacao on SE coast of island.
By seizure of SSW :indoro, bases for air operations against
Luzon and for protection of sea routes through the Visayan
waters are secured.
Enemy aircraft attack convoy during unloading at beaches,
damaging DD Howarth and setting 2 LSTs ablaze by suicide
crashes; LSTs are abandoned and sunk by friendly gunfire.
Attacks against TG 77.12 cause minor damage by near misses
to CVE lLarcus Island. Twenty-two enemy planes reported destroyed during attacks on convoy. Record unloading is
accomplished by 1800 by use of some 1,200 troops of 77th Inf
Div, brought along for that purpose; at 1900, TG 38.3 commences
return voyage to Leyte. During night, TG 77.3 patrols off
-:indoro bbachhead while TG 77.2 remains in covering position
in the Sulu Sea. Seventh Fleet seaplanes commence operations
from lMvangarin Bay.
16
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U.S. SIXTH ANIDY
X Corps Fierce fighting takes place about 1,500 yards
S of Bonbongon where 32d Div troops destroy more than
100 enemy caves and buZkers to seize ridges; captured
1716'
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position is identified as the CP of Japanese 1st Inf

Regt. Second Sq of 7th Cav, 1st Cav Div, relieves
126th Inf of 32d Div, in this area and commences mopup operations. First Sq of 112th Cav, pushing W to
join up with 126th Inf of 32d Div, spots enemy pack
train on high bluff W of the Leyte R. and directs arty
fire against this position; 75 enemy dead counted
following shelling of area. Fifth Cav closes in area
about one. mile E of Lonoy and pushes strong rcn patrol
toward Catotocan area; 12th Cav is assembling on high
ground immediately to NE of Lonoy. The 151st Inf RCT
of 38th Div is placed under control of X Corps and used
in patrolling N coastal corridor. On Samar I., small
enemy force is ambushed near Lagbag R., W of UHotiong,
by 8th Cav troops.
XXIV Corps Seventy-seventh Div opens attack toward
Valencia town and airstrip. Troops of 305th Inf pushing
N on highway 2 against stubborn opposition capture
Cogon and establish defensive position around road
junction just N of town. Swinging to W of highway,
307th Inf advances approximately 8 miles through rice
paddies, coconut groves, and across rivers to Bao and
then turns N, capturing San Jose within 2 mirles of
objective; only light resistance encountered. The
306th Inf from Ormoc follows 307th Inf to point about
1,500 yards E of Liloan and then turns N in attempt to
cut highway 2 between Cataycm and Dagayan; defensive
perimeter for night is set up about 1,200 yards W of
Tiptic. Seventh Div troops consolidate positions in
mountainous terrain in Talisayan area and conduct rcn
in force toward Capatgan. Numerous counterattacks by
enemy troops attempting to break out of hills in Jonas
area are repulsed by 11th i/B Div troops. On E coast
of Leyte, Tanauan airfield, approximately midway between
Tacloban and Dulag, becomes operational.
On kindoro, troops of 503d Parachute RCT and 19th Inf
RCT consolidate defenses on SNf coast of island and push
patrols to E and N of beachhead perimeter; small enemy group
is contacted E of San
6so
o U.S. PT base is established at
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Caminawit Pt. Results of three-day "air blanket" over Luzon
by Third Fleet aircraft, in support of Mindoro operation,
reported as 62 enemy planes destroyed in air and 208 on
ground; 16 ships sunk and 37 damaged; 43 U.S. planes reported
lost,

17

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARIMY
X Corps Thirty-Second Div continues attack S astride
highway 2 against increasingly stubborn resistance.
Utilizing favorable terrain positions in area SE of
Tolibaw, each group of 2-5 enemy may comprise a strongpoint, the elimination of which requires close fighting
with hand grenades and bayonets. Enemy dynamites large
trees to form road blocks on highway 2 and continues

attempts to destroy Leyte R. bridge with arty fire.
Elements of 5th Cav move to Lit. Cabungaan area to keep
supply route open and to mop up in area vacated by 12th
Cav. Twelfth Cav OPs are established in area about
1,500 yards E of Lonoy; enemy targets spotted in area
are heavily shelled during night by 271st FA Bn. On

NV tip of Leyte, elements of 34th Inf, 24th Div, assisted
by 96th Filipino Inf Regt, make surprise attack on
enemy-held ridge positions in vicinity of Taglawigan on'
Calubian-San Isidro trail, decimating entire force. On
Samar I., 8th Cav troops occupy village of Motiong andpush rcn units toward Hill 169, W of 1agbag R. Catbalogan
vacated by enemy on 14 Dec., according to Filipino
guerrillas.
XXIV Corps Seventy-seventh Div closes in on Valencia
town and airstrip. lrith arty support, 307th Inf drives
NE frorrL San Jose, reaching point on road at S tip of
airstrip and within 1,000 yards of town. Prior to
attack of 307th Inf, town and airstrip are blasted by
air bombardment and arty fire: commencing in early
morning hours, 155-mmr.- gryns of 226th FA Bn from Daro
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pound area until about 1230; air strikes begin at 1240

and last until 1330. Me.anwhile, 306th Inf attacks NE
from Tiptic, overcoming stiff resistance from enemy
units retreating MNA to escape fire of 305th Inf, to
cut highway 2 at Cabulihan, less than 2'miles S of
Valencia. N of Cogon, 305th Inf eliminates scattered
enemy resistance along highway 2 and captures Tambuco
town and road junction. Seventy-seventh Rcn Tr on Div
R flank links up with 305th Inf on Tambuco-Dolo'es
road after engaging in fire fight with estimated 200
enemy in Dunghol-Patag area. During night, enemy arty
and mortars from vicinity of Dayhagan,' on highway 2
between Cabulihan and Tambuco, shell Div CP but are
quickly spotted and silenced. S of Libas, elemeints of
7th Div attack enemy high ground positions coLmmanding
trail to Capatgan, making only limited gains over almost
impassable terrain and in face of heavy.,G fire. Enemy
ridge positions in this area are also under attack by
llth A/B Div troops, driving W of Mahonag.
Patrolling to N and E of beachhead on hLindoro I. is
continued by troops of 503d Parachute Inf RCT and 19th Inf
RCT, with assistance of Filipino guerrillas.
18

Philippine Is.
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X Corps The 127th Infof 32d Div gains 400 yards S of
bridge about 1,800 yards SWV of Bonbongon, advance
is held up by enemy fire from two ridges directly to E
of highway. First Brig of 1st Cav Div prepares for
attack against Lonoy.
First Sq of 112th Cav mops up
scattered resistance along W bank of the Leyte R. and

moves into position on L flank of 126th Inf of 32d Div;
2d Sq of 7th Cav is clearing out enemy groups on E bank
of river. Patrol of 34th Inf, 24th Div, from Calubian
reaches Wicoast of Leyte near Tabango and is cut off by
enemy force moving S; patrol is evacuated by native
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canoes, picked up by PTs, and returned to base. The
151st Inf of 38th Div, is attached to 24th Inf Div, to
take over beach defenses in Carigara area. On Samar I.,
8th Cav troops move onto Hill 169, W of the 1Iagbag R.,
finding well-prepared positions abandoned by enemy:
reinf plat of A Tr enters Catbalogan; no opposition
encountered.
XXIV Corps At 0730, 307th Inf of 77th Div-continues
attack against Valencia, capturing airstrip at 0950
and occupying town by 1200; only minor resistance encountered. lajority of enemy troops had withdrawn to
From Cabuhilan,
E to escape air and arty bombardment.
2d and 3d Bns of 306th Inf drive N, clearing highway 2
to Valencia while 1st Bn moves S, capturing Catayom and
linking up with leading elements of 305th Inf N of Huaton.
ivlalunod, Dayhagan, and Huaton secured by 305th Inf in
drive N along highway from Tambuco road junction. armored
supply columns are now being pushed vigorously forward
on Ormoc-Valencia highway.
Thirty-second Inf (less 2d Bn) of 7th Div establishes
defense perimeter about 400 yards N of the Panilahan R.
and prepares to attack N to Ormoc-Patag line; 2d Bn attempts
without success to by-pass enemy strongpoint .W of Capatgan.
With arty support, 11th A/B Div troops push forward on
only trail running up knife-like ridge to eliminate enemy
positions on "Rock Hill" (surrounded by heavily wooded
and almost perpendicular cliffs) in ;iahonag-Anas area;
432 enemy dead counted.
Units of Third Fleet withdrawing from operations against
Luzon to refueling area E of the Philippines are caught in
a severe typhoon, resulting in capsizing and sinking of Hull,
MIonaghan, and Spence (DDs) and damaging other units; total of
790 men and 146 planes reported lost.

19
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Commanding General, Sixth Arm g3aesis boundary between
.e one.
n S
d|n
X and XXIV Corps so that Libungao''is
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X Corps Lonoy, about 6,000 yards S of Tolibaw, falls to
1st Cav Div. Twelfth Cav with two squadrons abreast
moves out from high ground positions attacking SW: 1st
Sq pushes onto highway 2 and turns S, silencing enemy
fire as it advances into and through town of Lonoy while
2d Sq silences enemy arty with counter-battery fire and
reduces enemy strongpoint to push onto highway 2 at
point about 150 yards N of Lonoy and link up with 1st
Sq. Enemy continues to fight strong delaying action on
both sides of highway 2 N of Lonoy; 127th Inf of 32d
Div maneuvering for positions to attack ridges SW of
Bonbongon comes under intense cross-fire. Catbalogan,
capital of Samar I., is occupied by 8th Cav troops.
XXIV Corps With Valencia secure, 77th Div troops are
driving N to capture Libungao road junction and Tagbong
R. crossing and to cut the Libungao-Palompon road. The
305th Inf takes over defense of Valencia town and airstrip while 306th Inf attacks NW across country to reach
position about 400 yards SVW of Libungao road junction and
about 800 yards NE of Tagbong R. crossing; the 307th
Inf, attacking NE from Valencia against stiff opposition,
sets up perimeter for night about 400 yards N of the
Pagsangahan R. and 300 yards SW of highway 2. Advance
Div CP opens at Valencia at 1530. Ninety-sixth Inf Regt
(guerrilla) is operating with 77th Div, guarding bridges on
Palompon road. Heavy enemy arty fires 306th Inf positions
near Tagbong R. crossing during night.
Advancing N of the Panilahan R., 1st and 3d Bns of
32d Inf, 7th Div, eliminate several enemy pockets of
resistance to establish front line immediately to S of
Ipil-Boroc road. Second Bn of 32d Inf with arty support
continues attack against enemy-occupied ridge, commanding
trail to Capatgan. Eleventh A/B DiV troops engage in
extremely bitter fighting with enemy groups in mountainous
terrain in Anas area; 189 enemy reported killed. Second
Bn of 382d Inf, 96th Div, from Burauen-Guinarona area
moves to position N of Jugpa and pushes patrols into
Mit. Majunag area.
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On Miindoro, troops of 503d Parachute Inf RCT set up
patrol
trail block N of the Bugsanga R. and establish
guerrillas.
Filipino
by
base at Pianag, which is chiefly used

20
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'

X Corps Continuing attack S from Lonoy toward Cananga,
1st Sq of 12th Cav overcomes resistance along highway to
reach point about 400 yards N of town while 2d Sq swings
to E and establishes perimeter for night within 300
yards of objective; shelling of enemy installations
Advance S toward Lonoy by 32d
within town commences.
up by heavy fire from enemyheld
still
Div troops is
held ridges SW of Bonbongon and by enemy road blodks.
Seventh and 112th Cav troops on L flank of 1st Bn of
127th Inf, 32d Div, continue slow push S over difficult
On NV tip of
terrain and against stubborn resistance.
Leyte, combat patrols of 34th Inf, 24th Div, are moving
of Leyte,
from Naga R. area toward Arevalo, on W .oast
Cav reEighth
to
S.
movement
troop
to intercept enemy
ports organized enemy resistance on Samar has retreated
to N of Catbalogan; ferry service is established over
the Magbag R'., opening up traffic between Catbalogan and
Wright.
XYXIV Corps The 306th Inf of 77th Div attacks W against
determined resistance and cuts the Libungao-Palompon
road near Tagbong R. crossing; 1st Bn crosses the Tagbong
R. in face of MG, mortar, and SA fire from estimated
enemy bn, defending crossing from high ground .positions
W of river. Failing to locate' favorable defensive position,lst Bn withdraws to E bank for night. Second and
3d Bns of 306th Inf upon reaching the Libungao-Palompon
road turn E, advancing against heavy resistance toward
road junction just N of Libungao, where intense enemy
fire forces withdrawal to positions about 300 yards to
W. The 307th Inf continues northward attack to Libungao;
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three counterattacks against Regt R flank are repulsed
with heavy losses to counterattacking forces; defense
perimeter is established about 1,000 yards to S of
Libungao road junction. In fighting near road junction,
enemy conmmits fresh troops of 5th Inf CT, 8th Japanese
Div, which had recently arrived at Palomxpon. Intensive
arty barrage is laid down on enemy positions in vicinity
of road junction throughout night. The 305th Inf'maintains security for Valencia town and airstrip and holds
a "Provisional Armored Column" in readiness for drive W
to secure Palompon.
Seventh Div troops continue to eliminate enemy troops
E and SE of Ormoc. Following bombing and strafing attack
on enemy dug-in positions in vicinity of Boroc, 1st and
3d Bns of 32d Inf progress 500 yards to N; severe enemy
casualties inflicted. Enemy continues to maintain control
of ridge area colmmanding approach to Capatgan against
repeated attacks by 2d Bn of 32d Inf. The 184th Inf reverts to 7th Div control. Eleventh A/B Div continues
offensive operations in Anas area. Final organized
enemy resistance in Alto Peak area is broken by troops
of 96th Div. After heavy arty barrage is placed on
enemy strongpoint on 'White Chalk Ridge" by 921st and
383d FA Bns, troops of 2d Bn of 383d Inf advance to top
of ridge against slight opposition; majority of enemy
on ridge found killed by arty fire. Ninety-sixth Rcn
patrol is ordered to cross mountains over Mt. Laao Pass
and establish contact with 77th Div troops at Valencia.
Hill airstrip, about 2 miles S of San Jose on Mindoro I.,
becomes operational. Troops of 503d Parachute Inf RCT with
aid of Filipino guerrillas set up trail block N of the
Bugsanga R. and establish patrol base at Pasugui. Enemy aircraft are active against San Jose, Hill airstrip, and PT base
at Caminawit Pt.; 25-30 enemy planes reported shot down.
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U.S. SIXTH ARlY
X Corps With support of 271st FA Bn and 77th Div arty,
12th Cav of 1st Cav Div fights its way into Cananga,
systematically destroying all installations and clearing
out every hut in village. Contact of 12th Cav with
elements of 77th Inf Div, XXIV Corps, is established
near bridge about 400 yards S of Cananga. Fifth Cav
troops move into Lonoy to mop up following rapid push S
by 12th Cav. First Sq of 12th Cav maintains its position
on L flank of 1st Bn of 127th Inf, 32d Div, while mortar
barrage is laid down on enemy positions barring advance
of these units. Seventh Cav establishes position about
2,500 yards N of Lonoy after clearing out several enemy
groups and capturing one 70-mm. mountain gun. After
attempting for two days to gain a favorable position to
attack enenmy-held ridges SW of Bonbongon, 3d Bn of 127th
Inf, 32d Div, is withdrawn from area and an all-night
arty-mortar barrage is laid down on enemy strongpoints.
Eighth Gav Regt OP is established at Oatbalogan on
Sanar I.
XXIV Corps With arty support, 1st Bn of 306th Inf,
77th Div, again crosses the Tagbong R., seizing high
Bns of 306th
ground about 300 yards to W. Second and 3d ..
Inf attack E and capture strategic road junction just N
of Libungao; 307th Inf overcomes stiff resistance to
close 1,000-yard gap and link up .with 306th Inf at road
junction. Third Bn of 306th Inf drives N from road junction to
link up with elements of 1st Cav Div, X Corps, attacking
S from Cananga on highway 2. Contact is effected at
the first bridge S of Cananga, opening up highway 2
from Lonoy S to Ormoc. In securing Tagbong R. crossing
and Libungao road junction, 4,500 enemy reported killed.
of Tagbong
Aggressive engineer rcn of bridges on road -WV
R. crossing reveals impracticality of attempt to move a
fast armored column W to Palompon. Filipino guerrillas
and natives are ordered to evacuate Palompon area in
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preparation for air strikes and 155-rmmn bombardment of
port and town. Attack N by 1st and 3d Bns of 32d Inf,
7th Div, rolls past the Ormoc-Patag line to the OrmocCanale trail; six 75-nmm. guns captured during advance.
Second Bn of 32d Inf exerts strong pressure against
enemy ridge positions in vicinity of Capatgan. Troops
of 184th Inf maintain guard over Linao-Ormoc-Camp Downes
area and push strong rcn unit NE on road to Dolores,
forcing enemy to withdraw from village and capturing
considerable quantities of supplies and ammunition. Enemy
resistance in Anas area is practically eliminated by 11th
A/B Div troops. Elements of 2d Bn of 383d Inf, 96th Div,
continue down trail from peak of '{White Chalk Ridge,"
destroying enemy MiG positions with counter-battery arty
fire and mortars.
Third Bn of 21st Inf, 24th Div,

sails from Leyte for

Mindoro I.; enemy aircraft attack convoy, causing casualties
and heavy loss of equipment. Re-supply convoy in the Sulu
Sea, en route to yMindoro, is attacked by enemy suicide planes
which score hits on LSTs 749 (and 460 and Liberty Ship SS
Juan De Fuca; 15 enemy planes shot down by combat air patrols
and AA fire.

22

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARIfMY

X Corps Last organized enemy defensive position in
upper Ormoc Valley is eliminated; the "Yamashita Line"
crumbles as 7th Cav, 1.12th Cav, and 32d Div troops push
S and join up with 5th and 12th Cav troops of 1st Cav
Div in Lonoy-Cananga area.
Thirty-second Div troops
attack ridge areas about 1,800 yards Si;f of Bonbongon,
finding well-prepared positions abandoned by enenmy;
estimated 500 enemy heLd withdrawn to S and W during
night of 21st because of intense arty-mortar barrage.
This heavily fortified. position at Kilometer 79 on the
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Ormoc highway had been the 1st Japanese Div CP. The
127th Inf, spearheading drive of 32d Div, links up with
5th Cav of 1st Cav Div on highway 2, about 400 yards N
of Lonoy; Pinamopoan-Ormoc highway is completely clear
of enemy resistance. Approximately 500 enemy are still
holding out in vicinity of Bagatoon, SW of Cananga. On
,N coast of Leyte, 34th Inf of 24th Div prepares for
surprise attack on Tuktuk village, about 8 kilometers
SE of Calubian, by moving HGs and 81-mm. mortars to Nipa
and establishing trail blocks in vicinity of village.
Before ground troops are in position to attack, elements
of 34th Inf moving up Naga R. in LVTs are detected by
enemy which withdraws from village when automatic weapons
open up; portion of enefmy force is overtaken and eliminated
near Parasen.
XXIV Corps Second and 3d Bns of 305th Inf with support
of light tanks passes through positions of lst Bn of
306th Inf at TaLgbong R. crossing, reaching Humaybunay,
about 6,000 yards VW of road junction. },Mission of 1st'Bn
of 305th Inf is changed froml that of a "Provisional
Armored Column" to advance rapidly against Palompon down
road from Libungao road junction to an amphibious force
which is to embark from Ormoc and land in'vicinity of
Palompon. Third Bn of 306th Inf guards bridge S of
Cananga while 2d Bn with 1st Bn of 307th Inf organizes
defense of Libungao road junction. The 307th Inf, less
1st Bn, relieves 305th Inf troops, guarding Valencia
town and airstrip; Co F moves to San Jose to protect
531st FA Bn, which is in position to pound Palompon
with long range gun fire and also to support attack W
Engineer progress to W is slowed
along Palompon road.
up by inability to obtain sufficient Bailey bridge to
leap frog over impassable bridges; work of strengthening
bridges is carried out by 302d Eng, under enemy fire and
SE of Ormoc, 2d Bn
frequently without inf protection.
of 32d Inf, 7th Div, engages in vicious fighting to
Eleventh
clear enemy from caves on ridge near Capatgan.
A/B Div troops (2d Bn of 1st Bn of 187th Para-GliderInf
Regts are engaged in fierce fighting in mountainous
developed 22
terrain I' of.~ Anonang,
22
en my had
had deelpe
~ ~~j whee enemy
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At 0900, 3d Bn of 21st Inf, 24th Div, lands in San Jose
area and occupies portion of 503d Parachute sector, SVi
'Mindoro I. Radar and radio units are installed on Apo I., W
of Mindoro.

23

Philippine Is.
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SIXTH AiRI1-

X Corps Corps initiates westward drive to eliminate
remaining enemy resistance between Tolibaw-Cananga
line and W coast of Leyte.
The 128th Inf of'32d Div
assembling in Limon-Tolibaw area is to attack toward
Tabango Bay while' 127th Inf prepares to drive W from
Lonoy area to Silad Bay. Pushing ; from Lonoy-Cananga
area, 5th, 7th, and 12th Cav troops, 1st Cav Div, secure
high ground W of the Tagbong R. and reach Agayayan;
general line is established approximately 2,000 yards W
of highway 2. Eighth Cav reports Wright-Taft highway
completely cleared of enemy; with aid of Filipino troops,
search for remnants of enemy garrison on Samar I. is
continued from perimeter established around 'rightCatbalogan area.
XXIV Corps WTith arty and air support, 305th Inf (less
1st Bn) of 77th Div continues advance on road to Palompon,
reaching point within 500 yards of Dipi;
several enemy pockets of resistance and one well-organized
position astride road cleared.
Bridge guards along route
of advance of 305th Inf are furnished by 96th Inf Regt
(Guerrillas) while 302d Eng continues work on bridges to
keep traffic rolling. Remainder of 77th Div continues
to guard Libungao road junction, Valencia area, and
bridges over the Tagbong and Pagsangahan Rivers.
Thirtysecond Inf (less 2d Bn) with 3d Bn of 184th Inf, 7th Div,
attached takes over defense of Linao-Ormoc-Camlp Downes
area.
The 184th Inf, less 3d Bn, is given mission of
destroying remaining enemy forces in area E of OrmocValencia road. Eleventh A/B Div engages in bitter
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fighting to clear Burauen-Albuera trail of organized
hostile forces; Div Commander from CP on "Rock Hill"
directs battle of "Hacksaw Hill"; 4 bns in column
formation attack W astride enemy trail, surprising and

almost completely annihilating enemy force(remnants of
3d Bn of 13th Independent Regt, 11th Independent FA Regt,
11th Div Signal Unit. Kitano Co of 16th Eni, Reft, and
elements of 26th Eng Regt identified); 750 enemy killed;
survivors withdraw in disorganized groups toward Ormoc
Valley. Second Bn of 187th Para-Glider Inf passes
through 511th Parachute Inf and crosses the Leyte
Watershed, contacting elements of 7th Inf Div on W
slope of mountains near albuera. During three days of
patrolling in Mt. Majunag area, W of Guinarona, 2d Bn
of 382d Inf (96th Div) kills 21 enemy.
24

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ARMY
X Corps Thirty-second Div troops from Limon-TolibawLonoy area cormmence push toward 1 Leyte coast; only
swampy terrain and occasional sniper' fire hinders advance. First Cav Div troops continue slow push W of
Lonoy-Cananga line against scattered but determined resistance.
'
XXIV Corps lAt about 2000, amdphibioas force (lst Bn of
305th Inf, reinf) in LVTs of the 718th and 536th Amtrac
Bns and LCMs operated by 2d Eng Special Brig, screened
by PTs, leaves Ormoc t-o make night passage to Palompon
area; no-enemy action occurs; 3 LVTs lost to mechanical
failure. Second and 3d Bns of 305th Inf, 77th Div, in
position about 500 yards -of.Dipi astride road
to Palompon repulses an attack by estimated 200 enemy;
approximately half-of force is .killed and remainder
withdraws. The 306th Inf from Libungao road junction
engages,-in vigorous patrolling, killing 65 enemy; no
enemy contacted by 307th Inf ipVglencia area. Seventh

-
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Div zone of action is expanded to include all W coast
territory S of line'Palompon-Valencia,
The 184th Inf
of 7th Div is engaged in clearing out enemy remnants E
of Ormoc-Valencia highway. Eleventh A/B'Div troops mop
up enemy groups in hills IN,
of Inonang.
fter four days
of fighting astride trail from 'White Chalk Ridge" '
toward Lake Danao, F and G Cos :of 2d Bn, 383d Inf (96th
Div) are relieved by L Co; 2d Bn has suffered practically
80% non-battle casualties from treacherous trails, leeches,
and mosquitoes..
On .lindoro I., radio teams are dispatched to Sablayan,
Paluan, and Contura to report any enemy activity in areas and
to guard against possible enemy landings.

25

Philippine Is.
U.S. SIXTH ~ARMY
Commanding General, Sixth army,

terminates Leyte campaign.

X Corps Only light enemy resistance is encountered by
32d Inf Div and by 1st Cav Div troops in drive to general
line Tabigui-Tanguhuay-Bayanacao,, roughly 8,000 yards W
of highway 2. Arty fire disperses enemy carabao pack
train moving W from Bohaon. SE of Cananga, 2d Sq of 5th
Cav eliminates two enemy positions of plat strength in
vicinity of Bagatoo.
'
XXIV Corps Following preparatory fires by 155-mm. guns
of 531st FA Bn from positions near San Jose, 1st Bn of
305th Inf, reinf, 77th Div, effects successful landing
near Buaya, about 1i miles N of Palompon, One fast
armored column is pushed to N to clear road to Sabang
while remainder of force strikes S through town of Look
to seize Palompon; town is cleared of enemy by 1206.
Capture of Palompon, last remaining port for reinforcement or evacuation of hostile troops, virtually assures
complete destruction of remaining enemy on Leyte. WN of
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Palompon, 2d and 3d Bns of 305th Inf pushing along
highway W of Dipi encounter enemy strohgpoint,
consisting of spider holes and pill boxes, which arty,
LiG, and SA fire fail to reduce; 3d Bn leading attack is
withdrawn about 500 yards to E to permit heavy arty
concentrations against enemy position. First Bn of
306th Inf holding high ground positions W of the Tagbong
R. crossing is relieved by troops of 96th Inf Regt
(Guerrillas); movement to Tagbong R. crossing is initiated.
Seventh Div troops land at Puerto Bello on W shore of
Ormoc Bay to clear Japanese from S tip of Leyte Peninsula
and to form flanking movement against hostile troops between Palompon and the Ormoc corridor. Enemy resistance
in anas area reported broken by 11th V/B Div; attacks
against enemy strongpoints in hills Ni of Anonang continued.
Co L of 2d Bn, 383d Inf of 96th Div, continues slow push
on trail leading W from "White Chalk Ridge."
26

Philippine Is.
U.S. EIGHTH ARLIY
Commanding General of Eighth Army, Lt. Gen. R. L.
Eichelberger, assumes control of combat operations
of Sixth array units on Leyte and Sam ar

Islands at 001.0

To date, total of 55, .344 Japanese

are reported killed and 275 prisoners taken; battle casualties
for-Sixth Army reported as 2,888 killed, 9,858 wounded, and
161 missing. Extended period for mopping-up operations is
required for final liquidation of enemy troops on islands, the
bulk of which are in ENW
Leyte, W of highway 2 and N of Palompon,
and in mountainous terrain S of Lake Danao.
X Corps Coordinated drive to eliminate enemy resistance
in San Isidro and hravelo Bay areas is commenced by 34th
Regt of 24th Inf Div which completes move to Calubian.
Elements of 34th Inf land at Ynalad on N tip of Leyte
Peninsula and join with plat of 24th Cav Rcn Tr to push
S through Hubay to Taglawigan while other units with
section of IGs and 81-Lm.. mortars and abou
i
g
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carriers push overland toward Daha, establishing
perimeter about 3,000 yards from Oras Hill; additional
units with sections of MGs and .ortars make amphibious
move to Gigatangan I. off NW tip of Leyte. To S, troops
of 32d Inf and 1st Cav Divs from line Tabigui-TanguhayBayanacao continue push against scattered but moderately
strong resistance. On Samar I., 8th Cav patrols are
active in Catbalogan-Silanga area.
XXIV Corps The 305th Inf of 77th Div, with 3d Bn in lead
and 2d Bn in rear, pushes its attack W toward Palompon,
overcoming stiff enermy resistance and capturing Dipi;
five Japanese
70-miL. guns destroyed by arty fire.
On !T coast of Leyte, lst Bn of 305th Inf consolidates
positions around Palompon and Look and operates patrols
to N and E. Seventh Inf Div maintains defense of coastal
area from Baybay to Ormoc: 17th Inf takes over defense
of main supply route which runs from Abuyog to Baybay
and thence N up coastal road to Ormoc; 32d Inf guards
Ormoc perimeter while 184th operates to E of OrmocValencia highway. Japanese force, estimated 4,000 troops
(remnants of Japanese 26th Div under General Yamagata,
of Japanese 16th Div including HQ under General Makino,
and of the 13th Independent Inf Regt (Provisional)
cormmanded by Col Saito) has reportedly assembled in
vicinity of Hill 4101, about 6 miles E of Ormoc.
Enemy
units (estimated 2,000)- dispersed by landings in Ipil
.. area are reported to'be assembling at Canale, about 5
miles E of Ormoc, under Col. Imabori, Commanding General
of the 12th Independent Regt.
The 184th Inf of 7th Div
is moving against the "Imbori unit" in Canale area;
patrol bases are established near Dolores, Song, and
Cabulihan.
Reinf plat of 19th Inf RCT makes unopposed landing on
Ilin I., off SWT tip of .Mindoro; OP is established about 3,000
yards NB of Ilin Pt. At 1615, PB4Y sights Japanese TF, re-

ported as 1 BB, 1 CA, 6 DDs, and 6 APs, approaching Mindoro
from the South China Sea. Presence of enemy TF off W coast
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of island causes general alert to be sounded at 1800 and all
units pass to control of regt combat team commanders; condition exists until 0700 on 28 Dec. Enemy vessels are taken
under attack by PB4Y, 13 B-25s 'and Army fighter planes,
operating from new airstrips on Ulindorc; claims are 2 DDs sunk,
3 APs set on fire, and hits registered on BB and CA. Four
B-25s, 4 P-38s, 7 P-47s, 5 P-40s, and 1 PBM reported lost.
Between 2300 and 2400, Japanese naval units bombard shore
positions; several merchant ships off beachhead damaged; no
casualties caused. During night, Miindoro-based PTs, under
orders not to attack enemy vessels unless landing attempt is
made, are subjected to enemy fire for more than one hour but
no damage results; "unidentified" aircraft also attack PTs,
causing slight damage and casualties.
27
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X Corps As series of amphibious leaps by 2d Bn of 34th
Inf, 24th Div, are made down NlC coast' of Leyte Peninsula
to block enemy's main escape routes, 1st Bn moves overfrom Calubian, clearing Bagacay and
land on trail
Pananauan and reaching high ground overlooking San
Taglawigan is occupied by amphibious unit from
Isidro.
block to S of village set up by
trail
Gigatangan I.;
elements of 1st Bn of 34th Inf and 24th Rcn Tr which
Fanother amphibious unit lands
moved S. from Ynalad.
about 2- miles S of Taglawigan and seizes Daha while a
third force in LCMs and LVTs moves 6,000 yards S of
Daha to make landing 'about 400 yards SW of San Isidro
jetty; Latter unit establishes contact with-elements
of 34th Inf on Oras Hill and outposts high ground to N
Sporadic opposition from a disorganized
of San Isidro.
enemy is encountered by 32d Inf and 1st Cav Div troops.
Clearing
approaching Campopo Bay and Silad Bay areas.
is
areas
rear
in
out isolated pockets of resistance
conducted by elements of 112th Cav; 2d Sq of 5th Cav
eliminates small groups of enemy stragglers in Cananga
area.
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XXIV Corps Second and 3d Bns of 305th Inf, 77th Div,
continue advance astride highway to Palompon, encountering
boxes in
stubborn resistance from enemy concrete pill
vicinity ,of Matagob. First Bn of 305th Irif conducts
Troops
aggressive patrolling N, E, and S of Palompon.
of 184th Inf,, 7th Div, are patrolling SE of Dolores
toward Canale.
at approximately 0012, Japanese TF steams northward from
Mindoro; withdrawing enemy vessels are attacked by B-25s and
.fighters which claim hit on CA and near. misses on DDs. Second
and 3d Bns of 21st Regt, 24th Inf Div, embark from Leyte for
Mindoro.

28
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X Corps After repulsing light enemy counterattack against
beachhead on San Isidro Bay, 34th Inf of 24th Div captures
Elements of 32d Div are operating in Canpokpok
San Isidro.
area, about 3,000 yards E of Campopo Bay.
Seventh Cav
of 1st Cav Div encounters determined enemy delaying action
in advance W of Tanguay toward Villaba Bay; 5th and 12th
Cav. troops push through broken enemy lines and reach
village of Tibur, between coastal towns of Villaba and
Abijao.
On Samar, A Tr of 8th Cav cohtacts group of
approximately 80 Japanese in position about 5 kilometers
E of Bongan.
XXIV Corps "Provisional Mountain Force" (2d Bn of 305th
Inf, less G Co and elements of H Co) of 77th Div, is
withdrawn from force attacking W astride narrow mountain
road leading to Palompon and transported by truck to
Ormoc; this force moves from Ormoc to- Palompon by LVTs
with mission to attack E in rear of enemy force in
Third Bn (plus G Co and elements of
vicinity of Tipolo.
H Co) of 305th Inf gains 2,000 yards along highway, enFirst Bn of
countering heavy enemy fire in Tipolo area.
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305th Inf (less Co B, reinf) maintains guard over port
of Palompon and'sends' patrols N to Sabang without encountering the enemy; Co B, reinf, moves on.highway
through Look,'encountering enemy mortar fire near de-stroyed bridge in vicinity of Bito which halts further
Seventy-seventh Rcn'Tr operating to E of
advance.
Valencia sends 2 plats with arty support to Hot Springs
to evacuate-approximately 3,000 natives, who are being
held prisoners by enemy; arty fire is laid down on
Seventh Div
ridge positions overlooking Hot Springs.
troops with arty support continue attacks to eliminate
enemy force in vicinity of Canale; 45 enemy dead counted.
Three enemy positions on S slopes of Mt. Maji'nag, NE of
Lubi, are reduced by 11th a/B Div troops.
Convoy with 21st Inf Regt (less 3d Bn). of 24th Div en
route to Mindoro is under enemy air attack throughout day;
two vessels carrying munitions and gasoline are exploded;
San
other ships are damaged and Regt suffers casualties.
Jose airfield with parallel taxistrip and 35 revetments is'
reported completed.

29
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X Corps_ Thirty-fourth Inf of 24th Div sweeps S of San
Isidro to clear coastal area around Arevalo Bay; high
terrain near Tunga seized. With supporting fire of 61st
FA Bn which disperses enemy force of regt strength at
Balitiabout one mile S of Villaba, 7th Cav of 1st Cav
.Moppiing up of scattered enemy
Div reaches l coast.
resistance in area between Campopo and Silad Bays is
continued by troops cf 32d. Inf and 1st Cav Divs.
XXIV Corps Third Bn of 305th Inf, 77th Div, continues
attack W toward enemy road block at Tipolo, encountering
heavy arty-fire; counter-battery fire is delivered
against enemy positions with good results. 'Meanwhilethe
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"Provisional Mountain Force,"(2d Bn of 305th Inf, less
G Co and elements of H Co) movesout from Look passing
through Co B of 1st Bn, holding positions about 600
yards E of San Miguel, and attacking E to clamp pincers
on enemy force in vicinity of Tipolo. Seventeenth Inf
of 7th Div conducts rcn in force to locate enemy force
in vicinity of Hill 4101, E of Ormoc. after seven days
of fierce fightingin hills MfI of itnonang, 11th A/B Div
with support of 3 arty bns succeeds in. neutralizing enemy
strongpoints. Relief of 11th A/B Div by 96th Inf Div is
initiated.
U.S. patrols find no evidence of enemy landing near
Reinf plat of 19th Inf
beachhead on Mindoro or on Ilin I.
RCT lands at Bulalacao off SW tip of hi/ndoro to install radar
installations; no opposition met.
30
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X Corps Basud and Arevalo on coast of Arevalo Bay,are
secured by 34th Inf of 24th Div. To S of Tabango Bay
elements of 32d Inf and 1st Cav Divs mop up scattered
enemy troops near coast; contact of 127th Inf and 7th
Cav made in vicinity of Villaba. Return of 1st Cav
units to staging area in Leyte Valley is initiated.
Yj0IV Corps Action, of 305th Inf, 77th Div, on W coast of
Leyte and on Palompon road is intensified. Co C of 1st
Bn makes amphibious landing at Abijao, about 61 miles
N of Palompon,

driving enemy from towni

which is then

burned to prevent its reoccupaticn, and continuing N
along coast to Jordan; radio contact with elements of1st Cav Div operating in vicinity of Villaba is established.
"Provisional TMiountain Force" driving E on road from
Palompon progress about 4 miles where heavy; and accurate
IMG fire from well-concealed enemy positions halts advance. ilieanwhile, 3d Bn, .reinf, with support of arty
and mortars, breaks through enemy defenses at Tipolo and
iEz
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gains 1,000 yards SVT of village.- Troops of 306th and
307th Regts initiate preliminary rcn preparatory to
relief of X Corps troops mopping up in TNhLeyte.
Seventeenth Inf of 7th Div eliminates several enemy
groups in Kancosia-1M'agocdoc-Mahilaom area, NE of Ipil.
Thirty-second Inf troops attack enemy force in vicinity
of Biliboy in foothills about 3 miles NE of Ormoc, killing
40 and forcing remainder to retreat to NE; 184th Inf
operating NE of Valencia eliminates estimated 80 enemy
in entrenched positions. 'Seventh Inf amphibious unit
establishes patrol base at 1lAerida, S of Puerto Bello;
patrols probe Libas, Lalunasang, Lundag, and Calinangan
Pt. without contacting the enemy.
Twenty-first Inf Regt (1lss 3d Bn) of 24th Div lands in
San Jose area on Miindoro I. and assumes responsibility for
Forty-seventh Bomber Gp
part of 503d Parachute Inf sector.
(A-20s) reported operating from ,indoro airfields.

31
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X Corps

In sweep S of :revalo Bay, 34th Inf troops

clear I'iaigang and occupy Tabango on coast of Tabango
MIvopping-up operations in coastal area between
Bay.
Campopo and Silad Bays are continued by elements of 32d
Inf and 1st Cav Divs; four "banzai" attacks against 7th
Cav perimeter at Villaba repulsed.
XXIV Corps Second and 3d Bns of 305th Inf, 77th Div,
join forces about two miles NE of San Miguel, ending ,
organized hostile resistanice on Libungao-Palomripon road.
hgainst stubborn resistance, elemrents of 32d Inf of 7th
Div with tank support drive NE up Ormoc-Canale trail
to within 400 yards of Dunghol; 17th Inf troops are
pushing toward Mlahiloam, about 6 miles NE of Ipil;
184th Inf rmoves to Dolores and prepares to attack NE
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in conjunction with 32d Inf. On SW coast of Leyt3e
Peninsula, elernnts of 7th Div establish defensive position at Quint and push patrols to Duljugan and Sacay
Points. Eleventh jA/B Div trops continue to destroy
mutually supporting enezmy pillboxes on S slopes of Mt.
Majunag; many enemy eliminated in hand-to-hand fighting.
Reinf rifle company of 19th Inf RCT makes unopposed
landing at Bongabong on E coast f Li-ndoro I. Preparations
for transfer of Western Visayan TF from control of Sixth
To date, enemy casualties
Army tno. Eighth irny are in progress.
on Mind.oro reported as 79 killed and 19 captured;. Japanese air
attacks on. Mindoro positions, TFs, and cunvoys estimated to
total 373 planes, of which approximately 145 are reported
destroyed.
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